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Abstract
At any given second, a modern computer system executes a multitude of different pro-
cesses of various complexity and privileges on the same hardware. To guarantee that
these processes do not interfere with one another, either accidentally or maliciously,
modern processors implement various isolation techniques, such as process, privilege,
and memory isolation. Consequently, these isolation techniques constitute a fundamen-
tal requirement for a secure computer system.
This dissertation investigates the security guarantees of various isolation techniques
that are used by modern computer systems. To this end, we present the isolation chal-
lenges from three different angles. First, we target fine-grained memory isolation that
is used by code-reuse mitigation techniques to thwart attackers with arbitrary memory
read vulnerabilities. We demonstrate that dynamically generated code can be used to
undermine such memory isolation techniques and, ultimately, propose a way to im-
prove the mitigation. Second, we study side effects of legitimate hardware features,
such as speculative execution, and show how they can be leveraged to leak sensitive
data across different security contexts, thereby breaking process and memory isola-
tion techniques. Finally, we demonstrate that in the presence of a faulty hardware
implementation, all isolation guarantees can be broken. We do this by using a novel




In jeder Sekunde führt ein modernes Computersystem eine Vielzahl von verschiedenen
Prozessen unterschiedlicher Komplexität und Privilegien auf derselben Hardware aus.
Um sicher zu stellen, dass sich diese Vorgänge nicht zufälligerweise oder böswillig ge-
genseitig stören, führt moderne Hardware verschiedene Isolationstechniken (Prozess-,
Berechtigungs- und Speicherisolation) durch. Demzufolge bestimmen diese Techniken
eine grundlegende Voraussetzung für ein sicheres Computersystem.
Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation wurden Sicherheitsgarantien der Isolationstechnik un-
tersucht, die moderne Computersysteme einsetzen. Zu diesem Zweck wurden die An-
forderungen der Isolationstechnik aus drei verschiedenen Blickwinkeln vorgestellt. Zu-
nächst haben wir uns mit der feinkörnigen Speicherisolierung beschäftigt, die zur Redu-
zierung von Code-Wiederverwendung gegen Angreifer mit willkürlichem Lesezugriff ge-
nutzt wird. Dabei haben wir gezeigt, wie diese Abwehrmechanismen durch dynamisch
generierten Code unterminiert werden können. Zweitens haben wir die Nebeneffekte
legitimer Hardware-Funktionen (z.B. spekulative Ausführung) untersucht und gezeigt,
wie diese eingesetzt werden können, um sensible Daten aus anderen Sicherheitskon-
texten zu lesen und dadurch Prozess- und Speicherisolierung zu umgehen. Schließlich
haben wir gezeigt, dass in Gegenwart einer fehlerhaften Hardware-Implementierung al-
le Sicherheitsgarantien gebrochen werden können. Dies haben wir durch Entdeckung
eines neuartigen mikroarchitektonischen Problems erreicht, das willkürlichen Zugriff
auf Speicherinhalte in allen Sicherheitskontexten erlaubt.

Scientific Impact of this Dissertation
This dissertation is based on four peer-reviewed papers published at USENIX Security
2016 [P1], NDSS 2017 [P2], ACM CCS 2018 [P3], and IEEE Security and Privacy
2019 [P4]. I contributed to three of them [P1, P2, P3] as the main author, and as a
single person next to faculty-level co-authors. The fourth paper [P4] is a result of a col-
laboration, where I am a co-author. My contribution to this collaboration is presented
in Chapter 6, which is based on the technical report [T2] that was created before the
collaboration and contains my original work on the same issue.
The initial research was started by an idea to assess the security of state-of-the-art
code-reuse mitigation techniques by trying to propose attack techniques against them.
To this end, we target one of the strongest state-of-the-art mitigation techniques that
combines fine-grained code-diversification schemes (to remove gadgets from fixed lo-
cations) with strong memory isolation techniques such as non-readable code pages (to
prevent gadget discovery at run time). Such defense techniques were proposed against
strong adversaries with the ability to read arbitrary memory contents at runtime. In
Chapter 3 (What Cannot Be Read Cannot Be Leveraged [P1]), we demonstrate that
dynamically generated code can be used to create a predictable code layout. As a re-
sult, gadget identification becomes possible without the need to read code pages, thus,
undermining the key assumption of the targeted mitigation techniques.
Based on the assumption that browsers correctly implement constant blinding, we re-
sorted to encoding code-reuse gadgets in relative offsets of branch instruction. We
challenge this assumption in Chapter 4 (Dachshund [P2]). To this end, we propose
DACHSHUND, a fuzzing framework that feeds randomly generated JavaScript files to
browsers, triggers their JIT compilation, dumps the generated native code, and searches
it for attacker-controlled JavaScript values. Our evaluation showed multiple cases of
adversarial JavaScript values that survive constant blinding and, thus, can be used in-
troduce arbitrary gadgets into native code.
A fundamental assumption of software-based mitigation techniques is that the under-
lying hardware correctly implements hardware-assisted isolation techniques. The re-
mainder of this dissertation challenges this assumption and searches for possible se-
curity issues in hardware, e.g., in speculative execution of modern processors. In our
technical report, Speculose [T1], we demonstrate that speculative execution can be
used to break privilege and memory isolation techniques. Particularly, we show that
adversaries can use speculative execution to identify mapped and non-mapped kernel
pages, thus breaking kernel address space layout randomization (KASLR). Furthermore,
we note that speculative execution can be used from JavaScript to break the memory
isolation provided by software sandboxes of modern browsers. This work paved the
way for the next chapter of this dissertation. Speculose [T1] was submitted to IEEE
S&P 2017 in October 2017, notably before now-famous microarchitectural problems,
Meltdown [84] and Spectre [76], were disclosed (January 2018).
Speculose and Spectre both use forward branches (direct and indirect) to achieve spec-
ulative execution. In contrast to them, Chapter 5 (ret2spec [P3]) demonstrates that
return instructions use dedicated predictors that can also be leveraged by adversaries
to trigger arbitrary speculative code execution. Consequently, we demonstrate that re-
turn address speculation can be used to break memory isolation (by reading outside
the bounds of a browser sandbox) and process isolation (by snooping on key presses of
another process) techniques.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we discover a new microarchitectural issue in Intel processors that
allows leaking information across arbitrary security contexts, thereby breaking multi-
ple isolation techniques. At the moment of the discovery, the author was interning at
Microsoft Research. The author disclosed the issue to Intel in June 2018 through Mi-
crosoft Security Response Center. Due to responsible disclosure, the author was not
allowed to submit the findings of the work to a conference until the embargo period
was over. In September 2018, the same issue was independently discovered by the
researchers from VUSec. After finding out that we have worked on the same issue,
we decided to merge our paper draft with the VUSec group’s paper. Consequently,
the cited paper [P4] primarily constitutes contributions of the VUSec team: Stephan
van Schaik, Alyssa Milburn, Sebastian Österlund, Pietro Frigo, Kaveh Razavi, Herbert
Bos, and Cristiano Giuffrida. The author of this dissertation contributed by provid-
ing a proof of concept exploit in Linux that allowed reading arbitrary kernel memory
contents (Section VI.D in [P4]). In order to demonstrate the author’s contribution, this
dissertation incorporates the technical paper [T2] (see Chapter 6), which comprises the
author’s original work about the hardware issue, notably written, and thus discovered,
completely independently before the collaboration.
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One of the core security features used by modern computer systems is isolation. It al-
lows separating different entities from one another while executing them together on
the same processor. An example of a widely used isolation technique is process isolation
that allows operating systems to run multiple processes simultaneously, while, at the
same time, restricting the interference among them. Process isolation itself constitutes
privilege and memory separation techniques. The former distinguishes between user
(non-privileged) and supervisor (privileged) modes, while the latter uses virtual mem-
ory to confine memory accesses of every process into a separate address space. Given
that different applications of various severity and privilege levels are being simultane-
ously executed on the same hardware, it is critical for the security of computer systems
to guarantee a proper isolation among them.
Due to their fundamental role in computer security and in order to improve the per-
formance, these isolation techniques are commonly implemented in hardware. For
instance, x86 architecture implements privilege separation by providing four privilege
rings from 0 to 3, where ring 0 and ring 3 are privileged and non-privileged modes, re-
spectively [70]. Similarly, address translation, the core component of virtual memory,
is also implemented in hardware. Address translation is responsible for traversing page
tables that are set up by an operating system. The traversal maps virtual addresses of a
process to the corresponding physical addresses. Furthermore, the translation process
is augmented with checking the access rights to make sure that the process is allowed
to access the data from the requested page. The recent surge in popularity of cloud
computing demanded a better virtualization performance from hardware manufactur-
ers. As a consequence, another isolation layer was added on top of already existing
systems, making it possible to create and run multiple virtual machines on the same
hardware while isolating them in a way to avoid leaking sensitive information [112].
The virtualization support constitutes another layer of address translation, from guest
physical to host physical addresses, and another privilege level to allow hypervisors to
execute at higher-than-supervisor privileges. Unsurprisingly, all these features add to
the complexity of already overly complex hardware, thereby increasing the chances of
either missing a corner case or having a faulty implementation of security-critical parts.
Apart from separating multiple processes from one another, isolation can also be ap-
plied inside the same process. A simple example of this is memory protection that
allows marking memory regions with access rights, such as writable or executable.
Separating memory regions based on access rights is important to avoid accidental (or
more importantly malicious) writes to read-only areas or execution of non-executable
data. Another prevalent example of intra-process isolation is used by software-based
user-mode sandboxes, in which an application wants to safely execute an untrusted pro-
gram. The most popular example of such sandboxes are present in all modern browsers
that execute JavaScript programs in confined environments [50, 87]. Another popular
example of such restricted environments that has gained in popularity in recent years is
WebAssembly [115]. Given that hardware does not support a less-privileged mode than
the user mode (ring 3), such JavaScript and WebAssembly sandboxes are implemented
in software, e.g., by Just-in-Time compilers emitting additional checks to guarantee that
the compiled code accesses data from the allowed memory range only. A downside of
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this approach is that a single software vulnerability might be enough for a malicious
JavaScript code to escape the sandbox.
It is also important to note another potential problem with the aforementioned user-
mode sandboxes on x86 machines: the lack of fine-grained memory protection bits in
current x86 implementations, e.g., the inability to mark memory pages as non-readable.
As a result, by breaking out of a JavaScript sandbox, adversaries can uncover the code
layout of the entire program, thereby undermining any code diversification that has
been applied to the program [107]. The fact that code diversification is one of the
most popular code-reuse defense techniques makes this attack even more critical. In
fact, to counter such attacks, researchers have suggested using various techniques to
achieve fine-grained memory protection. Such proposals include solving the problem in
software, e.g., by using page faults [6] or binary instrumentation [18] to differentiate
code and data regions. Others have proposed using hardware features, such as split
TLB technology to distinguish memory loads from instruction fetches [46] or extended
page tables (EPT) of virtualization extensions on x86 machines to be able to separately
control executable (X), readable (R), and writable (W) protection bits of each memory
page [28, 29].
Given their fundamental part in the security of modern computer systems, the goal of
this dissertation is to assess the security of existing hardware-based isolation techniques.
We do this by revisiting the security guarantees of their implementations, proposing
new attack techniques, and ultimately suggesting possible solutions to security-critical
problems that we identify. This dissertation covers the fundamental isolation tech-
niques such as memory, process, and privilege isolation. In particular, we present
the challenges to these isolation techniques from three different angles. In the first
part, we target state-of-the-art code diversification mitigation techniques against code-
reuse attacks that employ fine-grained memory isolation techniques to prevent code-
derandomization attacks at runtime. Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrate that having a pre-
dictable code output from Just-in-Time JavaScript compilers is enough to break the
security assumptions of such defense techniques by injecting the required code-reuse
gadgets and computing their addresses without the need to read the code. The second
part of this dissertation, i.e., Chapter 5, as well as our technical report [T1], targets
memory and process isolation techniques provided by the hardware. However, this
time, we do not assume a buggy software. Instead, we demonstrate that legitimate
hardware features can be leveraged in a way to trigger information leakage across
various security contexts. And finally, the last part of this dissertation demonstrates
that arbitrary hardware- and software-based isolation techniques can be broken in the
presence of a faulty hardware implementation. In Chapter 6, we use a new microar-
chitectural issue on modern processors, that was discovered by us, to leak sensitive
information across arbitrary security contexts, thereby breaking all memory, process,
and privilege isolation techniques.
4
Contributions
In the following, we briefly overview the papers that are included in this disserta-
tion [P1, P2, P3, T2]. Furthermore, we introduce their major contributions and show
how they relate to one another. Additionally, despite not being included in the disser-
tation, we will overview the author’s technical paper, Speculose [T1], which will link
two halves of the dissertation.
WHAT CANNOT BE READ CANNOT BE LEVERAGED
Our first paper, What Cannot be Read Cannot be Leveraged [P1] (see Chapter 3), tar-
gets a class of strong mitigation techniques against code-reuse attacks and proposes
a way to bypass them. These state-of-the-art mitigation techniques have been pro-
posed to prevent Just-in-Time code-reuse attacks, also called JIT-ROP [107]. JIT-ROP
undermines all code diversification techniques by using scripting languages, such as
JavaScript, to read already-randomized code at runtime to find necessary gadgets. To
counter JIT-ROP, multiple researchers have proposed a class of mitigation techniques
that we collectively call XnR (execute no read) [28, 29, 6, 46, 18]. Given that reading
code pages is a requirement for JIT-ROP, XnR-based mitigations strip away the read
rights from code pages, for example, by using hardware features, such as extended
page tables (EPT), which allow marking code pages as non-readable [28, 29, 6].
Staying in line with the threat model of these defense techniques, we observe that
dynamically generated code (e.g., JIT-compiled JavaScript in browsers) can be directly
influenced by attackers; thereby, making it considerably harder to effectively randomize
or hide it. This stems from the fact that adversaries can control the input to JIT com-
pilers, thus making their output predictable. The predictability of JIT-compiled code is
the foundation of our attack. We demonstrate that predictable code output from just-
in-time compilers (e.g., JavaScript compilers that are used by all modern browsers)
can be used to compute the addresses of the dynamically generated code-reuse gad-
gets without the need of reading code pages. Furthermore, our work demonstrates
that despite existing defenses against code-injection attacks in modern browsers (e.g.,
constant blinding or NOP insertion), adversaries can still introduce arbitrary gadgets
into the compiled native code. We do this by using specially crafted JavaScript state-
ments (e.g., conditionals) that implicitly control the displacement field of x86 branch
instructions. Since the displacement values encoded in branch instructions denote the
jump distance, they do not have the corresponding immediate values in the JavaScript
code; instead, they are being computed based on the size of the code they jump over.
Therefore, existing constant-blinding schemes fail to detect these implicit constants as
adversarial. As a result, we propose two new attack techniques that use conditionals
and function calls in JavaScript, and show that all modern browsers are vulnerable to
them. Ultimately, we also propose a mitigation technique that can be used by JIT com-
pilers to protect against our attacks. The mitigation extends existing constant-blinding
schemes by also applying them to implicit constants. We implemented our defense tech-
nique in Google Chrome’s JavaScript engine (V8), resulting in an overall performance




In contrast to our prior work that found special types of instructions resulting in ar-
bitrary gadget injection via implicit constants, our second work, Dachshund [P2] (see
Chapter 4), challenges the completeness of existing constant-blinding implementations
in modern browsers. That is, we want to test whether all explicit constants in JavaScript
are properly blinded before being embedded in the native code. To this end, we propose
a fuzzing-driven framework called DACHSHUND. The fuzzing engine of DACHSHUND
generates random JavaScript files containing immediate values in JavaScript state-
ments. The generated JavaScript files are then fed into the target browsers (Microsoft
Edge and Google Chrome in our case) for JIT-compilation. After that, DACHSHUND
checks the generated native code to look for values that have survived constant blind-
ing. The values that are present in both JavaScript and native code are then reported as
unsafe. Both our targeted browsers implement constant blinding against code-injection
attacks. Nevertheless, DACHSHUND found multiple cases where adversarial values per-
sist and thus can be used by attackers. We reported our findings to the corresponding
browser vendors.
Similar to our previous work, we also developed a countermeasure to eradicate all
possibly adversarial constants from native code. Moreover, seeing that the problem
persists in all modern browsers, we decided to develop a unified solution for all of
them. To this end, we target the initial source of attacker-controlled values, i.e., the
JavaScript code itself. Particularly, we propose a JavaScript rewriter that can be used as
a browser extension or deployed on a proxy server. The rewriter transforms JavaScript
such that all potentially adversarial immediate values are stored in the data portion of
memory only, and guarantees that they can never be embedded in code. As a result,
adversarial values cannot be found in the executable portion of the memory and, thus,
cannot be used as code-reuse gadgets.
SPECULOSE
Our technical report, SPECULOSE [T1], assumes a bug-free software and tries to find
weaknesses in hardware. More specifically, the main target of SPECULOSE is speculative
execution, an optimization feature that is used by all modern processors. By guessing
targets of branch instructions, speculative execution avoids pipeline stalls, thereby in-
creasing CPU utilization and decreasing execution time of programs. While correctly
guessing the branch target indeed optimizes the performance, incorrect guesses lead to
executing instructions from the wrong path. As a result, although the wrongly executed
instructions will be flushed from the pipeline when misspeculation is detected, the side
effects of their execution can still be observed via side channels. Studying the security
implications of speculative execution in modern processors, we propose the following
two attacks in SPECULOSE: (i) reading outside the bounds of an array by combining
speculative execution with cache side-channel attacks, and (ii) breaking kernel address
space layout randomization (KASLR) by observing the behavior of speculative loads
when reading mapped and non-mapped kernel memory pages.
It is important to note that this work on speculative execution was conducted inde-
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pendently from other research groups and submitted to IEEE S&P in October 2017,
predating the publication of now-famous papers on the similar issues: Meltdown [84]
and Spectre [76]. Despite getting a positive feedback for the general idea of our work,
SPECULOSE was rejected due to a low security impact of the chosen use case that (only)
demonstrated to undermine the already-broken [66, 72, 54, 39, 51] KASLR.
RET2SPEC
Prior work on speculative execution showed that executing wrong instructions can be
dangerous even without committing their execution results to the architectural state.
Speculative execution attacks using direct and indirect branches have already been
studied in related work [T1, 76, 62, 39, 24]. As a consequence, software and hardware
vendors have proposed mitigations against them. Our work, called ret2spec [P3] (see
Chapter 5), extends the existing work on speculative attacks by studying a hardware
unit that is responsible for predicting the destinations of return instructions—return
stack buffer (RSB). We show that, similar to (in)direct jump/call prediction buffers,
RSBs can also contain adversarial values, which can be leveraged to induce specula-
tive execution at attacker-controlled addresses. This can be used to break process and
memory isolation techniques. Particularly, this work shows that return address predic-
tors can be used to bypass process isolation by tainting the prediction buffers of other
processes on the same logical core, that can result in the attacker process snooping on
the key presses of the victim. Furthermore, we show that RSB-based misspeculation
attacks can also be mounted from JavaScript, that can result in reading arbitrary mem-
ory of the browser process, thereby breaking memory isolation guarantees. We reported
these issues and our proposed mitigations to the affected vendors. To mitigate the cross-
process attack, we propose flushing RSB entries at context switches. For out-of-bound
memory reads in JavaScript, we propose a modified version of retpoline1 [111].
LEAKY FILL BUFFERS
In contrast to speculative execution, which is a legitimate hardware feature whose side
effects can be used maliciously, our final work, Leaky Fill Buffers [T2] (see Chapter 6),
relies on a faulty hardware implementation. The hardware issue, that this work is
based on, was discovered by the author of this dissertation and allows information
leakage from arbitrary security contexts; notably, even with existing Meltdown [84]
and Foreshadow [20] mitigations in place. The source of information leaks is a mi-
croarchitectural buffer, called line fill buffer (LFB), that is used to store in-flight data
while simultaneously handling multiple L1 data cache misses. We have discovered that
when special conditions are met, LFB forwards the contents of one of its entries with-
out checking whether it contains the correct data. As a result, adversaries can leak
random LFB entries, thereby leaking the data from recent memory accesses that have
resulted in an L1 data cache miss, notably from all processes on the same physical core.
Ultimately, this work demonstrates that having a single hardware issue is enough to
undermine all isolation techniques and leak data across all security boundaries.




The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows. First, in Chapter 2, we intro-
duce background information of hardware-based isolation features. This information
is important for understanding the remainder of this dissertation. The additional back-
ground information will also be introduced in each chapter as required. For example,
background information about code-reuse attacks will be introduced in Section 3.4.
This will be relevant for Chapters 3 and 4. The additional microarchitectural infor-







In the following, we provide background information on isolation techniques that are
necessary for better understanding the following chapters. If applicable, more detailed
information will be presented at the beginning of each chapter.
2.1 Process Isolation
Modern computer systems with preemptive multitasking operating systems, which are
widely used today, run a multitude of different processes on the same hardware at any
given second. This makes process isolation one of the most important security concepts
guaranteeing that (i) each process gets an illusion that they execute on a dedicated
hardware, and, more importantly, (ii) processes cannot accidentally or maliciously in-
terfere with each other. To achieve the isolation among various processes, a more
privileged entity (such as an operating system) is required, thereby making privilege
separation a mandatory requirement. Modern processors1 support at least two levels
of privileges: user (non-privileged) and supervisor (privileged). Usually, an operating
system kernel and drivers are being executed in supervisor mode, while regular pro-
cesses reside in user mode. To provide user-mode applications an access to privileged
operations (such as opening a file), operating systems define a set of API functions that
can be invoked by user-mode programs via system calls.
Another important aspect of process isolation is memory separation, in the absence of
which less-privileged processes could easily read and write memory contents of both
high-privileged and other low-privileged processes. To achieve memory isolation, most
modern processors use virtual memory—a hardware feature to aid operating systems
in isolating address spaces of different processes.
As the name suggests, virtual memory is used to create an illusion for processes that
they have access to the entire address space. In reality, each memory access to a virtual
address goes through a translation process until the actual physical address is resolved.
This physical address is then used by the processor to access the requested data. The
translation process, i.e., mapping virtual addresses to their corresponding physical ad-
dresses, is controlled via page tables that are set up for each process by the operating
system. On each memory access, these page tables are traversed (called a page walk)
by the processor’s memory management unit (MMU) to do the address translation. In
addition to being used for translating virtual addresses, page tables also contain mem-
ory protection bits that are used to define whether the page is writable or executable,
or whether the page can be accessed by a non-privileged process. These protection bits
are configured by the operating system as well.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the process of translating a virtual address VA[47:0]2 to its cor-
responding physical address. A pointer to the first page table, that is used to start the
translation, is stored in CR3—a control register that is uniquely assigned to each process
by the operating system. A portion of the virtual address (VA[47:39]) is then used as
1We concentrate on x86 architectures, although similar features are present in other architectures.
2Modern systems use only 48 bits of virtual addresses (called canonical addressing). Bits 63–48 are set to
the value of bit 47. This is done to reduce both storage and computation overheads.
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Figure 2.1: Address translation steps in modern 64-bit CPUs.
an offset inside the chosen page table (at CR3) to read the corresponding page-table en-
try. The page-table entry, among other things, contains a pointer to the next-level page
table. This process continues recursively until, ultimately, the last translation leads to
a physical frame—a 4KiB memory region on modern x86 systems. Finally, the least
significant 12 bits of the address (VA[11:0]) are used to access the requested byte(s)
from the physical frame. It shall be noted that due to virtual pages and physical frames
being page aligned (4KiB) in memory, the least significant 12 bits of the virtual and
physical addresses are always the same.
As it was already shown in the example, modern processors use canonical addresses
to reduce the number of memory accesses during a translation. Canonical addressing
uses the least significant 48 bits of a virtual address for translation and requires that
the most significant 16 bits are all set to the 48th bit (VA[63:48]=VA[47]). However,
even with canonical addressing, address translation requires 4 extra memory reads
for each memory access. Modern processors further reduce this overhead by using
translation lookaside buffers (TLB)—a small hardware buffer that stores the results of
recent address translations, i.e., direct mappings from virtual pages to physical frames.
As a result, a memory access to the address that is present in the TLB (i.e., a TLB hit)
requires only a single memory operation to get the data.
2.2 Virtual Machine Isolation
The increased popularity of cloud computing in recent years created a high demand for
a better virtualization support on modern processors. As a result, hardware vendors in-
troduced new virtualization features that makes running virtual machines significantly
more efficient. Unsurprisingly, these virtualization features also include isolation tech-
niques to separate different virtual machines running side by side on the same hard-
ware. In essence, already-existing process isolation techniques have been extended to
virtual machines. For instance, hardware virtualization extensions introduce another
privilege level, called hypervisor, that has higher privileges than supervisors. Further-
more, extended page tables (EPT) have been implemented to add another indirection
to virtual memory. In particular, EPTs provide virtual memory to the guest operating
systems running in a virtualized hardware. As a result, each time a guest process ac-
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cesses a guest physical memory, the corresponding address has to be translated to a
host physical address before it can be used to access memory. Needless to say, these
extended page tables are configured by a hypervisor.
2.3 Software-based Sandboxing
Finally, it shall be noted that not all isolation techniques are based entirely on hard-
ware features. A prominent example of such techniques is software-based sandboxing
that is prevalent in modern browsers [50, 87]. The increase in popularity of dynamic
web pages and, more importantly, web applications created a high demand for high-
performance JavaScript execution. As a result, browsers started JIT compiling Java-
Script into native code to run them as fast as allowed by the underlying hardware. In
order to minimize the risk of running possibly malicious native code on users’ hardware,
most modern browsers use a combination of hardware- and software-based sandbox-
ing techniques. For example, Google Chrome uses privilege separation to implement
a high-privileged broker process—the main browser process—that is responsible for
all privileged operations required by renderer processes—low-privileged processes that
are rendering a web page, as well as parsing, compiling, and executing JavaScript.
Renderer processes, and thus JIT-compiled JavaScript, are not allowed to invoke the
majority of system calls, i.e., they cannot open files, access network, etc. Instead, all
privileged operations are requested from the broker process via inter-process commu-
nication (IPC). In addition to privilege separation, renderer processes use a software-
based memory isolation technique. This memory-isolation technique relies on the cor-
rectness of the JIT compiler that has to guarantee (e.g., via pointer checking) that
all memory accesses by the generated native code are confined to the memory ranges
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Despite numerous attempts to mitigate code-reuse attacks, Return-Oriented Program-
ming (ROP) is still at the core of exploiting memory corruption vulnerabilities. Most
notably, in JIT-ROP, an attacker dynamically searches for suitable gadgets in executable
code pages, even if they have been randomized. JIT-ROP seemingly requires that (i)
code is readable (to find gadgets at run time) and (ii) executable (to mount the overall
attack). As a response, Execute-no-Read (XnR) schemes have been proposed to revoke
the read privilege of code, such that an adversary can no longer inspect the code after
fine-grained code randomizations have been applied.
We revisit these “inherent” requirements for mounting JIT-ROP attacks. We show that
JIT-ROP attacks can be mounted without ever reading any code fragments, but instead
by injecting predictable gadgets via a JIT compiler by carefully triggering useful dis-
placement values in control flow instructions. We show that defenses deployed in all
major browsers (Chrome, MS IE, Firefox) do not protect against such gadgets, nor
do the current XnR implementations protect against code injection attacks. To extend
XnR’s guarantees against JIT-compiled gadgets, we propose a defense that replaces
potentially dangerous direct control flow instructions with indirect ones at an overall
performance overhead of less than 2% and a code-size overhead of 26% on average.
3.2 Problem Description
Code-reuse attacks, such as Return-Oriented Programming (ROP), enable an attacker
to bypass Execute-XOR-Write (XˆW) policies by suitably chaining existing small code
fragments (so-called gadgets). One of the most prominently explored concepts to de-
fend against such attacks involves randomizing programs so that an attacker can no
longer reliably identify and chain such gadgets, whether by code transformations [71,
12, 30], data region hardening [11, 90], or whole address space randomization [10].
However, a novel class of attacks, dubbed JIT-ROP, allows for code reuse even for such
diversified programs [107]. JIT-ROP leverages a memory disclosure vulnerability in
combination with a scripting environment—which is part of all modern browsers—
to read existing code parts, notably after they were randomized. Once the code has
been read (e.g., using a memory disclosure vulnerability), an attacker can dynamically
discover and chain gadgets for conventional code-reuse attacks.
Mounting a successful JIT-ROP attack seemingly requires the ability to (i) read code
fragments and identify suitable gadgets (otherwise the adversary would not know what
to combine) and to (ii) execute them (so that the overall attack can be mounted). The
recently proposed Execute-no-Read (XnR) schemes [6, 28, 29] consequently strive to
eliminate JIT-ROP attacks by ensuring that executable code is non-readable, i.e., mark-
ing code sections as executable-only while explicitly removing the read privilege. Hence
an adversary can no longer inspect the code after fine-grained code randomization tech-
niques have been applied and should thus fail to identify suitable gadgets. As a more
pointed statement: what cannot be read, cannot be leveraged.
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3.3 Contributions
In this work, we carefully revisit these seemingly inherent requirements for mounting
a successful JIT-ROP attack. As our overall result, we show that JIT-ROP attacks can
often be mounted without ever reading any code fragments, but by instead injecting
arbitrary, predictable gadgets via a JIT compiler and by subsequently assembling them
to suitable ROP chains without reading any code pages.
As a starting point, we show how to obtain expressive unaligned gadgets by encod-
ing specially-crafted constants in instructions. Prior research has already shown that
explicit constants in JavaScript statements, e.g., in assignment statements like x =
0x12345678, can be used to generate unaligned gadgets [5]. Browsers started to fix
such vulnerabilities, e.g., by blinding explicit constants (i.e., XOR-ing them with a se-
cret key), and/or by applying fine-grained code randomization techniques (cf. Athanas-
akis et al. [5]). We show that implicit constants in JIT-compiled code can be exploited
in a similar manner, and are hence far more dangerous in the JIT-ROP setting than com-
monly believed. To this end, we generate JavaScript code that emits specific offsets in
relative jumps/calls in the JIT-compiled code. We show that both relative jumps and
relative calls can be used to encode attacker-controllable values in an instruction’s dis-
placement field. These values can later be used as unaligned gadgets, i.e., an attacker
that controls the jump or call destination (or source) can predict the displacement and
thereby generate deterministic gadgets on-the-fly, without the need to ever read them
before use. We demonstrate the impact of our attack by injecting almost arbitrary two-
or three-byte-wide gadgets, which enable an attacker to perform arbitrary system calls,
or, more generally, obtain a Turing-complete instruction set. We show that all major
browsers (Chrome, Internet Explorer, Firefox) are susceptible to this attack, even if
code randomization schemes such as NOP insertion (like in Internet Explorer) are in
place.
The ability to create controllable JIT-compiled code enables an adversary to conve-
niently assemble ROP chains without the requirement to ever read code. This chal-
lenges current XnR instantiations in that code does not have to be readable to be useful
for ROP chains, highlighting the need to complement XnR with effective code pointer
hiding and/or code randomization schemes also in JIT-compiled code. Unless XnR
implementations additionally protect JIT-compiled code, they do not prevent attack-
ers from reusing predictable attacker-generated gadgets, and hence from mounting
JIT-ROP attacks. We stress that a complete XnR implementation that offered holistic
code coverage (i.e., hiding code-pointers also in JIT-compiled code) may also be effec-
tive against our attack. However, maintaining XnR’s guarantees also for JIT-compiled
and attacker-controlled code imposes additional challenges in practical settings: First,
fine-grained code randomization schemes that are implemented in XnR do not add se-
curity against implicit constants, and they hence make gadget emissions, proposed in
this work, possible. In particular, the widely deployed concepts of register renaming
and instruction reordering do not affect our proposed unaligned gadgets. Moreover,
fine-grained code randomization techniques commonly deployed in browsers (as NOP
insertion in IE) are not sufficient either, as the attacker can test the validity of its gad-
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gets before using them. Second, the lack of code pointer hiding in JIT-compiled code in
current XnR instantiations constitutes an additional vector of attack, since adversaries
can then still leverage our attack to encode constants in relative calls.
We finally explored how to extend XnR’s guarantees against implicit constants in JIT-
compiled code. One option would be to extend the use of call trampolines in XnR
schemes also to JIT compilers, as suggested by Crane el al. [28, 29]. However, this
will replace existing direct calls with direct jumps to trampolines, which also encode
implicit constants. Furthermore, trampolines will introduce new relative offsets in their
direct call instructions. As the locations of trampolines are not hidden (e.g., they can
be revealed by reading the return address on stack), in the presence of an unprotected
code pointer, the attacker will be able to predict encoded constants by leaking either the
caller or the callee address. As an orthogonal alternative, in this work we propose to
(i) replace relative addressing with indirect calls and (ii) blind (i.e., reliably obfuscate)
all explicit constants used to prepare the indirect calls. We implement our defense in
V8, the JavaScript engine of Chrome, and show that our proposal imposes less than
2% performance and 26% code size overhead, while effectively preventing the attacks
described in this work.
The summarized contributions of our work are:
• We present a novel class of attacks that encode ROP gadgets in implicit constants
of JIT-compiled code. We thereby show that reading code fragments is not nec-
essarily a prerequisite for assembling useful gadgets in order to mount a JIT-ROP
attack.
• We demonstrate that all three major browsers (Chrome, Internet Explorer, Fire-
fox) are susceptible to our proposed attack.
• We discuss potential shortcomings when using XnR to protect JIT-compiled code.
We show that the underlying assumptions that XnR schemes build upon (such
as code randomization) have to be carefully evaluated in the presence of JIT-
compiled code.
• We implement a defense in V8 that replaces relative calls/jumps with indirect con-
trol flow instructions. This effectively prevents the attack proposed in this work
by removing dangerous implicit constants, exhibiting a performance overhead of
2% and a code size overhead of 26%.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.4 provides background
information on code-reuse attacks. Section 3.5 describes our threat model. Section 3.6
introduces the fundamentals of our attack and demonstrates its efficacy against three
major browsers. Section 3.7 introduces an efficient defense against our attack. Sec-
tion 3.8 discusses the implications of our work. Section 3.9 describes related work and
Section 3.10 concludes with a summary of our findings.
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3.4 Primer on Software Exploitation
We will use this section to provide background information on code-reuse attacks. We
start by explaining ROP, and then provide insights on JIT-ROP, which collects code on-
the-fly and thus evades existing randomization schemes like ASLR. Finally, we describe
Execute-no-Read (XnR), a new defensive scheme that aims to protect against code-
reuse attacks (including JIT-ROP).
3.4.1 Classical Stack Overflow Attacks
The key problem that has been a culprit for many exploited programs is that control
(e.g., return address, function pointer) and non-control (e.g., a character array) data
share the same memory. Program stack, the most important data structure for program
execution, is also the most targeted data structure in buffer overflow attacks. The
reason is that a program stack stores arguments, return address, and local variables for
each function that is being called. As a result, an attacker is able to overwrite control
(e.g., a return address) data by simply overflowing a nearby vulnerable buffer.
Code Injection Attacks
Before the popularization of software exploitation, there were hardly any defenses im-
plemented neither in software nor in hardware. Therefore, it was way easier for ad-
versaries to take over the control of the program and gain arbitrary code execution.
The classical stack overflow attack is the manifestation of lack of defenses. In this at-
tack, the attacker overflows a buffer on the stack—thereby overwriting the saved return
address—and points the return address to the beginning of the buffer. Consequently,
next time a return instruction is executed—which is inevitable given the overflow has
happened in a function—the control flow of the program will be diverted to the begin-
ning of the attacker-controlled buffer, thus executing the attacker-controlled code.
Data Execution Prevention (DEP)
One of the key issues of the aforementioned code-injection attack is the lack of dis-
tinction between executable and data regions in memory. Old x86 processors only
had a single protection bit denoting whether the respective memory page was writable.
Consequently, all memory was always readable and executable by default. Data exe-
cution prevention (DEP) was proposed that would allow making data regions as non-
executable, thereby preventing adversaries from executing shellcode directly on the
stack. Due to its effectiveness, ultimately, this proposal was also backed by hardware.
Nowadays, all 64-bit x86 architectures support an NX (no-execute) protection bit that
denotes whether the memory page can be executable or not.
3.4.2 Code-Reuse Attacks
Although NX bit forbids executing arbitrary injected bytes from the stack, it still allows
the attacker to execute the code from existing executable portions of memory, such as
from the main program or included libraries. For instance, the attacker can overwrite
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the saved return address on the stack with an address of a function from libc, e.g.,
system, that will be executed after the next return instruction. Furthermore, by writing
the addresses successively, the attacker can chain multiple functions at will [88, 79].
Return Oriented Programming (ROP)
Return oriented programming (ROP), proposed by Shacham [105], is a generalized
version of code-reuse attacks. Instead of reusing entire functions, ROP uses short in-
struction sequences, called gadgets. Each gadget usually has a small role, e.g., setting a
register, writing to memory, or calling a function. To be able to chain multiple gadgets
together, they have to end in a return instruction, hence the name. However, it was
shown that other control-flow instruction can also be used instead of a return [15, 22].
Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR)
Code reuse remains a popular attack technique that is still used today. Consequently,
lots of research have been conducted to mitigate it. One of the most prominent de-
fense techniques that are deployed by most operating systems is Address Space Layout
Randomization (ASLR) [109]. The key principle behind ASLR is to randomize the base
addresses of memory segments; thereby, preventing an attacker from knowing the ad-
dresses of required gadgets. As a result, despite being able to overwrite code pointers
(e.g., a saved return address on the stack), the attacker cannot gain arbitrary code exe-
cution. However, ASLR also has some shortcomings, information leaks being the most
prominent one [35, 106, 65]. In particular, since ASLR only randomizes base addresses
of memory segments, leaking even a single code pointer can revert the randomization
of the entire memory segment. To mitigate these issues, researchers have proposed
fine-grained randomization schemes that can be built on top of ASLR to make it robust
against single pointer leaks. Fine-grained randomization schemes work by random-
izing the internal structure of code/data pages, thereby making it impossible for the
attacker to learn locations of gadgets by leaking a single pointer. Different fine-grained
schemes randomize at different granularity, such as randomizing instructions [59, 96],
basic blocks [47, 114, 30], or entire functions [47, 58, 74, 30]. More details and a
thorough analyzes of fine-grained randomization techniques can be found in a survey
by Larsen et al. [80].
3.4.3 Just-in-Time Code-Reuse Attacks (JIT-ROP)
The main weakness of diversification schemes is that they can be bypassed by a stronger
attacker who is capable of reading already-diversified code at runtime. This is the key
observation of the attack technique proposed by Snow et al. [107], called JIT-ROP.
Assuming an adversary who is able to read randomized code sections, JIT-ROP un-
dermines any applied fine-grained randomization scheme. JIT-ROP assumes that an
attacker (A1) controls the code that is being executed in a scripting environment, (A2)
has a memory disclosure vulnerability that can be exploited multiple times to read data
at arbitrary memory locations, and (A3) has at least one control flow vulnerability to
trigger a ROP attack.
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To execute a JIT-ROP attack, the attacker uses arbitrary memory read vulnerability (A2)
to gather as many code pages as possible. The attacker then uses the same vulnerability
to find gadgets and function addresses from the code pages at runtime. JIT-ROP then
generates an exploit using the found gadgets and functions, and writes the generated
gadget chain in memory. Finally, the attacker uses a control flow vulnerability (A3) to
direct the control flow to the beginning of the gadget chain. It is important to note that,
by collecting the gadgets at runtime, JIT-ROP successfully undermines any previously
applied randomization.
Execute-no-Read (XnR)
To mitigate the weaknesses that JIT-ROP has demonstrated, researchers suggest mak-
ing code pages non-readable. Such Execute-no-Read (XnR) schemes were proposed by
Backes et al. [6], and later improved by Crane et al. [28, 29]. The goal of XnR schemes
is to prevent JIT-ROP attackers from dynamically looking for gadgets in non-readable
code sections.
XnR Due to the lack of support in the current hardware, Backes et al. [6] resorted
to implementing XnR via modifying software: marking code pages as non-present and
checking the permissions inside a custom pagefault handler. To avoid being interrupted
too frequently, the authors propose to leave a window of N present pages. As a result,
despite exposing a few readable pages to the attacker, XnR prevents the adversaries
from reading arbitrary code pages. The authors suggest that when choosing a low
window size, such as N = 3, the likelihood of an attacker leveraging the present code
pages for a code-reuse attack is negligible.
Readactor(++) In contrast to XnR, Crane et al. suggested leveraging hardware sup-
port and proposed Readactor [28] and Readactor++ [29]. In these papers, the au-
thors suggest employing Extended Page Tables (EPT), a recently introduced hardware
feature to assist virtualized environments. While regular page tables translate virtual
addresses into physical ones, EPTs add another layer of indirection and translate phys-
ical addresses of a VM to physical addresses of the host. Conveniently, EPTs also al-
low marking memory pages as (non-)readable, (non-)writable, or (non-)executable,
allowing enforcement of XnR in hardware. Not to reveal code layout by reading code
pointers, Readactor hides them using trampolines. Consequently, all the code point-
ers in readable memory will only be pointing to trampolines. Furthermore, to prevent
guessing the code layout, Readactor assumes that fine-grained code-diversification tech-
niques are in place, such as function permutation, register allocation randomization,
and callee-saved register save slot reordering.
Despite the fact that Readactor hid code pointers, the layout of some function tables
(e.g., import tables or vtables) stayed the same. This allows an adversary to guess and
reuse the function pointers [101]. Readactor++ fixed this issue by randomizing these
function tables (to get rid of the predictable layout) and randomly injecting pointers to
illegal code (to forbid function fingerprinting by executing it).
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Alternative XnR Designs Apart from XnR and Readactor(++), there are alternative
implementations that achieve the same design goal. For instance, HideM [46], pro-
posed by Gionta et al., uses split TLB technology to differentiate between memory
loads and instruction fetches, and only allows the latter to read code pages. Another
approach—Leakage-Resilient Layout Randomization (LR2) by Pereira et al. [18]—is
similar to Readactor(++). However, in contrast to Readactor(++), LR2 targets mo-
bile devices (i.e., ARM CPUs), and is solely implemented in software without requiring
hardware support. LR2 achieves this by splitting the address space into code and data
parts, and uses binary instrumentation to forbid reading code.
JIT-Compiled Gadgets
JIT compilation remains a major challenge for XnR implementations. During JIT com-
pilation, JIT engines (e.g., of a browser) compile JavaScript code into assembly instruc-
tions to optimize performance. This is done by converting each JavaScript statement
into a sequence of corresponding assembly instructions; thereby, making the code out-
put of JIT compilers predictable. This determinism allows an attacker to influence
the generated native code by leveraging the JavaScript code. This technique has been
previously used by Blazakis [14] and Athanasakis et al. [5], who propose crafting spe-
cial JavaScript statements that JIT-compile into gadgets. For instance, a JavaScript
statement with an immediate value (var a=0x90909090) will be JIT compiled into a
sequence of assembly instructions, one of which will contain the attacker-chosen value
(mov eax,0x90909090). Consequently, the attacker can jump in the middle of the in-
struction and use the bytes of the immediate value as an unaligned gadget, such as four
consecutive nop instructions (0x90909090) in our simple example.
JIT Compiler Defenses
Modern JavaScript compilers are aware of such attacks and try to prevent them using
constant blinding. That is, instead of directly emitting constants in native code, com-
pilers XOR them with randomly generated keys, thus making the resulting values un-
predictable. After the blinding, the aforementioned instruction (mov eax,0x90909090)
will be split into two following parts, effectively removing the attacker-controlled value:
mov eax, (RAND_KEY ⊕ 0x90909090)
xor eax, RAND_KEY
The constant RAND_KEY is a randomly generated key, and (RAND_KEY⊕0x90909090) is
a single immediate value generated at compile time. It shall be noted that for perfor-
mance reasons, modern browsers only blind large constants. For example, Chrome and
IE blind constants containing three or more bytes. As a result, embedding arbitrary
two-byte constants is still possible.
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3.5 Assumptions
We now describe our assumptions that we follow throughout this chapter, detailing a
threat model and discussing defenses that we assume are in place on the target system.
These assumptions are in accordance with the recently proposed defense mechanisms
against JIT-ROP, such as XnR [6] and Readactor [28].
3.5.1 Defense Techniques
We assume that the following defense mechanisms of the operating systems and the
target application are in place:
• Non-Executable Data: Data Execution Policy (DEP) is enabled on the target sys-
tem, e.g., by using the NX-bit support of the hardware, marking writable memory
pages non-executable.
• Address Space Layout Randomization: The target system deploys base address
randomization techniques such as ASLR, i.e., the attacker cannot predict the loca-
tion of a page without a memory disclosure vulnerability. In addition, we assume
popular fine-grained ASLR schemes [74, 114, 59, 96, 61], as suggested by cur-
rent XnR implementations [28, 29], are applied on the executable, libraries, and
JIT-compiled code.
• Non-Readable Code: We assume that all code segments are non-readable, with
this being either software- [6] or hardware-enforced [28, 29], notably also as-
suming that JIT-compiled code is non-readable.
• Hidden Code Pointers: We assume that all code pointers, except for JIT-compiled
ones, are present but anonymized, e.g., via pointer indirections such as trampo-
lines proposed by Readactor. Note that, as mentioned by Crane et al., Readac-
tor(++) could be extended to also hide code pointers in JIT-compiled code. How-
ever, there is no implementation that shows this, neither is the performance im-
pact of such a scheme clear. In addition, having the compiler running in the same
process as the attacker might give the adversary the ability to read code pointers
during the compilation process. We thus believe that hiding all possible (direct or
indirect) code pointers is a challenging task and the attacker might still be able
to leak the required function addresses.
• JIT Hardening: We assume modern JIT defenses such as randomized JIT pages,
constant blinding, and guard pages (i.e., putting an unmapped page between
mapped ones). In our attack, for simplicity, we assume that sandboxing is either
disabled or can be bypassed via additional vulnerabilities. In addition, assess-
ing the security of Control Flow Integrity (CFI) defenses in JIT compilers is out
of scope of this work, as our core contribution is to show that an attacker can
inject gadgets, and not to discuss the actual process of diverting control flow. In-
stead, we demonstrate the threat of attacker-controlled code emitted by the JIT
compiler.
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3.5.2 Threat Model
In the following, we enumerate our assumptions about the attacker. This model is con-
sistent with the threat model of previous attacks such as JIT-ROP [107] and with the
XnR-based defense schemes.
• Memory Disclosure Vulnerability: We assume that the target program has a
memory disclosure vulnerability, which can be exploited repeatedly by the at-
tacker to disclose the readable memory space (i.e., we can read data, but cannot
read code).
• Control-Flow Diversion: We assume that the target program has a control-flow
vulnerability, allowing the attacker to divert the control flow to an arbitrary loca-
tion. Note that this by itself does not allow the attacker to exploit the program,
given the lack of ROP gadgets due to fine-grained ASLR and XnR.
• JavaScript Environment: We assume that the vulnerable process has a scripting
environment supporting JIT compilation, for which the attacker can generate
arbitrary JavaScript code. This is common for victims that use a browser to visit
an attacker-controlled web site. Similarly, it applies to other programs such as
PDF readers.
3.6 JIT-Compiled Displacement Gadgets
In this section, we discuss how an attacker can induce new JIT-compiled gadgets by
crafting special JavaScript code. Intuitively, we show that an attacker can generate
predictable JIT-compiled code such that she can reuse the code without searching for
it. We introduce new techniques to trigger predictable gadgets that all modern Java-
Script engines happen to generate. We demonstrate that an attacker can create and
use almost arbitrary x86/x64 gadgets in modern browsers and their corresponding
JavaScript engines, such as Google Chrome (V8), MS Internet Explorer (Chakra), and
Mozilla Firefox (SpiderMonkey).
We introduce two novel techniques of emitting gadgets via implicit constants. First,
in Section 3.6.1, we leverage JavaScript’s control flow instructions and emit condi-
tional jumps (such as je 0x123456) that may encode dangerous offsets. Second, in
Section 3.6.3, we show how an attacker can leverage offsets in direct calls, such as
call 0x123456, to create gadgets.
3.6.1 Conditional Jump Gadgets
Our first target is to turn offsets encoded in conditional jumps (in JIT-compiled code)
into gadgets. To this end, we use JavaScript statements, such as conditionals (if/else)
or loops (for/while), that are compiled to conditional jumps. Figure 3.1(A) shows
an example. In js_gadget, the body of the if statement contains a variable-length
JavaScript code. After compilation, the if statement is converted to a sequence of
assembly instructions containing a conditional jump, which, depending on the branch
condition, either jumps over the body or falls through (e.g., je <if_body_size>). By
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function js_gadget(arg){
  if (arg)
  {







je   0x
(A) JavaScript function (B) Disassembly
<epilogue>
c380cd
Figure 3.1: JavaScript function js_gadget and its corresponding disassembly
varying the code size inside the if body, we change the jump distance and thus the
value encoded in the displacement field of the jump instruction in the compiled code.
For example, if we aim for a int 0x80;ret (0xcd80c3) gadget, we have to fill the body
of the if statement with JavaScript code that is compiled to 0xc380cd bytes. The size
of the JIT-compiled code for each JavaScript statement is fixed by the corresponding
JIT compiler, and thus an attacker can precisely generate code of any arbitrary length.
Note that the bytes of the size and the emitted gadget are mirrored because of the
little-endian format used in x86/x64 architectures. The compiled version of js_gadget
is shown in Figure 3.1(B).
Emitting such three-byte gadgets requires large portions of JavaScript code. In case
the malicious JavaScript code has to be loaded via the Internet, this might drastically
increase the time required for all gadgets to be in place. An attacker could overcome
this limitation by utilizing the eval function. Instead of having ready-made JavaScript
code, we thus use a function that constructs and emits all required gadgets on-the-fly.
Such a script to dynamically generate arbitrary gadgets occupies less than one kilobyte.
In a naïve attack instantiation, each additional gadget will increase the overall code
size. To counter this potential limitation, we can also embed smaller gadgets into the
bigger ones by stacking if statements inside the body of another if statement, ideally
reducing the size of the JavaScript code to the size of the biggest gadget.
Computing addresses of JavaScript functions: In order to use generated gadgets, we
have to compute their addresses. We start by revealing the address of the JIT-compiled
JavaScript function, which contains emitted gadgets, by employing a memory disclo-
sure vulnerability. We can do this, for example, by passing the function as a parameter
to another one, thus pushing its value on the stack. Afterwards, in the callee, we read
the stack, revealing the pointer to the function’s JavaScript object, which contains the
code pointer to the actual (JIT-compiled) function. Note that here we assume that we
know the location of the stack. This can be done by chasing the data pointers in the
readable memory, until we find a pointer pointing to the stack.
Because of the predictable code output of JIT compilers, we know the offsets inside
the JIT-compiled function, at which conditional jumps will be emitted and can thus
compute the addresses of emitted gadgets.
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3.6.2 Conditional Jump Gadgets in Browsers
We tested this technique against three modern browsers: Chrome 33 (32-bit)/Chrome
51(64-bit), Firefox 42 (64-bit) and IE 11 (64-bit with 32-bit JavaScript engine). There
are some differences that need to be taken into account for each of them. For example,
Chrome compiles JavaScript functions the first time they are called, while Firefox and
IE interpret them a few times until they are called too often (e.g., around 50 times for
IE and 10 times for Firefox) and only then JIT-compile the JavaScript code. Therefore,
to trigger the compilation we just call the function multiple times and then wait until
it is compiled (which takes a few milliseconds).
Chrome: As each browser has its own JIT compiler, an attacker has to vary the Java-
Script code to fill the exact number of bytes in the if body. This is just a matter of
finding a mapping between JavaScript statements and the number of bytes of their
JIT-compiled equivalent. We will demonstrate this by emitting a system call gadget
(int 0x80;ret) in 32-bit Chrome. To this end, we need to emit 0xcd80c3, i.e., we
need to fill the if body with JavaScript code that is JIT-compiled to 0xc380cd bytes.
We use the following two JavaScript statements:
S1: v=v1+v2, compiling to 0x10 bytes, and
S2: v=0x01010101, compiling to 0xd bytes.
By combining these two statements, we can generate arbitrary gadgets. In our case, we
use S1 0x0c 38 0c times (resulting in 0xc3 80 c0 bytes) and S2 once—summing up to
0xc3 80 cd, our desired gadget.
Note that the JavaScript statement that compiles to 0x10 bytes allows us to control
each hex digit of the emitted jump distance except the last one (i.e., the least significant
half-byte of the gadgets’ first byte). Moreover, any JavaScript statement that compiles
to an odd number of bytes allows us to control the least significant half-byte of the
distance. Combining these two properties, we can generate any gadget by using these
two selected JavaScript statements multiple times.
The sizes of JIT-compiled JavaScript statements differ in 64- and 32-bit versions of
Chrome. In 64-bit Chrome we replace S1 with v=v, which is compiled to 0x10 bytes.
Note, however, that even though the size of S2 in 64-bit is also changed to 0x1b bytes,
we can still use it because it is compiled to an odd number of bytes.
Firefox: To generate arbitrary gadgets for Firefox, we choose the following two state-
ments:
S1: v=v, compiled to 8 bytes (two of them to 0x10), and
S2: v+=0x1, compiled to 0x21 bytes.
IE: IE deploys JIT-hardening mechanisms that go beyond the protections in Chrome
and Firefox. IE (i) has a size limit on code segments generated by the JIT compiler,
and (ii) randomly inserts NOPs (i.e., instructions that do not change the program state)
in JIT-compiled code. Because of (i), we can only emit two-byte gadgets. Due to (ii),
these gadgets are then further modified by inserting NOPs inside the if body and, thus,
changing the value emitted in the conditional jump. The latter technique is similar
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0x0000: call FUN_1 ; 0xe8fb1f0000
0x0005: call FUN_1 ; 0xe8f61f0000
0x000a: ...
0x2000: push ebp ; 0x5d(@FUN_1)
Figure 3.2: Direct call
to librando [61]. Nevertheless, even with these defenses in place, we can still emit
arbitrary two-byte gadgets by measuring the size of the emitted code at run time. We
will describe this attack in Section 3.6.4 in the discussion about Internet Explorer.
3.6.3 Direct Call Gadgets
We found that conditional jumps are not the only instructions to embed implicit con-
stants that can be indirectly controlled by the attacker. Direct calls (e.g., call 0x12345)
are another example of such instructions. In our second approach, we leverage the
JavaScript statements that are compiled to instructions containing direct calls.
Direct call constants: Direct calls in x86/x64 change the execution flow of the pro-
gram by modifying the instruction pointer (eip/rip). The constant encoded in a direct
call instruction represents a relative address of the callee. That is, the call instruction’s
displacement field contains the distance between the addresses of the instruction fol-
lowing the call and the callee. Therefore, any two direct call instructions to the same
function will encode different constants. For example, in Figure 3.2, there are two
consecutive calls to the function FUN_1 (at address 0x2000). The constant encoded in
the first call denotes the distance between FUN_1 and the instruction following the call
(i.e., the second call at 0x05). Therefore, its value is 0x2000-0x5=0x1ffb, which is
0xfb1f0000 encoded in little-endian.
In the example above, the difference between two consecutive direct call constants
is 0x5 (the size of a direct call instruction). In general, the difference is equal to
the size of the instructions between two consecutive calls. In our case, we want to
use JavaScript statements to emit direct calls in the JIT-compiled code. Therefore,
the difference between the constants will be the size of the instructions in which the
JavaScript statement is compiled.
To generalize this attack vector, we aim for a function similar to js_call_gadget (List-
ing 3.1). The asm_call() statement is a placeholder for any JavaScript statement (not
necessarily a function call) that is compiled into a sequence of instructions containing
a direct call. The exact statement that replaces the placeholder depends on the target
browser.
Finding callee address: Let our goal be to emit a three-byte gadget and fix its third
byte to 0xc3 (ret). To calculate the constant encoded in the displacement field of a
direct call instruction, we have to know the addresses of the call instruction and its des-
tination. The destinations of the emitted call instructions that we have encountered are
either helper functions (e.g., inline caches generated by V8) or built-in functions (such
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function js_call_gadget () {
asm_call (); /* emits a call */
asm_call ();
/* ... (many asm_call () statements ) */
asm_call ();
}
Listing 3.1: JavaScript function js_call_gadget
as Math.random or String.substring). The helper functions are JIT-compiled by V8
as regular functions. We can leak their addresses either by stack reading (e.g., by leak-
ing the return address put there by the call instruction inside the helper function), or by
reading the V8’s heap, where all the references of compiled helper functions are stored.
In IE, the built-in functions are located in libraries and thus are randomized via fine-
grained ASLR schemes [29, 28, 61]. However, their corresponding JavaScript objects
(e.g., Math.random) contain the code pointer to the function. Knowing the structure
of these JavaScript objects, which are not randomized according to our assumptions,
we can get the addresses of built-in functions via a memory disclosure vulnerability.
Note that after code pointer hiding, the addresses that the attacker leaks from these
JavaScript objects will be the addresses of the trampolines and not the actual functions.
Nevertheless, offsets, encoded in call (or jump) instructions, will also be computed
relative to the trampolines and thus can be used for calculating emitted constants.
Emitting call instructions: Knowing the address of the callee, the next step is to emit
direct call instructions at the correct distance. Given that we cannot influence the
address where the function will be compiled, we have to acquire sufficiently large code
space to cover all three-byte distances to the callee. To this end, we create a JavaScript
function that spans 0x1 00 00 00 bytes after JIT compilation and consists of JavaScript
statements emitting direct calls. More precisely, we require the distance between the
first and the last emitted direct call instructions to be at least 0x1 00 00 00 bytes. This
way, regardless of where our function is allocated, we will be guaranteed that it covers
all possible three-byte distances from the callee, allowing us to emit arbitrary three-byte
gadgets by carefully placing direct call instructions.
Emitting required gadgets: Creating such a large function (16 MB) emits many three-
byte gadgets, and also covers all two-byte gadgets. For example, if we have a JavaScript
statement that generates a call instruction and is compiled to 0x10 bytes of native code,
we can create a big function containing this statement 0x10 00 00 times. The compiled
function will have 0x10 00 00 direct call instructions 0x10 bytes apart. If we consider
the least significant three bytes of the emitted displacement fields of these direct calls,
they will have the following form: 0x*Y ** **, where * denotes any hexadecimal digit
[0-f] and Y is a constant, which encodes the least significant half-bytes of emitted
values.
Because of the little-endian format used in x86/x64 architectures, Y is part of the first
byte of emitted gadgets. Therefore, to emit three-byte gadgets, we must be able to set Y
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(B) i=i+j direct calls (C) Bytes emitted by direct calls(A) JavaScript function
  var
  // Align calls to 0xe
  i = i + j;
  // i=i+j 0x3a86b times
  i = i + j;
  // i=i+j 0xc5793 times

















Figure 3.3: JavaScript function emitting gadgets via direct call constants
accordingly. To this end, we modify the value of Y by varying the size of the instructions
before the first direct call. That is, we find any JavaScript statement that compiles to
an odd number of bytes, and then use it up to 15 times to get any out of all possible
16 half-bytes. For example, if the least significant half-byte of the call instruction is 0x0
and we want to make it 0xd, and we have a JavaScript statement that compiles to an
odd number of bytes (e.g., i+=1 in 32-bit Chrome, 0x13 bytes), we use this statement
15 times (0x13*15=0x11d).
Computing addresses of emitted gadgets: Assuming that the address of the first
call instruction in our function is Fcall, and the address of the callee is Fdest, we can
compute three bytes of the displacement field of the first call instruction as follows:
C1=Fdest-(Fcall+5) mod 224. If the required gadget is G, then we can compute the dis-
tance (dist) between the call instruction, emitting G, and the first call instruction:
dist=C1-G mod 224. Using dist, we can calculate the address of the call instruction
emitting G (Fcall+dist), and therefore the address of the gadget (Gaddr) which is lo-
cated 1 byte after the call: Gaddr=(Fcall+dist)+1.
3.6.4 Direct Call Gadgets in Browsers
We will next discuss techniques that we use to instantiate the attack in three popular
browsers.
Firefox: Emission of direct call gadgets is not possible in Firefox, as the baseline JIT
compiler of Firefox does not emit direct calls. Although the optimizing JIT compiler of
Firefox emits direct calls, e.g., when compiling regular expressions, it only optimizes
JavaScript functions after they have been executed more than 1,000 times. Triggering
the optimizing compiler on the large functions (as required for our attack) thus makes
our attack impractical against Firefox.
Chrome: Chrome compiles most JavaScript statements to direct calls. Consequently,
we have a large selection of JavaScript statements with varying post-compilation sizes.
We use a statement that is compiled to 0x10 bytes of assembly code (e.g., i=i+j for
32-bit Chrome). For demonstration purposes, we aim to emit a system call gadget
(int 0x80;ret), implicitly also revealing all two-byte gadgets. To this end, we create
a function shown in Figure 3.3(A). The function starts with a sequence of JavaScript
statements that align the first call instruction to 0xe. After this, the emitted call dis-
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tances will be calculated relative to 0x3, i.e., (0xe+0x5) mod 0x10, where a direct call
is 0x5 bytes large. Considering that the callee is at least half-byte aligned, the lower
half-byte of all emitted gadgets’ first bytes will be 0xd, i.e., (0x0-0x3) mod 0x10. The
alignment code is followed by a sequence of call-generating statements (e.g., i=i+j),
each of which compiles to 0x10 byte-long code. The compiled i=i+j statement emits a
call instruction at offset 0x*e (due to alignment) as shown in Figure 3.3(B). Generating
a sequence of 0x10 00 00 call instructions, we are guaranteed to have an int 0x80;ret
gadget encoded into one of the call instruction constants (Figure 3.3(C)).
Note that the aforementioned technique is used in the 32-bit version of Chrome. For
64-bit, we use the v++ statement, which is compiled to 0x20 bytes (instead of 0x10) and
emits a call instruction. Having 0x20 bytes between call instructions changes the up-
per half of the least significant byte. For example, after aligning the least significant half-
byte to 0xd via padding, the emitted first bytes will be either 0x{0,2,4,6,8,a,c,e}d
or 0x{1,3,5,7,9,b,d,f}d, depending on the initial value of the upper half of the least
significant byte. We can modify this value to our liking by adding the i=i statement,
which is compiled to 0x10 bytes, as padding.
Internet Explorer: For the two main reasons mentioned in Section 3.6.1 (code size
limit and NOP insertion), emitting gadgets is harder in IE. The per-function code size
limit forbids us to emit 0x1 00 00 00 bytes of native code, which is required to span
all possible third bytes of the constants encoded in call instructions. However, in the
following, we describe how an attacker can still encode gadgets in direct calls even in
IE.
Emitting calls at correct distance: IE still allows us to create many small functions.
These functions will be distributed in the set of pages, each of them being 0x2 00 00
bytes large. We thus allocate many functions (200 in our case), each of them be-
ing .0x1 00 00 bytes (i.e., two functions per page). Given the alignment (0x1 00 00)
and the size (0x2 00 00) of the spanned code pages, each page will cover two third-
bytes of the absolute address completely (e.g., from 0x12 34 00 00 to 0x12 35 ff ff).
Considering that the callee is not aligned to the same boundary, direct calls emit-
ted in these pages will have three distinct third bytes in their constants, only one
of them covered completely. For example, if we assume the callee to be at address
0x12 34 56 70 and the page emitted at 0x01 70 00 00, only the call instructions located
in the address range [0x01 70 56 70, 0x01 71 56 70] can emit complete three-byte con-
stants, having 0xc3 as their third byte, i.e., constants from 0x12 34 56 70 - 0x01 70 56 70
= 0x10 c4 00 00 to 0x12 34 56 70 - 0x01 71 56 70 = 0x10 c3 00 00. On the other hand,
the ranges [0x01 70 00 00, 0x01 70 56 70] and [0x01 71 56 70, 0x01 71 ff ff] cover only
parts of the constants, with 0xc4 and 0xc2 as their third bytes.
After allocating the functions, we dynamically check their addresses to find the one
with the correct distance from the callee (using the same technique as described at the
end of Section 3.6.1), i.e., the one having the correct third byte in its direct call instruc-
tion’s displacement field. Allocating 200 JavaScript functions, each of them containing
0x1 00 00 bytes, is inefficient, especially if the code has to be downloaded to the victim’s
machine. Therefore, we use eval to spam IE’s code pages with the dynamically created
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function js_call_gadget_IE () {
// Padding to correct address
var i = Math. random (); // emit direct call
check_address (< random cookie value >);
}
Listing 3.2: JavaScript function js_call_gadget_IE
functions. The problem with evaluated functions is that IE does not emit direct call
instructions in them and uses indirect calls instead. Therefore, we use these functions
only as temporary placeholders. Once we find any evaluated function at the correct
place, we deallocate it to make its place available for the subsequently compiled func-
tions. To deallocate a JavaScript function, we set null to all of its references and wait
until the garbage collector removes it (typically within less than a second).
Verifying emitted gadgets: At first sight, IE’s NOP insertion conflicts with our assumption
about the predictability of JIT-compiled code. With NOP insertion, and likewise with
many other fine-grained code randomization schemes, we cannot guarantee that the
call instruction, which is supposed to emit the gadget, ends up at the correct address.
However, because NOPs are inserted at random, compiling the same JavaScript func-
tion multiple times actually increases the chance that in one of the compiled versions,
the call instruction ends up at the correct place.
Following our threat model, though, we cannot read executable code segments to
verify if the compiled call instruction is at the desired place. As an alternative, we
read the stack, as shown in Listing 3.2. In js_call_gadget_IE(), the statement
i=Math.random() emits a direct call. We pad the beginning of the function with a
few JavaScript statements to place i=Math.random() at approximately the correct ad-
dress, such that the relative address would encode the desired gadget, accounting the
randomness induced by NOP insertions. We then check the correctness of the posi-
tion via check_address, a JavaScript function that reads the stack to find the return
instruction pointer put there by the call instruction.
Using the leaked return address, we can calculate the address of the direct call instruc-
tion emitted by i=Math.random(), verify that it is at the correct place and if so, use
it as a gadget. A simple implementation of check_address is shown in Listing 3.3,
where it uses a memory disclosure vulnerability (mem_read in this case) to read the
stack from some starting point (ESP_), until it finds its own parameter (cookie). The
parameter is a random number, reducing the chance that multiple positions have the
same value (note that this chance can be further reduced by using multiple random
parameters). After finding the cookie on the stack and thus the address of the param-
eter, we know the exact offset from the parameter’s address, and from there we can
tell where the return address is located. Reading the return instruction pointer, we re-
cover the address of the corresponding call instruction and verify that it is at the correct
place (NEEDED_ADDRESS in this case). We can add another call to check_address before
i=Math.random() to verify if NOPs are inserted between the emitted call instructions
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function check_address ( cookie ) {
// ESP_: Any address on stack
// NEEDED_ADDRESS : address where
// call must reside
while ( mem_read (ESP_) != cookie )
ESP_ -= 4; // Check next value
// get return address from parameter
var ret_ = mem_read (ESP_ - 0xc);
// get call instruction address
var call_addr = ret_ - 5;
return call_addr == NEEDED_ADDRESS ;
}
Listing 3.3: JavaScript function check_address
of i=Math.random() and check_address(). If both checks (check_address) succeed,
we will be guaranteed that no NOPs were inserted.
IE summary: An attacker can evade both aforementioned defenses and emit three-byte
gadgets even in IE. To demonstrate this, we first dynamically create many JavaScript
functions to get the correct third byte (0xc3). After finding the function at the correct
distance from the callee, we replace it with a special function, which, after compilation,
emits direct call instructions and checks their positions. We trigger the recompilation
of the latter function multiple times, until the checks are true, which means that the
gadget is found. In our experiments, spamming the code pages with functions took
approximately four seconds, and for most of the time, we found the correct third byte
on the first try. Triggering the recompilation of a function takes the following steps:
(i) Remove the included JavaScript file from the head of the HTML file, (ii) wait until
the function gets removed by the garbage collector, and (iii) include the JavaScript file
again and trigger the compilation of the same function. Each iteration of the above
steps takes around 2 seconds, most of the delay coming from the second step (waiting
for the garbage collector).
For two-byte gadgets, on the other hand, an attacker can discard the third byte. In this
case, she can directly compile multiple functions at once, check the positions of emitted
direct calls and use the ones with the required displacements.
Proof-of-Concept Gadget Generation
To demonstrate the practicality of the aforementioned gadget emitting techniques, we
crafted a special JavaScript code for Chrome and IE, which generated the gadgets re-
quired for the exploit. The gadgets that we aimed to generate are the ones used by
Athanasakis et al. Namely, the set of gadgets to load the registers with the arguments
used in a system call and one for the system call itself. We created these gadgets in
Chrome 51 (64 bit) and IE 11 (32 bit).
Chrome: For Chrome, we targeted for the following instructions: pop r8; pop r9;
pop rcx; pop rdx (to prepare the system call arguments) and int 0x80 (to execute
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function popr8r9 (r8 ,r9) {
var i=0,j=0;
if (r9) {
/* F1: fillup 0xed Bytes */
if (r8) {




Listing 3.4: JavaScript function popr8r9
the system call). Being able to emit three-byte gadgets, we encoded these instructions
into the following gadgets:
pop r8, ret ; 4158c3
pop r9, ret ; 4159c3
pop rcx, ret ; 59c3
pop rdx, ret ; 5ac3
int 0x80, ret ; cd80c3
We used both our proposed techniques for the emission of these gadgets. We generated
a system call gadget via direct calls. First, we created a string representation of a
JavaScript function containing 0x80000 j++ statements (j++ takes 0x20 bytes), then
we created a JavaScript function from it via eval, and finally we compiled it by calling
the generated function. This gave us a system call gadget, together with all possible
two-byte gadgets, hence also covering pop rcx and pop rdx.
For the generation of pop r8 and pop r9 gadgets, we used cascaded if statements
(also created with eval). The JavaScript function generating the aforementioned gad-
gets is shown in Listing 3.4. As gadgets pop r8 and pop r9 differ by 0x100, their
corresponding if statements also have to be 0x100 bytes apart. Note however that in
the first if body (F1), we add 0xed bytes to fill up the space instead of 0x100. This is
due to the fact that an if statement is compiled to 0x13 bytes, which is also added to
the distance between relative jumps. To get 0xed bytes, we use j=0x1010101 7 times
(0x1b*7=0xbd) and j++;j=i;j=i (0x20+0x8+0x8=0x30). To generate 0xc35841 bytes
(F2), we use j=0x1010101 0xd3 times (0x1b*0xd3=0x1641), and fill the remaining
0xC34200 bytes by using j++ 0x61A10 times (0x20*0x61A10=0xC34200).
The entire gadget generation process in Chrome took ≈1.3 seconds, in a VirtualBox
Virtual Machine running Windows 10 (Intel Core i5-4690 CPU 3.50GHz).
Internet Explorer: As we have mentioned earlier, Internet Explorer, by default, comes
with a 32-bit JIT compiler. Therefore, for gadget generation we chose gadgets that
would be used in a 32-bit system. For simplicity we used the set: popa; int 0x80,
where popa sets the contents all x86 registers from the stack and int 0x80 performs
the system call.
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function syscallIE () {
var i=0;
i = Math. random ();
... /* 240 times in total */
check_address ();
i = Math. random ();
... /* 10 times in total */
return i;
}
Listing 3.5: JavaScript function syscallIE
function poparetIE () {
var i=0;
i = Math. random ();
... /* 232 times in total */
check_address ();
i = Math. random ();
... /* 28 times in total */
return i;
}
Listing 3.6: JavaScript function poparetIE
The first part of the gadget emission process in IE is finding the right distance from the
callee, i.e., a page that is 0xc3 bytes away from the callee. This part was done by a Java-
Script code, which simply creates and compiles big functions (in our case 200 of them,
≈0x10 000 bytes each). After finding the correct page, we deallocated it and spammed
the page with 16 specially crafted JavaScript functions, each of them covering 0x1000
bytes. For example, the JavaScript function used for emitting a system call (Listing 3.5)
contains 250 Math.random calls (each of them compiling to 0xc bytes). At the correct
place between these calls, i.e., when the caller is at approximately the correct distance
from Math.random, we inserted a call to check_address to verify the correctness of
the gadget. In case the emitted call is not at the correct place, we deallocated the func-
tion and reallocated it again. Note that the reallocation is only needed for three-byte
gadgets, where we also want to control the least significant byte. For two-byte gadgets
(e.g., for popa;ret), we only need to call check_address to compute the address of
the call instruction, for which we already know that is at the correct place (Listing 3.6).
In comparison to Chrome, gadget generation in IE is probabilistic and thus the time
required for it also differs. There are two sources of the variance. First, generating the
large functions to search for the correct third-byte distance from the callee; and second,
compiling the gadget-emitting function in the found (correct) page, and recompiling it
until the correct gadget is emitted. In our experiments, we created 200 large functions
and got the required third-byte distance for the first time in most of the cases. Compi-
lation of these 200 functions took ≈4 seconds on a physical machine running Windows
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Defense Chrome Firefox IE
Const. Blinding X × X
NOP Insertion × × X
Code Size Limit × × X
Table 3.1: Current defenses in modern browsers
Attack Chrome Firefox IE
Relative Jumps E E E1
Direct calls E – E
Table 3.2: Browsers vulnerable to implicit constants
10 (Intel Core i5-6200U CPU 2.3GHz). Each recompilation in the second step took 2-3
seconds. We ran the gadget generator in IE 10 times. Generating popa; ret and int
0x80; ret took on average 32 seconds, 11 and 47 seconds being the fastest and the
slowest respectively.
Summary of Defenses and Vulnerabilities
We have shown that an attacker can encode arbitrary gadgets by triggering implicit
constants with specially-crafted JavaScript code. Combining this with the ability to
leak code pointers, an adversary can guess the addresses of the emitted gadgets without
reading any code, thus making the attack possible even if code pages are non-readable.
Table 3.1 summarizes the defense techniques of modern browsers against code-reuse at-
tacks in JIT-compiled code. Both IE and Chrome deploy constant blinding. Furthermore,
IE uses NOP insertion as a fine-grained code randomization scheme, as also suggested
in librando [61]. However, as Table 3.2 shows, none of the modern browsers suffi-
ciently protect against the proposed attacks. Only Firefox “avoids” implicit constants
by not using direct calls in baseline JIT compiler, but still exposes implicit constants in
relative jumps.
3.7 Defense
Seeing the threat of implicit constants, we now propose a technique to defend against
it. We identify two steps that the attacker needs to take for using implicit constants as
gadgets: (i) The attacker must be able to emit the required gadgets, and (ii) she must
be able to acquire the necessary information (e.g., leak function pointers) to compute
the addresses of the emitted gadgets.
One solution to tackle this problem would be to hide code pointers, e.g., by extending
Readactor(++) to also cover the JIT-compiled code, as Crane et al. suggested. This
would hinder the attacker from executing step (ii). However, this would still allow the






















Figure 3.4: Steps of JIT hardening in V8
attacker to emit arbitrary gadgets by leveraging the implicit constants (step (i)). Fur-
thermore, the fact that the JIT compiler runs in the same process as the attacker makes
it challenging to remove all possible code pointers that could, directly or indirectly, re-
veal the addresses of emitted gadgets. Therefore, we propose an orthogonal defense
technique that forbids the attacker to emit the gadgets in the first place (i.e., step (i)).
Our defense could be complemented with holistic code pointer hiding techniques to get
additional security guarantees.
The main idea of our defense can be split in two parts: (i) We convert direct calls and
jumps into indirect ones, such that their destination is taken from a register, and (ii)
we use constant blinding to obfuscate the constants that are emitted by step (i) and
may potentially contain attacker-controlled gadgets. For step (ii), we use the same
cookie that is used by V8 to blind integer constants, and is generated anew before the
compilation of each function. Note that the cookie is encoded in non-readable code
and cannot be leaked. However, even if the attacker was able to leak the cookie, she
could only guess the immediate values emitted in the current function, and any future
function will have a different cookie value.
3.7.1 Removing Implicit Constants from V8
We integrated our defense into V8, Chrome’s JavaScript engine. We have chosen V8
due to its popularity and due to the fact that it is vulnerable to both our suggested
attacks. Moreover, since V8 JIT-compiles JavaScript directly to the native code, it emits
many checks (conditional jumps) and function calls (e.g., calls to inline caches), which
makes V8 a suitable candidate for our defense prototype evaluation. For our defense
technique, we changed the functions of V8 that are responsible for emitting native
code. In total, we modified ≈200 lines of code to account for all the cases of attacker
controlled relative calls or jumps.
Conditional Jumps
To harden conditional jumps, we modified the native code that is emitted when Java-
Script conditionals (such as if,while,for,do-while) are compiled. Our basic idea
is to switch from relative to absolute jumps, and blind the resulting immediate values.
To this end, we first add a padding (a sequence of NOP instructions) to each compiled
conditional to reserve the space for later changes. For the hardened version of the
conditional jump we need 19 bytes (instead of 6 bytes). We thus append 13 NOP in-
structions after the existing conditional jump. At the end of the compilation, when the
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0x00: lea r10, [rip+ADDRESS&KEY ]
0x07: lea r10, [r10+ADDRESS&~KEY]
0x0e: call r10 ; calls 0xc380d3
0x11: ....
Figure 3.5: Hardening direct calls
constants of all jumps are calculated, we convert all relative jumps to absolute jumps,
eliminating the need to fill a displacement with potential gadgets.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the steps of the aforementioned modifications. Figure 3.4(A)
shows the compiled if statement in original V8. Figure 3.4(B) shows the same state-
ment with the NOP padding. Finally, Figure 3.4(C) shows the assembly of the hardened
if statement. In this final form, the condition of the original jump is inverted and the
original long jump (having 4 byte jump distance) is replaced with the 1-byte short
jump. Consequently, the new jump is taken if the original condition was false, i.e., the
fall-through case. Otherwise, we convert the relative address into the absolute one,
by adding it to the current instruction pointer (rip). This can be done with a single
instruction in x64 (lea r10,[rip+0xc380ca]).
As this instruction will still emit the relative address as the displacement, we split it in
two instructions. First, we add the current instruction pointer to the relative address
AND-ed with a random key (rip+0xc380ca&KEY). In the second lea instruction, we
add the sum to the relative address AND-ed with the inverted (bitwise not) random key,
resulting in the desired offset (rip+0xc380ca). Note that we use obfuscation by AND-
ing the constant with a random key instead of XOR-ing it, because (A+B⊕C)⊕C does
not equal to A+B, while (A+B∧C)+B∧¬C does. Moreover, this obfuscation scheme
allows us to use lea instructions only, which has the advantage of not modifying any
flags.
Direct Calls
We mitigate the implicit constants in direct calls by converting the direct calls into indi-
rect ones. To this end, we distinguish whether the address of the callee is known at com-
pile time (e.g., when calling built-in functions). If the callee’s address is known, we can
move it to a scratch register (r10) and then execute an indirect call mov r10,ADDRESS;
call r10. We thus emit the absolute address of the callee as the immediate value of
the mov instruction, which is not under the control of the attacker and is thus safe—in
contrast to the relative address.
If the address is unknown at compile time, we use a similar technique as we did for the
conditional jumps, i.e., we convert the relative address into an absolute one (blinding
the relative address during the conversion), store it in the scratch register, and then




To evaluate our defense technique we ran the V8 Benchmark Suite 7 on our modified V8.
We performed each benchmark 100 times on both the modified and original V8 engines,
and compared their corresponding averaged results. Table 3.3 illustrates the average
scores that were returned by the benchmark suite, where a higher score indicates better
performance. The modified V8 has an average overhead of less than 2%, and the
worst overhead less than 3%. The observation that the overhead is negative for the
NavierStokes benchmark can be explained by statistical variations across the different
runs.
Additionally, we tested the modified V8 with microbenchmarks. To this end, we cre-
ated two JavaScript functions (ifs_true and ifs_false), both of them containing
1,000,000 if statements. The condition of the if statement in ifs_true is always true
(i.e., the if body is executed), while the condition of ifs_false is always false. This
way the JIT-compiled functions will contain 1,000,000 conditional jump instructions
modified by us, each of them testing separate execution paths. Furthermore, evalua-
tion of the expression in the if statements is done via a function call. Therefore, both of
these functions generate 1,000,000 modified call instructions each and will thus incor-
porate the overhead caused by the function calls. Each run of the microbenchmark calls
each of these functions 10 times. We ran the benchmark 1,000 times. We distinguish
the first execution of these functions from the remaining nine, as the first execution
is significantly slower due to the JIT-compiler modifying the generated intermediate
functions to adjust them to the type information. Because the overhead was dominated
mostly by the compiler, we did not see any overhead for the first function execution. For
the remaining function executions we had 14,25% overhead in ifs_false and 9,81%
for ifs_true.
Besides computational performance, our defense technique also causes a memory over-
head due to added code. To measure this overhead, we compared the sizes of the
functions compiled by the original and the modified versions of V8. To get the needed
output from V8, we ran it with the –print-code flag, which outputs the disassembled
code for each function after the compilation together with additional information about
the compiled function including the size of the generated instructions. Running the
benchmark suite with the aforementioned flag yielded that the total size of the instruc-
tions emitted by the original V8 was 1,123 kB, while the modified V8 emitted 1,411 kB,
giving 287 kB of additional code, i.e., ≈26% code size overhead. Given the significant
size of the benchmark suite, and given that memory of nowadays x86/x64 systems are
typically in the range of gigabytes, we think that hundreds of kB of additional code
does not cause any bottlenecks on COTS systems.
3.8 Discussion
3.8.1 Defense Security Considerations
Our defense follows the general goal to remove unintended gadgets from constants in
JIT-compiled code. We tailored our defense implementation towards protecting jump
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Benchmark Original Modified Overhead(%)
Richards 36,263 35,555 1.95
DeltaBlue 63,641 62,045 2.51
Crypto 33,366 32,725 1.92
RayTrace 77,198 75,488 2.21
EarleyBoyer 44,900 43,700 2.67
RegExp 6,525 6,414 1.71
Splay 21,095 20,479 2.92
NavierStokes 31,924 31,998 -0.23
Total 32,255 31,662 1.96
Table 3.3: Scores by the V8 benchmark (higher is faster)
and call offsets. Other offsets may be usable to encode further gadgets. For example,
relative addressing is frequently used in combination with the base pointer, such as
when accessing parameters of a JavaScript function. As parameters are stored on the
stack, they are accessed relative to the frame pointer (ebp/rbp). Each parameter access,
after JIT-compilation, emits an assembly instruction, which contains the offset of the
parameter from the frame pointer in its displacement field: mov [ebp+0x0c],0x1. The
number of possible gadgets, in this technique, is restricted by (i) limited stack size (e.g.,
maximum 216 − 1 (0xffff) function parameters in Chrome) and (ii) stack alignment
(4 or 8 bytes). In combination, this only allows generating gadgets whose opcodes
are multiples of 4 (or 8) and are in the range between 0xc and 0x40000, and thus
gives the attacker only limited capabilities. The stack size restrictions impose the same
limitations on implicit gadgets encoded in relative accesses to function’s local variables
While we think that the most important constants are blinded, we cannot exclude the
existence of further ways to encode gadgets in assembly instructions. To eradicate
all potential gadgets, one could prevent the JIT compiler from creating any potential
gadgets (even in unaligned instructions). Most notably, G-Free [92] is a gadget-free
compiler, which tries to generate gadget free binaries. However, G-Free requires multi-
ple recompilations and code adjustments to reliably remove all possible gadgets. This
will increase the runtime overhead for the JIT compilers, as the compilation time is
included in their runtime.
3.8.2 Fine-Grained Code Randomization
An orthogonal approach to our defense would be to remove the attacker’s capability
to find the gadget’s location (i.e., address). One way of doing so would be to hide
code pointers, e.g., via trampolines, as suggested by Crane et al. [28]. If code point-
ers are not hidden, the attacker can read the return instruction pointer on the stack
to get a pointer to the created gadget—which represents the current status in XnR
implementations. This results in (i) getting access to the gadget, (ii) a possibility to
verify the gadget at runtime, and (iii) the ability to retry in the case of a false result.
By using similar techniques as we used against NOP insertion, the attacker can defeat
fine-grained code randomizations such as the ones underlying Readactor [28]. Even
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though current XnR implementations do not hide code pointers in JIT-compiled code,
XnR’s ideal implementation could also expand fully to the JIT-compiled code, e.g., by
introducing trampolines. This, together with the fine-grained randomization schemes
such as NOP insertion, would successfully protect against our attack. Note, however,
that NOP insertion does not remove gadgets, but tries to reduce the chances of the
attacker to guess their locations. In contrast, our proposed defense technique removes
the gadgets, hence also removing the risk of the attacker doing a guesswork. Combin-
ing our technique with the extended XnR implementation would further improve the
security guarantees, removing the chances of both emitting the gadgets and leaking the
code layout information.
To guard against JIT-compiled gadgets, Wei et al. proposed to do several code modifica-
tions such as (i) securing immediate values via constant blinding, (ii) modifying inter-
nal fields of the instruction (e.g., registers being used), and (iii) randomizing the order
of the parameters and local variables to randomize the offsets emitted by them [116].
However, this is not effective against the attacks proposed in Section 3.6, as the modi-
fications do not secure the displacement fields emitted by relative calls/jumps. Finally,
the code randomization proposed by Homescu et al. [61] that adds NOP instructions to
randomize the code output from the JIT compiler remains ineffective if code pointers
in JIT-compiled code are not hidden.
3.8.3 Attack Generality
A natural question is how the proposed attack generalizes, in particular to other op-
erating systems or CPU architectures. We have evaluated the attacks against Chrome
and Firefox running on Linux and IE on Windows. As we exploit properties of the JIT
compilers to generate desired gadgets, the choice of the underlying operating system
is arbitrary. The proposed attacks rely on the x86 system architecture (32- or 64-bit),
though. In RISC architectures, such as ARM and MIPS, instruction lengths are fixed,
and execution of unaligned instructions is forbidden by the hardware. However, the at-
tacks may still apply to ARM, as an attacker could emit arbitrary two-byte values in the
code if she can force the program to switch to 16-bit THUMB mode. Although this lim-
its the attacker to using a single instruction, it still allows setting the register contents
and diverting the control flow at the same time, e.g., by using a pop instruction.
We implemented our defense in the 64-bit version of V8, taking advantage of the x64
architecture’s ability to directly read the instruction pointer (rip). This simplified the
effort of converting relative addresses into absolute ones. Even though one can read
the instruction pointer indirectly in 32-bit, e.g., by call 0x0;pop eax, such additional
memory read instructions would increase the performance overhead. In addition, 32-
bit features only eight general-purpose registers. While in x64 we could freely use a
scratch register (r10 for Chrome), in x86 we would likely need to save and restore
the register. Similar defenses in x86-32 are thus possible, but come at an additional
performance penalty. However, given that 64-bit systems are increasingly dominating
the x86 market, we think that 64-bit solutions are most relevant.
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3.9 Related Work
In the following, we will summarize existing code-reuse attacks and proposed defense
mechanisms.
3.9.1 Code-Reuse Attacks: ROP / JIT-ROP
The most widespread defense against ROP is ASLR [109], which randomizes the base
addresses of memory segments. Although it raises the bar, ASLR suffers from low en-
tropy on 32-bit systems [106] and is not deployed in many libraries [102]. In addition,
ALSR does not randomize within a memory segment, and thus leaves code at fixed
offsets from the base address. Attackers can thus undermine ASLR by leaking a code
pointer [65].
Researchers thus suggested fine-grained ASLR schemes that randomize code within
segments. Fine-grained ASLR hides the exact code addresses from an attacker, even
if a base pointer was leaked. For example, Pappas et al. [96] suggest diversifying
code within basic blocks, such as by renaming and swapping registers, substituting
instructions with semantically equivalent ones, or changing the order of register saving
instructions. ASLP, proposed by Kil et al. [74], randomizes addresses of the functions
as well as other data structures by statically rewriting an ELF executable. To increase
the frequency of randomization, Wartell et al. propose STIR [114], which increases
randomness by permuting basic blocks during program startup.
However, the invention of JIT-ROP undermined fine-grained ALSR schemes [107]. JIT-
ROP assumes a memory disclosure vulnerability, which can be used by the attacker
repeatedly. The attacker then follows the pointers to find executable memory, which
she can read to find gadgets and build ROP chains on-the-fly.
Recently, Athanasakis et al. [5] proposed to extend JIT-ROP-like attacks by encoding
gadgets in immediate values of JIT-compiled code. Despite being limited to two-byte
constant emission by IE, the authors managed to use aligned ret instructions, located
at the end of each function, as the part of their gadget. Note that, in their attack, the
authors were able to emit complete two-byte gadgets in IE. Therefore, this attack will
be further limited against the 32-bit version of Chakra, which is a default JIT compiler,
even for 64-bit IE. In addition, there are by now known defenses, such as constant
blinding, that protect against explicit constants.
3.9.2 Hidden or Non-Readable Code
In reaction to JIT-ROP, researchers started to propose a great number of defensive
schemes that try to hide code or function pointers. In Oxymoron, Backes et al. [7]
aim to defend against JIT-ROP by hiding code pointers from direct calls. However, the
attacker can still find indirect code pointers (e.g., return addresses on the stack or code
pointers on the heap), and follow them to read the code. Davi et al. [32] thus proposed
Isomeron, an improved defense. They keep two versions of the code at the same time,
one original and another diversified using fine-grained ASLR. At each function call,
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they flip a coin to decide which version of the code to execute. This gives a 50% chance
of success for each gadget in the chain, making it unlikely to guess correctly for long
gadgets.
Gionta et al. [46] proposed HideM, which utilizes a split TLB to serve read and execute
accesses separately, thus forbidding the attacker to read code pages. Apart from re-
quiring hardware support, HideM also has a limitation that it does not protect function
pointers, allowing the attacker to use them in code reuse attacks.
Backes et al. [6] and Crane et al. [28] proposed two independent defense techniques,
XnR and Readactor, respectively, based on the same principle: making executable re-
gions of the memory non-readable. XnR does this in software, marking executable
pages non-present and checking the validity of the accesses in a custom page-fault han-
dler. This leaves only a small window of (currently executing) readable code pages,
significantly reducing the surface of gadgets an attacker can learn. Readactor uses Ex-
tended Page Tables (EPT), hardware-assisted virtualization support for modern CPUs.
EPTs allow keeping all executable pages non-readable throughout the entire program
execution. In addition, Readactor diversifies the static code of the program and hides
addresses of the functions by introducing call/jump trampolines, making it impossible
to guess the address of any existing code. While being effective against ROP attacks,
Readactor left some pointers, such as function addresses in import tables and vtable
pointers, intact, thus leaving the programs vulnerable against function-wise code reuse
attacks like return-to-libc [88] or COOP [101]. The fixes to these problems have been
proposed by Crane et al. in their followup work Readactor++ [29]. We have demon-
strated how an adversary can undermine these proposals if code pointer in JIT-compiled
code are not hidden. As an orthogonal defense to hiding code pointer in JIT code, we
proposed to eliminate implicit constants from JIT-compiled code to preserve XnR’s se-
curity guarantees.
Pereira et al. [18] designed a similar defense technique via a software-only approach for
the ARM architecture. They propose Leakage-Resilient Layout Randomization (LR2),
which achieves non-readability of code in ARM by splitting the memory space in data
and code pages and instrumenting load instructions to forbid code reading. Further-
more, LR2 proposed to reduce the size overhead caused by trampolines by using a sin-
gle trampoline for each callee and encoding the return address with secret per-function
keys.
3.9.3 Defending JIT Against Attacks
Finally, we discuss research that aims to protect JIT compilers against exploitation. In
JITDefender, Chen et al. [25] remove executable rights from the JIT-compiled code
page until it is actually called by the compiler, and remove the rights when it is done
executing. In this way they try to limit the time during which attackers can jump to
JIT-sprayed shellcode. Although this was effective against some existing JIT-spraying
attacks, JITDefender can be tricked by the attacker to keep the needed pages always
executable, e.g., by keeping the executed code busy. Wu et al. [119] proposed RIM (Re-
moving IMmediate), in which they rewrite instructions containing immediate values
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such that they cannot be used as a NOP sled. Later, Chen et al. [26] proposed to com-
bine RIM and JITDefender, i.e., remove the executable rights from JIT-compiled code
pages when not needed and also replace instructions containing immediate values.
In INSeRT, Wei et al. [116] propose fine-grained randomizations for JIT-compiled code.
Their technique combines (i) removing immediate values via XORing them with random
keys (i.e., constant blinding); (ii) register randomization; and (iii) displacement ran-
domization (e.g., changing the order of parameters and local variables). Furthermore,
INSeRT randomly inserts trapping instruction sequences, trying to catch attackers di-
verting the control flow. Still, its randomization neither affects call/jump displacements,
nor would randomization without hiding code actually hinder our approach.
Most related to our attack are the defensive JIT randomization approaches proposed
by Homescu et al. [61]. They propose librando, a library that uses NOP insertions to
randomize the code offsets of JIT-compiled code. We have demonstrated that even
browsers leveraging NOP insertion (like IE) are susceptible to our proposed attack and
thus proposed a non-probabilistic defense.
3.10 Conclusion
We have shown that commodity browsers do not protect against code reuse in attacker-
generated, JIT-compiled code. Our novel attack challenges the assumption of XnR
schemes in that we demonstrate that an attacker can create predictable ROP gadgets
without the need to read them prior to use. To close this gap, we suggested to extend
XnR schemes with our proposed countermeasure that eliminates all critical implicit
constants in JIT-compiled code, effectively defending against our attack. Our defense









Modern browsers such as Chrome and Edge deploy constant blinding to remove attacker-
controlled constants from the JIT-compiled code. Without such a defense, attackers can
encode arbitrary shellcode in constants that get compiled to executable code. In this
work, we review the security and completeness of current constant blinding implemen-
tations. We develop DACHSHUND, a fuzzing-driven framework to find user-specified
constants in JIT-compiled code. DACHSHUND reveals several cases in which JIT com-
pilers of modern browsers fail to blind constants, ranging from constants passed as
function parameters to blinded constants that second-stage code optimizers revert to
a non-protected form. To tackle this problem, we then propose a JavaScript rewriting
mechanism that removes all constants from JavaScript code. We prototype this cross-
browser methodology as part of a Web proxy and show that it can successfully remove
all constants from JavaScript code.
4.2 Problem Description
Web browsers continue to be one of the main targets for software exploitation, as
demonstrated by the rise of browser-targeting exploit kits [52] and the sheer number
of software vulnerabilities discovered in browsers. It is not just the popularity and com-
plexity of browsers that make them an attractive target. Modern browsers also support
various scripting languages such as JavaScript and ActionScript. On the one hand,
scripting environments have become indispensable to dynamically generate highly-
interactive content on the modern Web. On the other, scripting support also allows
adversaries to perform prolific attacks. Most notably, in Just-in-Time Return-Oriented
Programming (JIT-ROP), an attacker uses the scripting environment to dynamically
search for gadgets in existing code (e.g., of the browser or imported libraries) [107].
A viable defense against JIT-ROP attacks is to compile programs in a way that they
do not have usable gadgets, e.g., using gadget-free compilation [92] or Control Flow
Integrity [122, 123, 31, 86, 122].
However, such protections are typically limited to static code. Consequently, these de-
fenses are ineffective against code spraying attacks [14], in which an adversary lever-
ages scripting environments to dynamically generate gadgets (instead of searching for
them, like in JIT-ROP). For example, an attacker can embed short gadgets in immediate
values or in implicit constants (as we have demonstrated in Chapter 3) of JavaScript
code. After JIT compilation, these values are transformed into executable shellcode. To
protect against dynamically-injected attack code, JIT engine developers and researchers
started to rely on constant blinding. The goal of constant blinding is to generate code
that does not contain user-specified constants. Technically, the JIT compilation process
does not emit any constant that may be part of JavaScript statements (such as variable
assignments like a=0x9090). For example, a simple implementation could remove the
constants by XORing two non-predictable values whose XOR result equals to the con-
stant. This way, an adversary can no longer embed shellcode in predictable constants
in the JIT-generated code. Consequently, constant blinding has become an important
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foundation to protect against JIT spraying attacks and is the basis for many other de-
fenses [116, 61]. Most modern browsers such as Chrome or Microsoft Edge (and its
predecessor Internet Explorer) deploy constant blinding.
4.3 Contributions
In this work, we analyze the completeness of constant blinding implementations in JIT
engines of modern browsers. We find that a correct and complete constant blinding
implementation is not as trivial as it may sound. In fact, browsers typically strive for
high efficiency and have to intertwine security defenses with multi-layer optimization
schemes. Furthermore, there are dozens of ways to embed constants in JavaScript code,
including global and local variable, function parameters, array indexes, bit operations,
return statements and many more. As we will show, it is easy to miss some cases, and it
becomes a non-trivial challenge to understand the security-related effects of the various
optimization layers in JIT engines.
In this context, we propose DACHSHUND, a fuzzing-driven framework that tests the com-
pleteness of constant blinding implementations in browsers (or other software with JIT
engines, such as PDF readers). The core idea of DACHSHUND is to feed a JIT compiler
with JavaScript code snippets that include constants and to trigger the JIT compilation
phase(s). We leverage a JavaScript code generator to dynamically generate a high num-
ber of diverse code snippets that contain “magic” constants. After JIT compilation, we
search for these magic values in the JIT-compiled code in order to test whether the con-
stants have survived blinding. A prototype implementation of DACHSHUND for Chrome
and Edge revealed many cases in which the JIT engines of these modern browsers fail
to blind user-specific constants, undermining the security guarantees of these imple-
mentations.
Athanasakis et al. have already demonstrated that single-byte or two-byte constants
survive the blinding process, as the constant blinding implementations simply do not
blind small constants for efficiency reasons [5]. Furthermore, in Chapter 3 we have
shown how implicit constants can be used to inject arbitrary 3-byte gadgets. However,
we show that the problem of incomplete constant blinding implementations is far more
fundamental than JIT compilers skipping over smaller constants. Even blinding all
(including smaller) constants would not help to remedy this situation. In fact, all of
the surviving constants that we discovered were 32 bits long, giving an attacker full
flexibility to embed four-byte gadgets (e.g., any system call).
There are multiple ways to overcome these problems. One approach would be to
change the JIT engines of browsers to remedy the situation. However, as we have
demonstrated, reaching a complete implementation of constant blinding has proven to
be rather difficult and requires modification to each JIT engine separately. Alternatively,
we propose to leverage a Web proxy in order to rewrite the JavaScript code before it
is delivered to the browser. This way, we can protect any browser behind the proxy
without software modifications. Our core idea is to rewrite constants such that they
do not appear in the JIT-generated code, regardless of the JIT engine and optimization
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layer. To this end, we parse the abstract syntax tree (AST) of HTML and JavaScript
code, locate any JavaScript constants, and replace them with semantically-equivalent
representations that are either not predictable by an attacker, or ideally are moved out
of the executable code sections. In addition, we hook critical JavaScript functions (e.g.,
eval()) to remove constants from dynamically-generated JavaScript code. While this
approach is clearly less efficient than browser-specific implementations, the average
overhead of 22% in JavaScript performance benchmarks is barely noticeable in prac-
tice. In addition, rewriting complex JavaScript libraries like jQuery is relatively fast
and takes a one-time effort of less than 60 ms. The rewriting outcome can be cached
by the client and proxy to eliminate any rewriting overhead in the future, leading to a
viable defense scheme in practice.
With this work, we provide the following contributions:
• We design DACHSHUND, a fuzzing-based framework to search for constants that
survive the constant blinding process of JIT engines. DACHSHUND combines code
fuzzing techniques with memory carving to discover potentially dangerous blind-
ing leftovers.
• We provide a thorough overview of security deficiencies of the constant blinding
implementations in Chrome and Edge, demonstrating that constant blinding by
the JIT engines in these browsers is inherently insecure.
• We propose a proxy-based JavaScript rewriting engine that complements existing
constant blinding implementations by removing constants from the JavaScript
code at an average overhead of 22%.
4.4 Assumptions
Having discussed the foundation of existing attacks and defenses, we now introduce
the threat model and our assumptions on defense techniques that will be considered
throughout this chapter. These assumptions are in accordance with the environment
of other proposed attack techniques [5, 107].
4.4.1 Defense Techniques
We first list the defense techniques that we assume to be deployed in the operating
system or the target application:
Non Writable Code: We assume that Data Execution Prevention (DEP) is in place, en-
suring that the code pages are not writable and thus defending against direct
shellcode injections.
Code Randomization: We assume that ASLR is enabled in the host operating system,
which randomizes the base addresses of the executable and other memory seg-
ments every time they are loaded into the memory. Additionally, we assume that
fine-grained ASLR is applied to already randomized (by ASLR) memory pages,
further complicating the process to guess the address of a gadget.
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Gadget-Free Code: We assume that static code (i.e., code that is not JIT-compiled)
does not contain usable gadgets. For example, this would be the case for gadget-
free compilation [92]. Note that JIT-ROP attacks are not possible in such a setting,
given the lack of gadgets.
JIT Defenses: We assume any defense techniques against JIT spraying that is already
present in modern browsers, such as constant blinding (Chrome, Edge) or NOP
insertion (Edge). As the main goal of our technique is to emit arbitrary gadgets
in the executable code, we assume that sandboxing in the browsers can either be
bypassed (e.g., via a vulnerability) or is disabled. For the same reason, we do not
consider CFI defenses to be applied to JIT-compiled code.
4.4.2 Threat Model
With these defenses in mind, we now introduce the attacker model. Note that the
assumptions listed below are in accordance with existing attack techniques [5, 107].
Arbitrary Memory Read: We assume that an adversary is able to read arbitrary read-
able memory of the program. This could be done, for example, by repeatedly
exploiting a memory disclosure vulnerability.
Hijacking Control Flow: We assume that the target program has a control flow vul-
nerability that the attacker can exploit to divert the control flow to an arbitrary
memory location.
JIT Compilation: We assume that the target program incorporates a scripting envi-
ronment. More specifically, we require that the program has a JavaScript JIT
compiler that accepts arbitrary (valid) JavaScript code as input and compiles it to
native code. This requirement is met by all modern Web browsers. In principle,
our attack is not limited to browsers, as JavaScript is also actively used in other
applications (e.g., PDF readers).
4.5 Dachshund: Finding Constants
We now take a closer look at the completeness of the defense technique implementa-
tions in JIT compilers of modern browsers. More specifically, we will search for ways, in
which the attacker can emit arbitrary gadgets into the executable pages of the browser’s
memory. To this end, we present DACHSHUND, a fuzzing-based framework that reveals
attacker-controllable constants in JIT-compiled code. The basic design of DACHSHUND
is shown in Figure 4.1. The framework consists of a fuzzing component (Section 4.5.1)
that creates diverse JavaScript code snippets to feed them to a JIT compiler for further
processing. After JIT compilation, the JIT inspector (Section 4.5.2) then searches for
constants induced by the fuzzer in the executable code pages. The interaction between
these two components is steered by the DACHSHUND controller (Section 4.5.3). In the
following, we describe this interplay in more detail.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the Dachshund architecture and its three components.
4.5.1 Fuzzing Component
In the first component of DACHSHUND, we aim to trigger attacker-controllable constants
in JIT compiled code. We follow a similar goal to Athanasakis et al. [5] and leverage
immediate values in JavaScript statements to emit gadgets in the JIT-compiled code.
In their paper, the authors exploit the fact that browsers only blind large constants
(e.g., Chrome and IE blind values larger than two bytes). We do not limit ourselves
to two-byte gadgets and instead challenge the completeness of the constant blinding
implementation. That is, we aim to find edge cases in which constant blinding is not
applied, or cases where this blinding is reverted by various browser components (such
as optimizers).
To search for these edge cases, we leverage code fuzzing. Code fuzzing has a long
history as a dynamic testing approach to identify software vulnerabilities [100, 60]
(including in browsers). Instead of searching for bugs, we leverage code fuzzing to
generate a large diversity of JavaScript code snippets to trigger cases in which constants
might not be blinded. Our main idea is to encode “magic” constants in the fuzzed
JavaScript code that DACHSHUND’s JIT inspector (cf. Section 4.5.2) can identify.
We implemented our fuzzer based on jsfunfuzz [100], a JavaScript fuzzer that is heavily
used in testing the Firefox’s JavaScript engine. Technically, jsfunfuzz generates random
JavaScript function bodies (including invalid ones) to test JavaScript engines for vul-
nerabilities, also covering newly introduced features such as in ECMAScript 6. We
extended jsfunfuzz to adjust it to our needs: (i) we modified the code generator to re-
duce the likelihood that code generates syntax errors, and (ii) we increased the chance
of large integer immediate values appearing in the generated code. The reason for
modification (ii) is straightforward, as we want to test if allegedly-blinded immediate
values (i.e., larger ones in the range [217, 232)) are emitted by the compiler. Thus, we
want to maximize their incidence in the generated JavaScript code. Modification (i)
is required to reach the compilation stage, which will not be the case if the generated
JavaScript code contains a syntax error. This again highlights the difference between




We feed the JavaScript code snippets that are generated by the fuzzing component to
two popular browsers: Microsoft Edge and Google Chrome (and their corresponding
JavaScript engines: Chakra and V8, respectively). We exclude Mozilla Firefox from our
experiments, as its JavaScript engine does not implement constant blinding.
4.5.2 JIT Inspector Component
The JIT inspector component relates integer constants in randomly generated Java-
Script code to the sequence of bytes representing the same number in the JIT-compiled
machine code. Technically, we attach to the renderer process of the browser and in-
spect its code pages created at runtime. Once the magic value encoded by the fuzzing
component is found, the JIT inspector has likely found a constant that has survived the
blinding phase.
However, to fully understand when to inspect the code pages, it is important to note
that JavaScript engines implement multiple levels of compilation. Typically, the first-
level JIT compiler is fast but produces low-performance code, which is then optimized
by a second-level JIT compiler if it has been executed frequently. We refer to the first
level compiler as a baseline compiler and the second level as an optimizing compiler. In
our experiments, we consider the code generated by both compilers, as the attacker has
full control of triggering either of the two compilers by carefully choosing how often
she executes a piece of code.
A distinction between Chrome and Edge has to be made when the compilers kick in.
Edge has an interpreter that interprets the JavaScript code until it becomes warm (i.e.,
when it is executed around 50 times). Only after that, a JavaScript function is com-
piled by the baseline compiler. In contrast, Chrome skips the interpreting step and
directly compiles the JavaScript function upon first execution. Consequently, to trigger
a baseline compilation of a JavaScript function, one has to call the function once for
Chrome and 50 times for Edge—again, a parameter that is under full control of the
attacker. In both browsers, a baseline-compiled JavaScript function is recompiled by
the optimizing compiler after it becomes hot (i.e., after it is executed over 1000 times).
The optimizing compiler leverages code analysis techniques to produce highly efficient
code (e.g., by incorporating inferred type information or function inlining). To trigger
an optimization of a JavaScript function, one has to call it more than 1000 times. How-
ever, given the runtime of short JavaScript functions, this is not a practical burden to
attackers, i.e., it can be optimized in a matter of milliseconds.
Putting all this together, the basic algorithm of the JIT inspector is the following:
(J1) The JIT inspector receives a set of integers (the magic values) as an input that has
to be found in the JIT-compiled code.
(J2) It attaches itself to the required renderer process of the tested browser (i.e., the
correct browser tab containing the tested JavaScript code).
(J3) By looking at the permissions of the memory pages, the JIT inspector retrieves a
set of pages that were generated by the JIT compiler. It does so by scanning for
pages with RWX protection in Chrome and RX protection in Edge.
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(J4) Functions in these code pages are separated by 0x00 bytes in Chrome and 0xcc
(int3) bytes in Edge. Therefore, starting from a page boundary, the JIT inspector
can easily identify all functions, and extracts the corresponding machine code.
(J5) As a final step, the JIT inspector searches for the input integers (J1) in the ma-
chine code. In case of a match, the JIT inspector returns the disassembly of the
function that contains the constant(s).
Note that in the last step (J5), where we search for the integer values in the machine
code, we may encounter false positives. That is, machine code may accidentally contain
the value that we searched for, which was however not a consequence of the JavaScript
code. We can deal with false positives in two ways: (i) We can manually inspect the
disassembled output of the machine code to verify that it indeed corresponds to a Java-
Script statement, or (ii) we can reuse the same JavaScript function with a different set
of immediate values, and check if we get the match again. For the sake of simplicity,
we used the first approach and manually inspected all constants found by DACHSHUND,
while the latter solution is a fully-automated way to exclude any chance of false posi-
tives.
4.5.3 Controller Component
As a third and last component, we add a controller that steers the interplay between the
fuzzer and inspector components. The goal of the controller is to steer synchronization
between fuzzer and inspector. The controller does so in the following repeating steps:
(CC1) The controller instruments the fuzzing component to generate a textual repre-
sentation of a new JavaScript function (jsfunStr).
(CC2) The controler generates a JavaScript function: jsfun=eval(jsfunStr).
(CC3) If eval fails (i.e., jsfunStr has a syntax error), return to step (CC1). Otherwise,
the controller compiles jsfun by calling it either once (Chrome) or fifty times
(Edge), triggering the respective baseline compilers.
(CC4) The controller then triggers the JIT inspector to find constants that survived
blinding. It passes all constants that are in the JavaScript code generated in
(CC1) to the JIT inspector. If the JIT inspector returns positive matches, these are
logged accordingly.
(CC5) The controller then triggers the optimization compiler on jsfun by calling the
function 2000 times and repeats step (CC4) on the optimized code.
4.5.4 Experimental Results
After implementing DACHSHUND for Edge and Chrome, we experimented to test the
constant blinding efficacy of these two browsers. We ran DACHSHUND in a Virtual-
Box virtual machine, running Windows 10 on an Intel i5-4690 CPU having 3.50 GHz
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and 8 GB RAM. We ran each experiment for two hours per browser. In this time,
DACHSHUND detected 124 constants in Chrome and 58 in Edge. Some of these re-
sults contained similar JavaScript statements involving emitted constants; therefore,
we manually filtered them to get unique cases only, which resulted in 22 different cases
in Chrome and 21 in Edge. We manually verified these cases and in all instances found
a true positive, i.e., we successfully found a non-blinded constant. In Chrome, constants
were only emitted by the optimizing compiler, while in Edge constants were found in
both baseline and optimizing stages. The summarized outcome of the experiments is
that many JavaScript constants are directly emitted into machine code—despite con-
stant blinding. In the following, we will categorize these cases into classes of constants
that bypassed the blinding process.
Experiment results from both of the browsers showed that a major source of constants
were arguments to Math functions. Math is a built-in JavaScript object, containing
basic mathematical functions and constants. Immediate values passed as an argu-
ment to Math functions (like Math.round(0x1234)) end up in the JIT-compiled code.
Manual verification showed that the optimizing compiler of Chrome also emits con-
stants when calling any other functions, such as built-in functions of JavaScript (e.g.,
Array.push(...)) or even user-defined ones. In assembly, these constants are emitted
when argument registers are set or when arguments are pushed on the stack. Con-
sequently, calling a function with more parameters (e.g., Math.max(X, Y)) or calling
them multiple times emits more constants.
In Edge, however, the situation is different. Manual verification showed that all the
emitted constants (not only from function calling) are coming from the same assembly
instruction, namely storing the constant into a register. Moreover, this instruction is
always located at the beginning of the function, after the prologue, and not where the
actual statement (involving the constant) is compiled. This is likely caused by a caching
mechanism of Edge, which stores an immediate value in an unused register to use it
later in a function.
For example, consider the following JavaScript code:
function jsfun () {
return Math. trunc (0 x12345678 );
}
Chakra, Edge’s JIT engine, will compile this statement into the following sequence of
assembly instructions:
... ; prologue
mov rsi, 0x1000012345678 ; Emitted constant
... ; Other function code
mov r9, rsi ; Setting Math.trunc parameter
... ; Setting other parameters
call r12 ; Call Math.trunc
... ; Other code + epilogue
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As it can be seen, the constant 0x12345678 is emitted as part of a 64-bit constant.
Note that Edge uses 48-bit values for constants. Thus, the least significant bit of the
first two bytes denotes the tag bit and indicates type of the encoded value, that is an
integer constant in our example. The instruction mov rsi,XXX is the integer constant
caching behavior of Edge, which we mentioned earlier. Interestingly, Edge uses the
cached integer value not only when the constant value itself is used, but also when
other (similar) integers are used. For example, to set an integer constant 0x12340000
in an rax register, Edge utilizes the cached value and emits the following code:
lea rax, [rsi-0x5678] ; set rax to 0x12340000
The difference between the cached and target value is encoded in lea. If needed, this
can be further exercised by an attacker to emit more than one constant per function.
Summing up, Edge emits constants in both phases of compilation (baseline and op-
timizing), but emits only one constant per function, located at the beginning of the
compiled function. This does not limit the attacker, as she is able to compile many
small functions to emit multiple gadgets. In contrast, Chrome’s JavaScript optimizer
emits integer constants as part of the compiled statement involving the constant, and
thus can be used multiple times to emit many constants in the same function
In general, DACHSHUND found many more ways to embed integers that survive con-
stant blinding. Other non-blinded JavaScript statements include: ternary operators
(c ? 0x12345678: 0x9abcdef), return statements (return 0x12345678), cases of switch
statements (case 0x12345678:), bit-wise operations (i=jˆ0x12345678), writing to
global variables (glob=0x12345678), or to array elements (arr[0]=0x12345678). Fig-
ure 4.2 shows the aforementioned gadget-emitting statements in Chrome and their
corresponding x86 code after compilation. This demonstrates that popular constant
blinding implementations are far from complete, as many typical code constructs are
not touched by the compiler—not even the textbook JIT spraying example of variable
assignments.
4.5.5 Proof-of-Concept Gadget Generation
As a final step of our evaluation, we leverage the previously-observed shortcomings
in constant blinding implementations in order to create JavaScript functions that emit
meaningful gadgets into the executable memory.
For demonstration purposes, we inject the same set of gadgets that was used by Athanas-
akis et al. [5] to set the argument registers for the VirtualProtect function:
pop r8, ret ; 4158 c3
pop r9, ret ; 4159 c3
pop rcx, ret ; 59 c3
pop rdx, ret ; 5a c3
pop rax, ret ; 58 c3
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m = i ? 0x12345678 : 0x23456789 0: test rax, rax
1: je 4
2: mov ebx, 0x23456789
3: jmp 5




0: mov rdx, [rbp+0x20]
1: cmp edx, 0x23232323
2: jne XXX
0x34343434[j] 0: mov rdx, 0x3434343400000000
1: ; set other parameters
2: call GetProperty
m = j ˆ 0x45454545 0: mov rax, [rbp+0x20]
1: xor eax, 0x45454545
globvar = 0x56565656 0: mov rax, 0x1af729d6001
1: mov r10, 0x5656565600000000
2: mov [rax+0x0F], r10
globarr[i] = 0x67676767 0: mov [rdx+XXX], 0x67676767
return 0x12121212 0: mov rax, 0x1212121200000000
Figure 4.2: Gadget emitting JavaScript statements in Chrome and their corresponding
disassembly after rewriting.
Chrome
In Chrome, we created the following single JavaScript function containing the immedi-
ate constants that correspond to the required gadgets:
function chromeGadgets () {
globar [0] = 0 xc35841 ;
globar [1] = 0 xc35941 ;
globar [2] = -0 x3ca7a5a7 ;
}
As we have seen, writing an immediate constant to an array element emits it to the JIT
code after compilation. Therefore, in chromeGadgets, we write the required constants
into globar, which is a global array declared outside the function. Note that the order
of the bytes are swapped in integer constants because of the little-endian format of the
underlying x86 machine. Furthermore, to also use the most significant bit in the last
gadget, we use a negative number -0x3ca7a5a7 that will be represented in binary as
0xc3585a59. After executing this function multiple times, i.e., triggering the optization,
the optimizing compiler of Chrome generates the following sequence of instructions:
mov [rbx+0x1b], 0x00c35841 ; c7 43 1b 41 58 c3 00
mov [rbx+0x23], 0x00c35941 ; c7 43 23 41 59 c3 00
mov [rbx+0x2b], 0xc3585A59 ; c7 43 2b 59 5a 58 c3
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Edge
In Edge, given constant caching, we had to create three separate functions to generate
the required set of gadgets (note that this is not a limitation as we are not constrained
by the maximum number of created functions):
function r8 () { Math. trunc ( 0 xc35841 ); }
function r9 () { Math. trunc ( 0 xc35941 ); }
function racdx () { Math. trunc (-0 x3ca7a5a7 ); }
Triggering the compilation of each of these functions, i.e., calling them 50 times, re-
sulted the required gadgets at the beginning of the corresponding functions. The fol-
lowing is the disassembly of the instructions emitting the gadgets:
mov rsi, 0x1000000c35841 ; 48 be 41 58 c3 00 00 00 01 00
mov rsi, 0x1000000c35941 ; 48 be 41 59 c3 00 00 00 01 00
mov rsi, 0x10000c3585a59 ; 48 be 59 5a 58 c3 00 00 01 00
4.6 Defending Against Constants
DACHSHUND has revealed that major browsers are susceptible to emitting attacker-
controlled four-byte values into executable code. Even though Chrome and Edge deploy
constant blinding to defend against gadget emission, their implementation is still not
complete. While it was already known that constant blinding implementations emit
two-byte gadgets [5], our automated DACHSHUND framework discovered that even
four-byte integer constants are emitted in certain scenarios.
There are several options to solve the aforementioned problems. The naïve and likely
the most efficient solution would be to modify the JavaScript engines in the browsers
to incorporate constant blinding in all missing cases (e.g., inlining integer constants
in Chrome’s optimizing compiler or preloading registers in Edge). This would remove
the problem of arbitrary four-byte gadget generation, presumably without too much
overhead. However, to also get rid of two-byte gadgets, constant blinding schemes
in the browsers must be extended to cover integer constants of all sizes, significantly
degrading the performance [5]. In addition, changing the JIT compiler is not always
possible, especially in closed-source browsers; at the very least, it requires compiler-
specific engineering effort to cover all browsers.
Alternatively, we propose to randomize the JavaScript code before the code is delivered
to the browser. As DACHSHUND identified, the main source of gadgets in JIT-compiled
code is inlined or cached integer constants. Consequently, the main idea of our defense
is to remove these constants by rewriting the JavaScript code. We prototype our tech-
nique as part of a Web proxy that mediates Web traffic between clients and servers.
Once implemented, our solution protects any client behind the Web proxy. One could
also implement the same approach as a browser extension to target specific browsers
separately. Browser-aware implementation can be optimized to only rewrite the parts
of the JavaScript that are attacker-controllable in the specific browser, thus reducing
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the performance overhead caused by the rewriting. However, as our main goal was to
prove the efficacy (and not efficiency) of a solution based on JavaScript rewriting, we
opted for a proxy-based rewriting that is agnostic to the specific browsers.
The possible downside of a proxy-based solution is that we rely on all clients in a
network to use a Web proxy for browsing. This also means that the proxy has to inter-
mediate HTTPS traffic and thus provides custom certificates for HTTPS communication
between the browser and the proxy. While this might sound cumbersome, most corpo-
rate proxy vendors offer such capability. HTTPS traffic inspection is de facto standard
in many organizations that leverage next-generation firewalls, such as Baracuda Net-
works [8], Forcepoint [43], Palo Alto Networks [95], MS Forefront [44], Blue Coat [16],
Fortigate [45], Zscaler [125]. We will discuss this in more detail in Section 4.7. Note,
however, that the design choice of where to deploy JavaScript-based rewriting can be
changed depending on the needs.
4.6.1 Basic Idea
The core of our idea is to rewrite JavaScript code into semantically equivalent code that
does not contain any integer constants. There are several alternatives for how integer
constants can be replaced. A simple example of such replacement would be to split an
integer constant into parts (similar to constant blinding), changing the constant X into
Y◦Z, where ◦ is any JavaScript operation such that Y◦Z=X. However, as we modify the
JavaScript code, this operation would be easily folded by the compiler and X would still
be emitted. Another solution is to generate a new Number object every time a constant
is used, e.g., via parseInt, which takes a string representation of a number as an
input and outputs its corresponding Number object. This replacement would transform
a constant X into a statement: parseInt(’X’). A drawback of this method is that it
executes a parseInt function call every time an integer constant is used, thus greatly
decreasing performance. In the following, we show how this can be optimized.
In our prototype, we hide integer constants by replacing them with global objects. For




These statements will be prepended at the beginning of the script. During the initial-
ization of these global variables, we use parseInt such that the assignment does not
emit the constant. In the case of a call to parseInt, the argument is a string and
therefore only the reference to that string (and not its value) will be emitted to the
executable compiled code. Additionally, as it is seen in the example, we initialize the
same object twice: first with some random number, and second with the original value.
This is necessary to trick the optimizer into thinking that the value of the global object
is changing, otherwise the global integer will be inlined into the compiled code. This
modification shows the intuition behind our defense: First, by replacing integer con-
stants with global objects, we get rid of integer literals from JavaScript code, which is
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the main reason of gadget-emission in Edge; And second, we mark these global objects
as volatile (i.e., they can be modified by other parties at any point) by setting their
values multiple times. This will force the optimizer to resolve their values at runtime
instead of inlining them into the code, successfully removing the sources of gadgets
in Chrome. We have manually verified that compilers replace neither window.__c1234
nor parseInt(’1234’) with the integer 1234 in none of the browsers.
However, removing constants from JavaScript code is a little more complex than that.
Because JavaScript has implicit conversion between types, which can also be inlined,
e.g., by the optimizing compiler of Chrome. Therefore, we have to additionally protect
against possible implicit type conversions. For example, a JavaScript statement var
i=’1234’ & 5678 will also emit 1234 as an integer constant. We handle these cases by
finding all strings that can be implicitly converted to integers and call the toString
method on them (var i=(’1234’).toString() & 5678). This returns a new string ob-
ject every time it is called and therefore is not optimized. Other string methods (such
as substr) can also be used as an alternative. There are other possibilities in Java-
Script of implicit type conversions to integers, e.g., from Boolean to integer (true→1,
false→0), from Array to integer ([]→0). To trigger the conversion, these objects must
be used as a part of arithmetic operations, which will then try to convert them to the
most reasonable integers. We will discuss these cases in Section 4.7.
To eradicate all integer constants, we rewrite all possible places where JavaScript code
can be written. We distinguish between the following five cases:
(C1) An external JavaScript file referenced using a src attribute of an HTML script tag,
such as:
<script src=" javascriptfile.js "> </script>
(C2) JavaScript inside an HTML script tag, such as:
<script >/* JavaScript code */ </script>
(C3) Inline event handlers, defined inside HTML tags, e.g.:
<img onclick= "/* JavaScript code */" />
(C4) Dynamically created JavaScript code, e.g., by using one of the following meth-
ods:
eval("/* JavaScript code */");
Function ("/* JavaScript code */");
setTimeout ("/* JavaScript code */", 0);
setInterval ("/* JavaScript code */", 0);
(C5) Dynamically created HTML nodes, which an attacker might use to inject new
JavaScript code, such as:
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head. appendChild (el) /* DOM node */
el. innerHTML = "<script >/* JavaScript code */</ script >"
In the following, we will describe the implementation details of how we actually han-
dled these cases.
4.6.2 Implementation Details
We implemented our prototype in Node.js [89], using the http-mitm-proxy package [64]
as a basis for an HTTP proxy. To identify all constants in JavaScript code, we use
Esprima [37], a JavaScript parser with full support for ECMAScript 6. We leverage the
abstract syntax tree (AST) to identify integer constants or string constants representing
numbers. We leverage Estraverse [38] to traverse the AST and replace AST nodes
(e.g., replacing number literals with global objects). Finally, we use Escodegen [36] to
generate JavaScript code that corresponds to the updated AST.
The general workflow of the rewriter can be summarized in the following steps:
(RW1) The rewriter takes JavaScript code as input and derives its AST.
(RW2) The rewriter traverses the generated AST. For each literal node (i.e., integer or
string immediate values), the rewriter distinguishes the following cases:
• Integer constants (e.g., 123) are replaced with a node corresponding to the
statement (e.g., window.__c123). Then, the rewriter adds initialization code
for this node (e.g., init+=’window.__c’+123+’=parseInt("’+123+’");’)
• String constants representing numbers (e.g., ’1234’) are replaced with an
AST node of the statement: (’1234’).toString() to avoid implicit casts to
(possibly constant) numbers.
(RW3) Finally, the rewriter generates JavaScript code that corresponds to the updated
AST, notably including the global variables’ initialization scripts.
The JavaScript rewriter becomes an integral part of the Web proxy. That is, we modify
responses from server to client (i.e., browser). If the response is a JavaScript file (C1),
we directly return the rewritten result to the client. In case of an HTML file, we ex-
tract and rewrite inline JavaScript between script tags (C2) and inline event handlers
(C3). For dynamic code (C4), we inject new JavaScript code as the first element of the
head tag, which hooks the dynamic code generator functions (e.g., eval, Function,
setTimeout, setInterval) and dynamically rewrites the code (i.e., the first argument
of these functions) before calling the original function. For dynamic HTML elements
(C5), we attach a mutation observer to the document object. This allows us to react
to DOM tree modifications by the attacker. For each node that is modified in the DOM
tree, we check if it is a script tag or if it contains a script tag in its child nodes, and if
so, we extract and rewrite its JavaScript content.
Note that in order to rewrite dynamically generated code (e.g., for (C4) and (C5)), we
use synchronous XMLHttpRequest requests from our hooked JavaScript functions and
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mutation observer to the proxy. The JavaScript code that needs to be modified is added
to the request. The response from the proxy contains the rewritten JavaScript code.
4.6.3 Evaluation
In the following, we evaluate our implemented defense technique. First and foremost,
we test the efficacy of the solution and apply DACHSHUND to reveal if there are re-
maining attacker-controlled constants in the JIT-emitted code. Second, we evaluate
the performance overhead of the proposed solution. As we rewrite the JavaScript code
that is executed in a browser, we consider two sources of overhead: (i) the overhead
caused by rewriting JavaScript code, and (ii) the performance overhead of the rewrit-
ten JavaScript code, running inside a browser. We evaluate the latter in Google Chrome
50 and Microsoft Edge 25. The underlying system is Windows 10 running on an Intel
Core i7-2670QM machine with 2.20GHz frequency and 6GB RAM.
Rewriting Efficacy
First, we evaluate the correctness of the rewriter to see if all integer constants are in-
deed eradicated from the JIT-compiled code. Therefore, we tested the rewriter against
all JavaScript functions found by DACHSHUND. Initially, we verified that all these func-
tions actually emitted integer constants, i.e., we did not get any false positives from
DACHSHUND. We found that all 22 different functions in Chrome and 21 in Edge did
emit integer constants into the code. We then modified these functions with our Java-
Script rewriter and ran the experiment again. After rewriting, none of the JavaScript
functions emitted any integer constants in the JIT code, neither for Chrome nor Edge,
proving the completeness of the rewriter. Figure 4.2 shows the disassembly of the na-
tive code of the gadget-emitting statements in Chrome, whereas Figure 4.3 shows the
same statements and their disassembly after applying our rewriter.
The code examples, found by DACHSHUND, cover only directly used JavaScript integer
constants. While this is sufficient for Edge, where the source for emitted gadgets are
integer caching, optimizing compiler of Chrome can still inline the values after implicit
conversion. To test the rewriting efficacy of implicit constants (i.e., from string objects
to integers in our case), we did manual verification. More specifically, we created Java-
Script functions containing string literals that are implicitly converted to integer types.
After rewriting, all these string literals were converted to string objects (via invoking
toString on them), and thus did not emit any integer values. However, strings are not
the only JavaScript objects that are implicitly converted to integers. For example, Hiero-
glyphy [73] uses conversion between arrays ([...]) and objects ({...}) to integers.
Using these conversions inside the function does not emit attacker-controlled values.
However, they can be used by the attacker to initialize a global variable and then use
the global variable inside the function to inject the required value. Because the global
variable will be initialized once, by the attacker, it will be inlined into the code (by
Chrome), emitting the gadgets. This problem can be solved using a similar technique
that we used before. That is, we can replace global variable initializations in the code
by initializing the global variable with a random number first, and then setting it to the
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m = i ? __c12345678 : __c23456789 0: test rax, rax
1: je 5
2: mov rbx, &__c12345678
3: mov ebx, [rbx+13h]
4: jmp 7
5: mov rbx, &__c23456789




0: mov rbx, &__c23232323
1: mov ebx, [rbx+13h]
2: cmp edx, ebx
3: jne XXX
__c34343434[j] 0: mov rax, &__c34343434
1: mov eax, [rax+13h]
2: ; set other parameters
3: call GetProperty
m = j ˆ __c45454545 0: mov rbx, &__c45454545
1: mov ebx, [rbx+13h]
2: mov rdx, [rbp+20h]
3: xor ebx, edx
globvar = __c56565656 0: mov rax, &__c56565656
1: mov edx, [rax+13h]
2: mov rax, &globvar
3: mov [rax+0Fh], rdx
globarr[i] = __c67676767 0: mov rax, &__c67676767
1: mov eax, [rax+13h]
2: mov [rbx+XXX], eax
return __c12121212 0: mov rax, &__c12121212
1: mov eax, [rax+13h]
Figure 4.3: Gadget emitting JavaScript statements in Chrome and their corresponding
disassembly after rewriting. &__cXXXXXXXX denotes the address of the corresponding JavaScript
global variable.
original value. This way, optimizer will have to resolve the value of the global variable
at runtime and will not be able to inline it into the code. Although we manually verified
that this modification indeed removes the attacker-controlled values from the code, it
is not included in the current implementation of our defense scheme.
Other obfuscation techniques of JavaScript code also contain integer splitting to hide
their values. For example, instead of having a single constant var i=0x12345678, the
attacker might try to split it, e.g.: var i=0x12000000|0x340000|0x5600|0x78. After
optimization, these constants will be folded by the compiler into a single integer and
will be emitted into the JIT-code. However, our rewriter will turn each of these con-
stants into global objects, forbidding both constant folding and inlining (Figure 4.4).
Rewriting Overhead
To evaluate the overhead of the JavaScript rewriter, we chose to measure the rewrit-
ing overhead of two popular and large JavaScript libraries, jQuery (version 2.2.3) and
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0: mov ebx, [rbx+0x13]
1: add ebx, 0x12345678




0: mov rax, &__c12000000
1: mov eax, [rax+0x13]
2: mov rbx, &__c00340000
3: mov ebx, [rbx+0x13]
4: or ebx, eax
5: mov rax, &__c00005600
6: mov eax, [rax+0x13]
7: or eax, ebx
8: mov rbx, &__c00000078
9: mov ebx, [rbx+0x13]
10: or ebx, eax


























Figure 4.5: Averaged times for rewriting JavaScript libraries
AngularJS (version 1.5.5). These libraries are commonly embedded in typical Web
applications and are relatively large compared to other custom JavaScript implemen-
tations (jQuery has 259 kB, AngularJS 1.1 MB). Moreover, both of these libraries also
provide the compressed (i.e., “minified”) versions to reduce the download size (jQuery
86 kB, AngularJS 158 kB). For the evaluation, we rewrote these libraries (both com-
pressed and uncompressed) 200 times. We measured the time required to rewrite
these libraries, including all steps (RW1) up to (RW3). The results of the evaluation
are presented in the following.
The minified versions of the libraries took less time to be rewritten. On average, rewrit-
ing AngularJS took 145 ms and 101 ms for the uncompressed and minified versions,
respectively. Rewriting jQuery took 63 ms and 51 ms, respectively (see Figure 4.5).
We argue that this overhead of a mere 100 ms is acceptable to typical Web users, as
network latencies and bandwidth constraints are more significant when loading these
























































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.7: Octane results in Chrome (Original vs Proxy vs Not-Optimized)
Script library can be cached by the proxy as well as on the client side. Such caching
mechanisms are part of COTS browsers and require no further client software modifica-
tions. Finally, rewriting multiple scripts simultaneously is an effort that can be trivially
parallelized to further improve performance.
Runtime Overhead
Next, we evaluate the runtime overhead that is incurred on the client side due to the
modified JavaScript code. To this end, we leverage Octane, a commonly-used bench-
mark framework for JavaScript engines [91]. For the evaluation, we took the averaged
scores from 5 runs of Octane benchmarks. JavaScript runtime showed the following
results: Figure 4.6 illustrates the performance comparisons between the original and
the rewritten engine. The unit is the score measured by the Octane benchmarks, and
higher is better. On average, we measure 21% performance decrease in Chrome and
24% in Edge. The average overhead is significant, but performance is mainly degraded
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by a few outliers in the benchmark suite, such as:
zlib In order to test the performance of the compiler, zlib uses eval. This causes the
rewrite time of our rewriter to be added to the runtime of the script, as the code
passed to eval needs to be rewritten dynamically. Additionally, the compiled zlib
script extensively uses integer constants that further degrade the performance.
CodeLoad This benchmark measures how quickly a JavaScript engine can execute a
script after loading it. CodeLoad uses eval to compile JQuery and Closure li-
braries and therefore again includes the rewriting time.
While the use of dynamic code (like in eval) degrades performance, we cannot ex-
clude such code from our rewriter, as it would give a possibility to the attacker to
enter constants using dynamic code. However, the experiments have shown that it is
mainly dynamic code rewriting that causes performance impacts, and libraries that do
not leverage such dynamic code have an acceptable overhead. Without the two poorly-
performing benchmarks, the overhead decreases to 12% in Chrome and 13% in Edge.
Note that the overhead of popular libraries could be eliminated by whitelisting (and
thus not rewriting) trusted scripts, as our threat model is only relevant to non-trusted
and attacker-controlled JavaScript inputs. Alternatively, our rewriter could cache popu-
lar libraries after they have been already rewritten to provide them to the client without
any rewriting overhead.
To put things into perspective, we now compare the performance of our scheme with
the performance of a non-optimized JIT compiler. The intuition here is that our sug-
gested attack technique against Chrome relies on abusing output of the optimizing com-
piler. Disabling the optimizing compiler thus is a viable alternative to protect against
attacker-induced gadgets. Therefore, we performed another experiment and also in-
cluded Chrome with a disabled optimizing compiler (by running Chrome with the V8
flags noopt and nocrankshaft). Figure 4.7 shows the complete list of all Octane bench-
marks, running in three modifications of Chrome: (i) original, (ii) original with proxy
(i.e., rewritten JavaScript), and (iii) with the optimizing compiler disabled. As can be
seen, with the exception of the two libraries that require rewriting of dynamic code,
our proposed solution outperforms the disabled optimizer by around a factor of eight
and thus seems to be the preferable option.
Although the overhead for dynamic scripts seems significant, our JavaScript rewriter
usually completes in a matter of milliseconds. Rewriting a JavaScript library as big as
jQuery takes, on average, less than 60 ms (see Figure 4.5). This can be further im-
proved by incorporating caching in our proxy, using hashes of the dynamic script as a
key. This way, for example, when compiling a jQuery library 100 times using eval (e.g.,
as done in CodeLoad), the rewriter spends 60 ms on the initial request and serves the




In this section, we revisit the two proposed frameworks, and discuss their implications
and possible limitations.
4.7.1 Implications of Dachshund
DACHSHUND has revealed several ways attackers can inject arbitrary long gadgets into
JIT-compiled code. We will now discuss how this is relevant from a security perspective.
How bad is attacker-induced shellcode, really?
One could argue that additional defense schemes in browsers will protect against
control-flow diversion attacks, regardless of whether an attacker can inject shellcode
or not. While this argument is not wrong per se, we believe that our findings have
important implications anyway. First, constant blinding is part of the two most popular
browsers, and—as we find—a security feature that can be easily circumvented by at-
tackers. Relying on such schemes is only helpful if they are also implemented correctly.
Otherwise, as we find, they give security guarantees that do not hold in practice. Sec-
ond, attacks in the past have demonstrated that even additional security mechanisms
such as CFI or sandboxing cannot protect against successful browser exploitation. We
thus argue that it is not an “either-or” question which security mechanisms to use; we
see the need for complementary techniques to defend against browser threats. Finally,
predictable gadgets may also have severe security implications on even stronger threat
models. For example, assuming that the location of gadgets can be identified, schemes
that propose non-readable code (such as Execute-no-Read proposals [6, 28, 29]) can
potentially be evaded. We will perform such an evaluation in future work.
Does it matter that you found four-byte constants?
DACHSHUND is not the first work to target constant blinding schemes. Athanasakis et
al. [5] had already proven that two-byte constants are sufficient to assemble suitable
ROP chains. However, we looked at the problem from a different angle. Instead of
using constants that are excluded from the blinding process (because they are too short),
we inspected whether constants actually survive constant blinding. Indeed, four-byte
gadgets give an adversary more flexibility in the types of gadgets to use and make
building a ROP chain significantly easier. But the more fundamental observation is
the fact that we found that constants that should have been blinded were, in fact, not
successfully blinded.
4.7.2 Limitations of Dachshund
DACHSHUND uses code fuzzing, which is known to be incomplete in terms of code cover-
age and cases that it explores. We have shown that our technique is quite successful for
discovering leftover constants in JIT-compiled code. However, similar to other fuzzing
techniques, DACHSHUND cannot be used to prove that JIT engines do not emit attacker-




Furthermore, DACHSHUND leverages immediate constants in JavaScript code to evade
constant blinding. It may also be possible to find other types of adversarial constants,
such as values embedded in control-flow statements (e.g., constants encoded in relative
offsets). However, our findings show that an attacker does not even need to search for
other types of constants, given plenty of immediate ones.
4.7.3 Limitations of the Defense
Our proposal to defend against constants has certain limitations, which we address next.
As already mentioned, our proxy-based solution requires that HTTPS-secured content
can also be rewritten. This means that certificate validation will be done by the proxy
and the client needs to trust certificates handed out by the proxy. However, in corporate
settings, such HTTPS-enabled proxies are quite common and serve to inspect client
communication for multiple purposes (e.g., caching, protecting against information
leakage, identifying HTTPS-based malware communication, etc.) Our rewriting logic
can easily be integrated into existing proxies.
An alternative to a proxy implementation would be to embed our method as a browser
extension. This way users will have more control over the rewriter, e.g., they can
request on-demand rewriting of certain pages or whitelist trusted pages. Also, HTTPS-
based content will be no problem for an extension-based rewriter, as rewriting happens
after a page is already loaded. However, the extension will face a race condition with
the running JavaScript, i.e., JavaScript on the page may be executed before the exten-
sion finishes rewriting. This problem can be solved by disabling JavaScript execution
for all pages until the rewriter terminates.
A technical challenge for our solution is potential deficiencies in HTML/JavaScript
parsers. We might face cases in which the parser fails to parse the code. There are
two possibilities for dealing with unparsable scripts: (i) we block the script, or (ii) we
allow the script without modification. Solution (ii) lowers the security, because an ad-
versary may find out a way to create a script that is unparsable but is still tolerated (and
executed) in browsers. However, using (i) may block scripts that come from legitimate
sources, thus modifying the semantics of the page. A solution to the aforementioned
problem could be to extract all immediate constants by alternative means (e.g., using
regular expressions) from unparsable scripts and replace them with the safe alterna-
tives. However, in summary, non-parseable scripts are not a fundamental problem of
our approach, but more a technical challenge for parser implementations.
One weakness of our defense technique is that future JIT compilers might convert
global objects into integers as part of the JIT code optimization. The basic idea why
we replace integer constants with global objects is that the global variables in Java-
Script are volatile and can be modified by every function running in the same context,
e.g., by a JavaScript function running at some time intervals. Therefore, these global
variables, even though they encode integer values, will not be inlined. However, if a
global variable is first moved into a local variable, then the local variable can be inlined
if necessary. We manually tested multiple such cases in Chrome and found out that
the JIT compiler of Chrome does not inline such variables. However, in the future, if
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the compiler is extended to also inline these variables, our rewriter has to be adapted
accordingly.
Furthermore, we unfortunately have no way to prove the completeness of the rewriter.
For example, our current prototype implementation does not cover all border cases of
implicit conversions. In our JavaScript rewriter, we account for implicit conversions
between a string and a number, e.g., from the string ’123’ to the number 123. Java-
Script, however, allows more cases of allowed implicit conversions. For example, using
Boolean constants true and false as numbers 1 and 0 respectively (true+true is 2,
true*100 is 100). Similarly, unary operators can be applied to various types of Java-
Script objects to convert them to integers. For example, +[] equals to 0, and +!![]
equals to 1. These types of conversions are used by JavaScript obfuscators to hide the
source code [73]. As Edge only caches (i.e., emits in JIT-code) integer constants that
are directly encoded as immediate values in JavaScript, these implicit conversions will
not be a problem for it. However, they can still be emitted by the optimizing compiler
of Chrome. By manual verification, we found out that these cases are not optimized by
Chrome’s current JIT compiler and therefore can be ignored by our defense altogether.
In the future, if these values get inlined into the executable code, our defense can be
easily extended to also cover them.
Apart from immediate constants, an attacker might encode implicit constants in JITted
code. She can do so by abusing other parts of the JavaScript code that indirectly influ-
ence values encoded in JIT-compiled code. For example, parameters on the stack are
referenced by adding their offset to rbp. The offset is encoded as a part of the instruc-
tion, and thus is emitted to the code. By varying the number of function parameters, the
attacker might generate useful gadgets. However, this attack is limited by the number
of possible arguments that a function can have, limiting the attacker to incomplete two
bytes. Alternatively, in our previous work (see Chapter 3), we demonstrated that an
adversary can use relative offsets encoded in control flow instructions (e.g., conditional
jumps or calls) [P1]. By carefully choosing certain code sizes, attackers can change the
values encoded in these instructions, such as relative offsets of branches (e.g., if/else)
or calls (e.g., between caller and callee). Complementary techniques, such as code ran-
domization (e.g., NOP insertions) or control-flow-changing code rewriting might help
to defend against such cases as a probabilistic defense. We leave these ideas open for
future work.
The discussion above has shown that we are not aware of any obfuscation technique
that evades our defense. That said, it might be possible that JIT compilers change, or
simply that attackers may find novel evasion tricks that we have not discussed. In any
case, this is not a fundamental limitation of our defense, but (as the examples above
show) we can likely further improve code rewriting to gain complete coverage over





In the following, we survey related work, including an evolution of attack techniques
and their corresponding defenses.
4.8.1 ASLR vs. Code-Reuse Attacks
ASLR continues to be the most-widely deployed defense technique against code-reuse
attacks [109]. However, apart from being incomplete [102] (i.e., not being applied to
all memory segments) or having low entropy due to a 32-bit systems [106], ASLR is also
vulnerable to code-reuse attacks utilizing information leakage [65, 35, 13]. To make
up for ASLR’s weaknesses, fine-grained randomization schemes complement ASLR by
randomizing the code within memory segments reordered by ASLR. Therefore, leaking
a code pointer does not reveal any information about the remaining code in that page.
For example, Pappas et al. [96] randomize instructions inside basic blocks by code
rewriting. ASLP, by Kil et al. [74], shuffles the addresses of functions along with impor-
tant data structures by statically rewriting an executable. STIR, by Wartell et al. [114],
permutes basic blocks of the program at startup. Lu et al. advance these schemes by
providing a practical runtime re-randomization solution [85].
However, scripting environments enabled attackers to leverage information leak to by-
pass ASLR. In JIT-ROP [107], Snow et al. demonstrated that by repeatedly exploiting
a memory disclosure vulnerability, the attacker can read code pages of a program and
generate a gadget chain on the fly.
Closest related to our work, Athanasakis et al. [5] empowered JIT-ROP by utilizing the
code output from the JIT compilers to inject their own gadgets. Knowing that JIT en-
gines do not blind smaller constants, they show that an attacker may be able to carefully
align two-byte gadgets to mount successful attacks. We follow the same motivation, but
show that the deficiencies of constant blinding are far more fundamental than ignor-
ing small constants. DACHSHUND has proven that constant blinding implementations in
modern browsers are inherently incomplete, irrespective of the size of the constants. In
addition, we propose and implement a viable defense against attacker-induced gadgets
in JavaScript code.
4.8.2 Defenses against Code Reuse
Researchers have proposed various defenses against code-reuse attacks, as summarized
in the following.
Non-Readable Code: Backes et al. [6] and Crane et al. [28] proposed tackling JIT-
ROP attacks by forbidding the attacker to read executable pages of the program. XnR
(Execute-no-Read) marks executable pages as non-present and utilizes a page-fault han-
dler to allow only valid accesses (i.e., instruction fetches). Similarly, Readactor uses
Extended Page Tables (EPT) to mark all executable pages as non-readable and applies
fine-grained randomization to all executable pages. Some remaining weaknesses of
Readactor (e.g., function pointers in import tables and vtables) have been resolved in
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its successor Readactor++ [29]. Targeting ARM, also Braden et al. [18] suggest to
leverage execute-only memory to protect against code-reuse attacks. Finally, Gionta et
al. suggest to hide code via a split TLB [46].
Although the idea of non-readable code is promising, withdrawing read privileges alone
does not suffice to protect against attacker-induced gadgets, in particular if gadgets are
deterministic and their locations predictable. This is also the reason why the schemes
are typically combined with fine-grained randomization schemes, and hence, their se-
curity against our attack heavily depends on the randomization.
Control Flow Integrity: CFI schemes restrict the control flow to valid code paths. CFI
implementations range from coarse-grained to fine-grained schemes [122, 123, 31, 86,
122], following the typical compromise between efficiency and security [33, 48]. Shy-
ing the complexity of JIT engines, few CFI schemes have been tested on JIT compilers.
One of the notable exceptions is NaCl SFI [4], which provides a coarse-grained CFI
implementation for JIT engines, but faces an overhead of 51% on x64 systems. Simi-
larly, RockJIT instruments JIT-compiled code with coarse-grained checks, verifying the
control flow instruction targets at runtime. Forcing the jump targets to be aligned in-
structions, RockJIT thus successfully defends against our attack. Note that, apart from
being fine-grained, the completeness of CFI schemes is equally important, i.e., even in
the presence of a single unchecked (or wrongly checked) jump target, the attacker will
be able to mount a successful attack. In particular, with arbitrary four-byte gadgets, the
attacker only uses unaligned instructions, and therefore no additional CFI checks will
be executed in between. Note that this may not be the case for Athanasakis’ attack that
requires to align multiple shorter gadgets to obtain a useful one. Summarizing, com-
plete CFI schemes are a powerful defense, and may become a viable solution in the long
run. However, special attention must be paid to the completeness and to the precision
of the sandbox. In the past, sandbox escaping attacks demonstrated that orthogonal
defenses, like ours, present a useful additional layer of security.
4.8.3 Protecting JIT Compilers
Next to general code reuse defenses, researchers have also suggested to specifically
protect JIT compilers against exploitation. In JITDefender, Chen et al. [25] proposed
defending against JIT spraying by removing executable rights from JIT-compiled code
pages, until they are called by the compiler. Similarly, executable rights will be stripped
after the function returned. This way, diverting the control flow to the sprayed code will
crash the program. Although this defense may work in some situations, the attacker
can extend the time a code pages is executable, e.g., by using a thread that continuously
calls a JavaScript function.
Chen et al. proposed JITSafe [26]. JITSafe is an extended version of JITDefender,
incorporating a similar technique as suggested by Wu et al. with RIM [119], to inject
invalid instructions into long chains of NOP sleds. While this defense is successful to
prevent code spraying with long NOP sleds, it cannot protect against more fine-grained
code injections (such as injecting single gadgets, as in our attack).
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Homescu et al. [61] and Wei et al. [116] propose librando and INSeRT, respectively.
These techniques are similar to techniques deployed in modern browsers. For example,
both of these techniques randomize the JIT-compiled code by randomly inserting either
NOP (librando) or illegal (INSeRT) instructions into the code. Moreover, both of these
techniques deploy some form of constant blinding, e.g., by using an XOR (INSeRT)
or LEA (librando) instruction to encrypt the constants. Our evaluation on popular
browsers has proven that such constant blinding schemes are actually hard to get right.
To foster future research in this direction, we thus provide DACHSHUND as framework
to evaluate the completeness of constant blinding implementations.
4.8.4 JavaScript Rewriting
While with totally different goals in mind, other researchers also used JavaScript rewrit-
ing as technique to guarantee various other security aspects. For example, Doupe et
al. suggest a Web rewriting framework called deDacota that separates code (JavaScript)
from data (HTML) to defend against cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks [34]. Reis et
al. rewrite Web documents in such a way that also dynamic contents (e.g., script code)
is instrumented and can be validated against security policies [98]. Similarly, Yu et
al. provide a provably correct JavaScript code rewriting methodology to defend against
threats like XSS [121]. These ideas follow similar concepts to identify JavaScript code
in a Web site, however, do not focus on the security of JIT compilers.
4.9 Conclusion
DACHSHUND has uncovered that constant blinding implementations in many popular
browsers are incomplete and inherently insecure. This has severe implications on the
security of browsers, as (i) the guarantees that are assumed to be given by constant
blinding are not met in practice, (ii) we demonstrate how easy an attacker can inject
arbitrary gadgets (up to four bytes) to form ROP chains, and (iii) as the problems
of constant blinding are far deeper than it was previously believed. Our JavaScript-
based rewriting approach is a first step to remove the risk of attacker-induced constants
and to safe the guarantees of constant blinding, without any need to rewrite browser
software. In the long run, we presume that more fundamental changes are required to
guarantee browser security, such as enforcing Control Flow Integrity schemes even on









Speculative execution is an optimization technique that has been part of CPUs for over
a decade. It predicts the outcome and target of branch instructions to avoid stalling
the execution pipeline. However, until recently, the security implications of speculative
code execution have not been studied.
In this work, we investigate a special type of branch predictor that is responsible for
predicting return addresses. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study re-
turn address predictors and their consequences for the security of modern software. In
our work, we show how return stack buffers (RSBs), the core unit of return address pre-
dictors, can be used to trigger misspeculations. Based on this knowledge, we propose
two new attack variants using RSBs that give attackers similar capabilities as the doc-
umented Spectre attacks. We show how local attackers can gain arbitrary speculative
code execution across processes, e.g., to leak passwords another user enters on a shared
system. Our evaluation showed that the recent Spectre countermeasures deployed in
operating systems can also cover such RSB-based cross-process attacks. Yet we then
demonstrate that attackers can trigger misspeculation in JIT environments in order to
leak arbitrary memory content of browser processes. Reading outside the sandboxed
memory region with JIT-compiled code is still possible with 80% accuracy on average.
5.2 Problem Description
For decades, software has been able to abstract from the inner workings of operating
systems and hardware, and significant research resources have been spent on assur-
ing software security. Yet only recently, the security community has started to inves-
tigate the security guarantees of the hardware underneath. The first investigations
were not reassuring, revealing multiple violations of security and privacy, e.g., demon-
strating that cryptographic keys meant to be kept secret may leak via caching-based
side channels [94, 97, 9]. This recent discovery has piqued interest in the general
topic of microarchitectural attacks. More and more researchers aim to identify poten-
tial problems, assess their impact on security, and develop countermeasures to uphold
previously-assumed security guarantees of the underlying hardware. As a consequence,
a variety of novel techniques have been proposed which abuse microarchitectural fea-
tures, thereby making seemingly-secure programs vulnerable to different attacks [56,
93, 97, 9, 55, 75].
One of the core drivers for recent microarchitectural attacks is the sheer complexity of
modern CPUs. The advancement of software puts a lot of pressure on hardware vendors
to make their product as fast as possible using a variety of optimization strategies.
However, even simple CPU optimizations can severely threaten the security guarantees
of software relying on the CPU. Caching-based side channels are a notable example of
this problem: such side channels exist since caches that improve the access time to main
memory are shared across processes. Thus, caching can result in leaking cryptographic




Besides caching, modern CPUs deploy several other optimization techniques to speed
up executions, two of which we will study in more detail. First, in out-of-order exe-
cution, instead of enforcing a strict execution order of programs, CPUs can reorder in-
structions, i.e., execute new instructions before older ones if there are no dependencies
between them. Second, in speculative execution, CPUs predict the outcome/target of
branch instructions. Both these strategies increase the utilization of execution units and
greatly improve the performance. However, they also execute instructions in advance,
meaning they can cause instructions to execute that would have not been executed in
a sequential execution sequence. For example, it can happen that an older instruction
raises an exception, or that the branch predictor mispredicts. In this case, the out-
of-order executed instructions are rolled back, restoring the architectural state at the
moment of the fault (or misspeculation). Ideally, the architectural state is the same as
in strict sequential execution. However, in our technical report [T1], we have shown
that instructions executed out of order can influence the state in a manner that can
be detected. This was further demonstrated by Meltdown [84] and Spectre [76]—two
perfect examples of this class of problems. Meltdown exploits a bug in Intel’s out-of-
order engine, allowing the privileged kernel-space data to be read from unprivileged
processes. Spectre poisons the branch target buffer (BTB) and thus tricks the branch
prediction unit into bypassing bounds checks in sandboxed memory accesses, or even
triggering arbitrary speculative code execution in different processes on the same core.
To mitigate these threats, operating systems had to make major changes in their design
(e.g., isolating the kernel address space from user space [53]), and hardware vendors
introduced microcode updates to add new instructions to control the degree of the
aforementioned CPU optimization techniques [67].
5.3 Contributions
In this work, we further investigate speculative execution and show that attacks are
possible beyond the already-documented abuse of BTBs. More specifically, we look into
the part of branch prediction units that are responsible for predicting return addresses.
Since they are the core of the return address predictor, we will in particular investigate
the properties of return stack buffers (RSBs). RSBs are small microarchitectural buffers
that remember return addresses of the most recent calls and speed up function returns.
Given that return addresses are stored on the stack, without such RSBs, a memory
access is required to fetch a return destination, possibly taking hundreds of cycles if
retrieved from main memory. In contrast, with RSBs, the top RSB entry can be read
instantaneously. RSBs thus eliminate the waiting time in the case of a correct prediction,
or in the worst case (i.e., in case of a misprediction) face almost1 no additional penalty.
Despite being mentioned as potential threat in the initial report from Google Project
Zero [62] and Spectre [76], the security implications of abusing RSBs have not yet
been publicly documented, and only very recent studies have started to investigate
timing implication of return address mispredictions at all [118]. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to systematically study and demonstrate the actual security
1Rolling back the pipeline on misspeculation adds an overhead of a few cycles.
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implications of RSBs. We furthermore show the degree to which attackers can provoke
RSB-based speculative execution by overflowing the RSB, by crafting malicious RSB
entries prior to context switches, or by asymmetric function call/return pairs.
Based on these principles, we provide two RSB-based attack techniques that both al-
low attackers to read user-level memory that they should not be able to read. In the
first attack (Section 5.6), we assume a local attacker that can spawn arbitrary new
programs that aim to read another user’s process memory. To this end, we show how
one can poison RSBs to force the colocated processes (on the same logical core) to ex-
ecute arbitrary code speculatively, and thus report back potential secrets. Interestingly,
operating systems (coincidentally) mitigate this attack by flushing RSBs upon context
switches. Yet these mitigations were introduced to anticipate potential RSB underflows
that trigger the BTB2, possibly leading to speculatively executing user-mode code with
kernel privileges. RSB flushing is thus only used when either SMEP3 is disabled or
when CPUs of generation Skylake+ are used. This hints at the fact that RSB stuffing
was introduced in order to avoid speculative execution of user-land code from kernel
(non-SMEP case) or BTB injections (Skylake+ CPUs fall back to BTB predictions on
RSB underflow). However, as this defense is not always active, several CPU genera-
tions are still vulnerable to the attack demonstrated in this work. Our work shows
that RSB-based speculated execution (i) can indeed be provoked by local attackers
with non-negligible probability, and (ii) goes beyond the currently-assumed problem of
falling back to the BTB (thus allowing for Spectre) when underflowing RSBs, and thus,
can be generalized to the non-trustworthiness of attacker-controlled RSBs.
In our second attack (Section 5.7), we investigate how attackers can abuse RSBs to
trigger speculation of arbitrary code inside the same process—notably without requiring
a context switch, and thus effectively evading the aforementioned defense. We assume
an attacker that controls a web site the target user visits, and by carefully crafting this
web site, aims to read memory of the victim’s browser process. Technically, we leverage
Just-in-Time (JIT) compilation of WebAssembly to create code patterns that are not
protected by memory isolation techniques and thus can read arbitrary memory of a
browser process. By doing so, we show that adversaries can bypass memory sandboxing
and read data from arbitrary memory addresses.
Both attack types demonstrate that speculative execution is not limited to attackers
penetrating the BTB. While our attacks result in similar capabilities as Spectre, the
underlying attack principles to manipulate the RSB are orthogonal to the known poi-
soning strategies. We thus also discuss how existing and new countermeasures against
RSB-based attacks can mitigate this new risk (Section 5.8). We conclude with vendor
and developer reactions that we received after responsibly disclosing the internals of
this new threat.
2https://patchwork.kernel.org/patch/10150765/
3SMEP (Supervisor Mode Execution Protection) is a recent x86 feature implemented by Intel to protect
against executing code from user-space memory in kernel mode.
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In this work, we provide the following contributions:
• We study the return address predictor, an important yet so far overlooked module
in the prediction unit. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to demon-
strate the actual abuse potential of RSBs.
• We propose attack techniques to trigger misspeculations via the RSB. This can be
useful in future studies that will target speculative code execution. In contrast
to using the branch predictor, which requires a prior training phase, RSBs can be
forced to misspeculate to required addresses without prior training.
• We then propose cross-process speculative execution of arbitrary code (similar
to Spectre/Variant 1). We evaluate the results by leaking keystrokes from a
specially-crafted bash-like program. Using our synthetic program example, we
demonstrate that such attacks are in principle conceivable, showing the impor-
tance of applying the existing OS-based defenses to every microarchitecture in
order to fully mitigate our attack.
• Finally, we show how to trigger misspeculations via RSBs in JIT-compiled code.
We leverage this to execute arbitrary code speculatively and, by doing so, bypass
memory sandboxing techniques, allowing arbitrary memory reads. We evaluate
our technique in Firefox 59 (with a modified timer for higher precision).
5.4 Primer on x86 Processor Microarchitecture
This chapter provides background information about implementation details of modern
x86 processors. Given that this work mainly targets Intel processors, the information
presented here will be Intel specific; however, the same principles also apply to other
hardware vendors, such as AMD or ARM.
5.4.1 Execution Engine
In the following, we provide an overview of some performance optimization techniques
for the execution core that are employed by modern CPU vendors.
Out-of-Order Execution
Executing a program from a software perspective means running its instructions one
by one in the order they are written (i.e., in-order execution). However, the sequential
execution in hardware means that only one of the execution units will be busy at a
time—an instruction N cannot be started unless all preceding instructions, 1..N−1, are
finished executing. This is not a new problem, and there have been plurality of design
ideas of how to solve it. The most notable example, that is used by most modern
processors, is out-of-order execution. As the name suggests, out-of-order processors
execute instructions not based on their order in the instruction stream, but based on
their data dependencies, i.e., if an instruction N has all its inputs available it can be
executed regardless of the execution state of instructions 1..N − 1.
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To implement out-of-order execution, processors maintain a so-called reorder buffer
(ROB), a FIFO buffer that keeps micro-OPs4 in their original order while executing
them out of order. After decoding, a new ROB entry is allocated for the micro-OP. The
entry remains allocated until the instruction is committed to the architectural state.
Committing (also called retiring) a micro-OP reflects its changes back to the architec-
tural state, e.g., modifying the architectural (ISA-visible) registers or writing data back
to memory. Since the programs assume a sequential order, instructions are committed
in order, i.e., the architectural state is updated in the program order.
Speculative Execution
Control dependencies, similar to data dependencies, are another reason of execution
pipeline stalls. For example, while executing instructions, the CPU can encounter a
branch instruction that depends on the result of a preceding instruction. Naively, the
CPU would wait until the branch target is known and only then execute the instruction.
However, this would effectively serialize instruction stream at branch points.
A better solution, that is used by most modern processors, is to augment out-of-order
execution engines with speculative execution. The key idea of speculative execution is
to predict the most-likely branch target and divert the execution to it, i.e., execute the
predicted instructions using the out-of-order engine. The catch here is that the retire
pointer does not go beyond the oldest predicted branch instruction. When the branch
instruction is evaluated, the original prediction is checked. If the prediction was correct,
it means that the speculated instructions have been executed on the correct path, and
they can retire. Otherwise, the execution pipeline will be flushed and the execution will
continue from the correct path. It is important to note that although the instructions
on the wrong path did not retire, they were still executed, likely leaving an observ-
able trace. Branch prediction unit (BPU) is a unit responsible for predicting possible
outcomes of various branch instructions. Given the diversity of branch instructions,
there are different prediction methods, e.g., predicting taken/not-taken for conditional
branches, or predicting the jump target for indirect jumps/calls.
Two recently disclosed microarchitectural attacks, Spectre [76] and Meltdown [84],
abuse the aforementioned out-of-order and speculative execution engines. Meltdown
uses the fact that out-of-order engines do not handle exceptions until the retirement,
and leverages it to access memory regions that would otherwise trigger a fault (e.g.,
kernel memory). Due to a bug in Intel’s out-of-order execution engine, for a small
time window data from the faulty memory access are being forwarded to the execution
core. Adversaries can use a covert channel to report the data to the architectural state.
For example, by using a cache covert channel, i.e., using the leaked value in a depen-
dent memory access. Although the dependent memory access will be flushed from the
pipeline after handling the fault, the cache line for that address will remain cached. In
contrast to Meltdown, Spectre does not rely on an implementation issue; instead it uses
a legitimate hardware feature—branch prediction—to mount an attack: mistraining
4Micro-OPs are smaller RISC-like instructions that are used to implement bigger CISC instructions (macro-
OP) provided by x86 ISA. Each macro-OP is translated into a sequence of one or more micro-OPs.
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the BPU for conditional branches in Variant 1, and injecting BTB entries with arbitrary
branch targets in Variant 2. Variant 1 can be used to bypass bounds checking and thus
read outside the permitted bounds, while Variant 2 allows cross-process BTB injection,
leading to arbitrary speculative execution of the code in other processes on the same
physical core. Similarly, in our technical work, Speculose [T1], we have shown how
speculative execution can be used to read outside the memory bounds. Furthermore,
we have demonstrated how dependency resolution in out-of-order engines can be ex-
ploited to distinguish between mapped and non-mapped kernel pages, resulting in a
KASLR break.
5.4.2 Caches
Considering the gap between CPU and memory speeds, waiting for even a single mem-
ory access can be a bottleneck in a computation. To this end, processors use caches:
small buffers, close to execution core, storing recently accessed data to make subse-
quent memory accesses to the same address faster. Modern processors have multiple
levels of caches, varying by size and access speed. For instance, 3 levels in Intel’s
Haswell microarchitecture [69]: L1, L2, and L3; the latter is also called last level cache
(LLC). Being closest to the execution core, L1 is the fastest, commonly having only 4
cycles of access latency. Furthermore, L1 and L2 caches are private (i.e., only accessible
to the physical core they reside in), while LLC is shared among all cores. It is worth
noting that L1 and L2 caches are shared by logical cores if hyperthreading is used.
The construction of modern caches looks as follows: they are divided into S cache sets.
Each cache set contains W cache entries, called ways. Each cache entry contains a tag
(i.e., the address for the cached data), a cache line of L bits (i.e., the cached data), and
status bits (e.g., valid or dirty bits). On each memory access, address bits are split into
tag, set index, and byte offset bits. First, the set index is used to find the corresponding
cache set. The requested tag bits are then compared with each cache entries’ tag bits
to find a match. Finally, in case of a match (cache hit), the byte offset bits are used to
select the required byte(s) from the matching cache line. The selected byte(s) are then
forwarded to the execution core.
A typical L1 data cache in Intel CPUs has L = 64 bytes of cache line, W = 8 ways
per cache set, having in total S = 64 sets. That is, L1 data cache has S × W × L =
64 × 8 × 64 = 32 KiB of storage. Another thing to note is that, to lookup the data in
cache, either a physical or a virtual address can be used. Intel configures L1 caches
such that both virtual and physical addresses can be used as a cache set index. This is
achieved by using only the least significant 12 bits as a set index, which, as we know
from Section 2.1, are shared between virtual and physical addresses. As a result, L1
cache set and TLB lookups can be run in parallel. The TLB result is then used to find
the matching cache entry in the preselected cache set.
5.4.3 Primer on Return Stack Buffers
A return instruction is a specific type of indirect branch that always jumps to the top
element on the stack (i.e., translated to pop tmp; jmp tmp). Consequently, in principle,
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BTBs can also be used here as a generic prediction mechanism. However, given that
functions are called from multiple different places, BTBs will frequently mispredict
the jump destination. To increase the prediction rate, hardware manufacturers rely
on the fact that call and return instructions are always executed in pairs. Therefore, to
predict the return address at a return site, CPUs remember the address of the instruction
following the corresponding call instruction. This prediction is done via return stack
buffers (RSBs) that store the N most recent return addresses (i.e., the addresses of
instructions after the N most recent calls). Note that, in case of hyperthreading, RSBs
are dedicated to a logical core. The RSB size, N , varies per microarchitecture. Most
commonly, RSBs are N = 16 entries large, and the longest reported RSB contains
N = 32 entries in AMD’s Bulldozer architecture [41]. In this work, we assume an RSB
size of 16, unless explicitly stated otherwise, but our principles also work for smaller
or larger RSBs.
RSBs are modified when the CPU executes a call or return instruction. Calls are simple:
a new entry (the address of the next instruction) is added to the RSB and the top
pointer is incremented. If the RSB was already full, the oldest entry will be discarded.
Conversely, in case the of a return instruction, the value is taken from the RSB, the top
pointer is decremented, and the read value is used for prediction.
Due to the their limited size, it naturally happens that the RSBs cannot fit all the re-
turn addresses. For example, N + 1 calls followed by N + 1 returns will underflow the
RSB in the last return instruction. The way such an underflow is handled depends on
the microarchitecture. There are the following possible scenarios: (a) stop predicting
whenever the RSB is empty, (b) stop using the RSB and switch to the BTB for predic-
tions, and (c) use the RSB as a ring buffer and continue predicting (using idx%N as
the RSB top pointer). Out of these scenarios, (a) is the easiest to implement; however,
it stops predicting return addresses as soon as the RSB is empty. The prediction rate
is improved in (b), which incorporates the BTB to predict return destinations. How-
ever, the improvement is made at the expense of BTB entries, which might detriment
other branches. Finally, (c) is an optimization for deep recursive calls, where all RSB
entries return to the same function. Therefore, no matter how deep the recursion is,
returns to the recursive function will be correctly predicted. According to a recent
study [118], most Intel CPUs use the cyclic behavior described in variant (c), while
AMD’s use variant (a) and stop prediction upon RSB underflows. Intel microarchitec-
tures after Skylake are known to use variant (b)5. Throughout the chapter, we will
refer to (c) as cyclic, and (a) and (b) as non-cyclic.
5.5 General Attack Overview
Before detailing specific attack scenarios, in this section, we introduce the basics of
how RSB-based speculative execution can be achieved and be abused. We explore
whether and how attackers may manipulate the RSB entries in order to leak sensitive





















(a) Exception handling: While the RSB pre-
dicts a return to function Z, the exception is
caught by function C, causing a chain of mis-
speculations when C returns, as the RSB is mis-
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(b) Context switch: When the kernel switches
from process P1 to P2, the kernel will only
evict a few entries with kernel-internal func-
tions. After the context switch, P2 may thus
mispredict and return to the remaining RSB














(c) Direct overwrite: A process can enforce
return mispredictions by replacing return ad-

























(d) Circular RSB: After returning N = 4 times,
the predictor cycles over and will repeat the
same prediction sequence of return addresses.
Figure 5.1: Ways to enforce RSB misspeculation. We reduced the RSB size to N = 4
entries for readability. The bold arrow points to the top element of each RSB. Thin solid
arrows indicate actual returns, thin dashed arrows speculated returns.
cent microarchitectural attacks [84, 76, 24, 40]—and notably similar to our technical
work [T1]—we trick the CPU to execute instructions that would not have been executed
in a sequential execution. The goal is to leak sensitive information in speculation, e.g.,
by caching a certain memory area that can be detected in a normal (non-speculative)
execution. The general idea of our attack can be divided into three steps:
(A1) trigger misspeculations in the return address predictor, i.e., enforce that returns
mispredict
(A2) divert the speculative execution to a known/controlled code sequence with the
required context
(A3) modify the architectural state in speculation, such that it can be detected from
outside
(A1) Triggering Misspeculation: From an attacker’s perspective, enforcing that the
return predictor misspeculates upon function return is essential to reliably divert spec-
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ulative execution to attacker-controlled code (see A2 for how to control the speculated
code). Misspeculations can be achieved in several ways, depending on the RSB’s un-
derflow behavior (as discussed in Section 5.4.3).
Non-Cyclic RSB: If the RSB stops speculating upon underflow, triggering a misspecu-
lation will require abnormal control flow that violates the common assumption that
functions return to their caller. Some examples of such abnormalities are: (i) exception
handling, i.e., a try-catch block in the upper call stack and throwing an exception in a
lower one (Figure 5.1a); (ii) a setjmp/longjmp pair, i.e., saving the current execution
context at the time of calling setjmp, and restoring it at any later point when (longjmp)
is called (the stack layout will be similar to Figure 5.1a, only with setjmp/longjmp in-
stead of try-catch/throw); (iii) a context switch from one process to another, where
the process being evicted was doing a chain of calls, while the scheduled process will
do a sequence of returns (Figure 5.1b); and (iv) a process that deliberately overwrites
the return address to the desired destination and then returns (Figure 5.1c). Unsur-
prisingly, (iv) is not commonly used; however, it can be helpful for testing RSBs and
triggering the misspeculation on demand. In fact, in contrast to branch predictors,
which require training to trigger misspeculation, RSBs can be forced to misspeculate
with just a single store instruction (mov [rsp], ADDRESS; ret, as in Figure 5.1c).
Cyclic RSB: If RSBs are cyclic, misspeculation can—in addition to the methods men-
tioned before—be triggered by overflowing the RSB. Figure 5.1d depicts a scenario in
which function A calls B, function B calls C, and so on. Being limited in size (N = 4
in this example), the RSB only contains the 4 most recently added return addresses.
Therefore, after correctly predicting four returns, when returning from E, the RSB will
mispredict H as the return address instead of D.
Cyclic RSBs can also be leveraged and prepared by recursive functions. For example, if
we have two recursive functions A and B, and we call them in the following order:
• A calls itself recursively NA times,
• in its deepest recursion level, A then calls B
• B calls itself recursively 16 times (size of the RSB)
then the first 16 returns, from B, will be predicted correctly. However, the remaining
NA returns will be mispredicted, and B’s call site will be speculated instead of A’s.
(A2) Diverting Speculative Execution: Being able to trigger a misspeculation, the
next step is to control the code that is executed speculatively. Generally, misspeculation
means that instructions from one function (e.g., B) are speculatively executed within
the context of another (e.g., A). As a simple example, consider a function that returns a
secret value in rax. If this function is predicted to return to code that accesses attacker-
accessible memory relative to rax, this will leak the secret value. Ideally, we control
both, the context and the speculated code; however, having either one or the other can
also be sufficient for a successful exploitation.
Let function B return and trigger a misspeculation in A (right after the call to B). In the
ideal case, we control the code that is misspeculated in A, and the context (i.e., the
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contents of the registers) in B. Combining them together allows us to execute arbitrary
code speculatively. This will be the case for our attack in Section 5.7. Another, more
complicated case is when the context is fixed, e.g., the values of some registers are
known, and we are also limited with the possibly-speculated code, e.g., it can be chosen
from existing code pieces. In this case, the challenge is to find code gadgets that use
the correct registers from the context to leak their values. For example, if we know that
r8 contains a secret, we need to find a gadget that leaks r8. This case will be shown in
Section 5.6.
(A3) Feedback Channel: Finally, being able to execute arbitrary code in speculation,
we have to report back the results from within the speculative execution to the normal
execution environment. To this end, similar to several side channels proposed in the
past [94, 120, 56], we use secret-dependent memory accesses that modify the caching
state. Technically, if we want to leak the value in rax, we read attacker-accessible
memory using the secret value as offset, e.g., shl rax,12; mov r8,[rbx+rax]. This
will result in caching the corresponding memory at rbx+rax*4096, 4096 bytes being
the page size. Consequently, identifying the index of the cached page from rbx will
reveal the value of rax.
The adversary can then use existing side channel techniques to observe these cache
changes, such as Flush+Reload [120] or Prime+Probe [94]. Flush+Reload is most
accurate, but requires that the attacker and victim processes share memory. Typically
this is granted, given that operating systems share dynamic libraries (e.g., libc) to
optimize memory usage. Alternatively, Prime+Probe [94] works even without shared
memory. Here, the attacker measures whether the victim evicts one of the attacker-
prepared cache lines. By detecting the evicted cache line, the attacker can leak the bits
corresponding to the cache line address.
5.6 Cross-Process Speculative Exec.
In this section, we will describe how an attacker can abuse the general attack method-
ology described in the previous section to leak sensitive data from another process.
In Section 5.7, we will describe RSB-based attacks in scripting environments to read
memory beyond the memory bounds of sandboxes.
5.6.1 Threat Model
In the following, we envision a local attacker that can execute arbitrary user-level code
on the victim’s system. The goal of the attacker is to leak sensitive data from another
process (presumably of a different user) on the system, e.g., leaking input fed to the
target process. In our concrete example, we target a command line program that waits
for user input (character-by-character), i.e., a blocking stdin, and we aim to read the
user-entered data. This setting is in line with Linux programs such as bash or sudo.
The attack principle, however, generalizes to any setting where attackers aim to read
confidential in-memory data from other processes (e.g., key material, password lists,
database contents, etc.).
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For demonstration purposes, we assume that the kernel does not flush RSBs upon a
context switch. For example, this can be either an older kernel before without such
patches, or an up-to-date kernel using an unprotected microarchitecture. Furthermore,
we assume that the victim process contains all attacker-required gadgets. In our exam-
ple, we simply add these code pieces to the victim process. Finally, we assume that
ASLR is either disabled or has been broken by the attacker.
5.6.2 Triggering Speculative Code Execution
We now apply the general attack principles to the scenario where an adversarial pro-
cess executes alongside a victim process. The attacker aims to trigger return address
misprediction in the victim’s process, and divert the speculative control flow to an
attacker-desired location. The fact that victim and attacker are in different processes
complicates matters, as the context of the execution (i.e., the register contents) is not
under the control of the attacker. To the attacker’s benefit, though, the RSB is shared
across processes running on the same logical CPU. This allows the RSB to be poisoned
from one process, and then be used by another process after a context switch. For this
attack to work, the attacker has to perform the following steps:
• The attacker first fills the RSB with addresses of suitable code gadgets that leak
secrets by creating a call instruction just before these gadgets’ addresses and exe-
cuting the call 16 times (step A2 from Section 5.5).
RSBs store virtual addresses of target instructions. Therefore, in order to inject
the required address, we assume the attacker knows the target process’s address
space. In theory, in the case of a randomized address space (e.g., with ASLR),
the attacker can use RSBs the opposite way, i.e., to leak the RSB entries, and
thus to reveal the addresses of the victim process. However, we do not study this
technique further in our evaluation.
• After filling the RSB, the attacker forces a context switch to the victim process
(step A1 from Section 5.5). For example, the attacker could call sched_yield
in order to ask the kernel to reschedule, ideally to the victim process. For this,
we assume that the attacker process runs on the same logical CPU as the victim,
and thus shares the RSB. This can be accomplished by changing the affinity of
the process, to pin it to the victim’s core (e.g., by using taskset in Linux), or
alternatively, spawn one process per logical CPU.
5.6.3 Proof-of-Concept Exploit
To illustrate the general possibility of such cross-process data leaks, we picked a sce-
nario where an attacker wants to leak user input, e.g., in order to capture user-entered
passwords. Thus, in our example, the victim is a terminal process that waits for user
input, such as bash or sudo. At a high level, such processes execute the following code:





The following shows the (simplified) steps taken in a typical iteration of such an input-
processing loop:
1. The main loop starts.
2. read_char is called, which itself calls other intermediate functions, finally reach-
ing the read system call.
3. The stdin buffer will be empty (until the user starts typing) and the victim pro-
cess is thus evicted.
4. When the user presses a key, the victim process, waiting for buffer input, is sched-
uled.
5. Execution continues within the read system call (which has just returned), and a
chain of returns are executed until the execution reaches the main loop.
6. handle_user_input handles the read character.
In order to leak key presses, the attacker process has to be scheduled before the victim
continues execution in (5). This will guarantee that when resuming the execution from
read, the victim process will use the attacker-tainted RSB entries.
Leaking Key Presses
To show the plausibility of this attack, we implemented three programs:
Attacker: fills up RSB entries and preempts itself, so the victim process is scheduled
after it.
Measurer: probes for a predetermined set of memory pages to leak data from the
victim process (using Flush+Reload [120]).
Victim: simulates the behavior of bash, i.e., waits for new keystrokes and handles
them when they are available. We replicate the call chain similarly to bash from
the main loop to the read system call, and also return the same values.
There are several challenges with this approach:
1. ASLR: Given that RSBs predict virtual addresses of jump targets, address space
randomization in the victim makes tainting the RSB extremely difficult if not
impossible.
2. Small speculation window: Since we use memory accesses as a feedback mecha-
nism, there is a race condition between adversarial memory access in speculation
and reading the real return address off the stack.
3. Post-Meltdown/Spectre ([84, 76]) patches: RSBs have already been identified as
a potential future risk that allows speculative execution. Thus, for CPU architec-
tures that fall back to BTB upon RSB underflow, most modern OS kernels flush
(technically, overwrite) RSBs every time a context switch occurs.
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4. Speculation gadgets: In bash, the character returned by the read system call is
moved into rax and the function returns. We targeted this return for speculation;
thus, the required gadgets have to first shift rax at the very least to a cache-line
boundary (i.e., 6 bits to the left), and then do a memory access relative to shared
memory (e.g., r10, which contains the return address of the system call, pointing
into libc: shl rax,6; mov rbx,[r10+rax])
Out of these challenges, (3) is a real limitation that cannot be avoided. Flushing the
RSB at context switches destroys the aforementioned attack. To show that this prophy-
lactic patch in modern OSes is indeed fundamental and needs to be extended to all
affected CPUs, we for now assume RSBs are not flushed upon context switch. Chal-
lenge (4) strongly depends on the compiler that was used to compile the victim pro-
gram. Therefore, each target requires its unique set of gadgets to be found. Using an
improved gadget finder, or by scanning various dynamic libraries, we believe the issue
can be solved. For our demo, we added the required gadgets. Limitation (2) can be
overcome by using another thread that evicts the addresses from the cache that corre-
spond to the victim’s stack. In our experiments, for simplicity, we instead used clflush
(an instruction invalidating the cache line of the provided address) to evict the victim’s
stack addresses in order to increase the speculation time window. Finally, for limitation
(1), we believe that our attack can be tweaked to derandomize ASLR of other processes.
For example, it could be possible to reverse the attack direction and cause the attacker
process to speculate based on the victim’s RSB entries to leak their value. However,
we do not evaluate this attack and assume that ASLR is either not deployed or there is
an information leak that can be used to find the addresses of required gadgets in the
victim process.
5.6.4 Evaluation
In the following, we evaluate the efficacy of our proof-of-concept implementation. We
carried out our experiments on Ubuntu 16.04 (kernel 4.13.0), running on Intel Haswell
CPU (Intel R⃝ Core
TM
i5-4690 CPU @3.50GHz). The Linux kernel, used in our evaluation,
did not use RSB stuffing.
The execution environment was set according to the attack description in the previous
section. In the following, we note some implementation specifics. So as to get resched-
uled after each read key, our Victim process did not use standard input (stdin) buffer-
ing, which is in line with our envisioned target programs bash and sudo. Additionally,
a shared memory region is mapped in Victim, which will be shared with Measurer. In
our case, it was an mmap-ed file, but in reality this can be any shared library (e.g., libc).
In order to increase the speculation time, we used clflush in the Victim. In practice,
this has to be done by another thread that runs in parallel to Victim and evicts the
corresponding cache lines of the Victim’s stack. Finally, we also added the required
gadget to Victim: shl rax,12; mov rbx,[r12+rax]. At the point of speculative exe-
cution (i.e., when returning from read), rax is the read character and r12 points to the
shared memory region.
Measurer maps the shared (with Victim) memory in its address space, and constantly
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monitors the first 128 pages (each corresponding to an ASCII character). In our exper-
iments, we use Flush+Reload [120] as a feedback channel. Finally, to be able to inject
entries into Victim’s RSB, Attacker needs to run on the same logical CPU as Victim.
To this end, we modify both Victim’s and Attacker’s affinities to pin them to the same
core (e.g., using taskset in Linux). After that, Attacker runs in an infinite loop, push-
ing gadget addresses to the RSB and rescheduling itself (sched_yield), hoping that
Victim will be scheduled afterwards.
To measure the precision of our attack prototype, we determine the fraction of input
bytes that Measurer read successfully. To this end, we compute the Levenshtein dis-
tance [82], which measures the similarity between the source (S) and the destination
(D) character sequences, by counting the number of insertions, deletions, and substi-
tutions required to get D from S. To measure the technique for each character in the
alphabet, we used the famous pangram “The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog”.
In the experiment, a new character from the pangram was provided to Victim every 50
milliseconds (i.e., 1200 cpm, to cover even very fast typers). Running the total of 1000
sentences resulted in an average Levenshtein distance of 7, i.e., an overall precision of
≈84%. It therefore requires just two password inputs to derive the complete password
entered by a user using RSB-based speculative execution.
5.7 Speculative Execution in Browsers
The cross-process attack presented in Section 5.6 has demonstrated how a victim pro-
cess might accidentally leak secrets via RSB-based misspeculations. In this section, we
consider a different setting with just a single process, in which a sandbox-contained
attacker aims to read arbitrary memory of a browser process outside of their allowed
memory bounds.
5.7.1 Threat Model
Scripting environments in web browsers have become ubiquitous. The recent shift to-
wards dynamic Web content has led to the fact that web sites include a plenitude of
scripts (e.g., JavaScript, WebAssembly). Browser vendors thus optimize script execu-
tion as much as possible. For example, Just-in-Time (JIT) compilation of JavaScript
code was a product of this demand, i.e., compiling JavaScript into native code at run-
time. Yet running possibly adversarial native code has its own security implications.
This have been demonstrated by our previous work [P1, P2] as well as by other related
work [5, 108]. Consequently, browser vendors strive to restrict their JIT environments
as much as possible. One such restriction, which our attack can evade, is sandboxing
the generated JIT code such that it cannot read or write memory outside the permitted
range. For example, browsers compare the object being accessed and its corresponding
bounds. Any unsanitized memory access would escape such checks, and thus enable
adversaries to read browser-based secrets or to leak data from the currently (or possibly
all) open tabs, including their cross-origin frames.
In our threat model, we envision that the victim visits an attacker-controlled website.
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The victim’s browser supports JIT-compiled languages such as WebAssembly or Java-
Script, as done by all major browsers nowadays. We assume that the browser either
has a high precision timer, or the attacker has an indirect timer source through which
precise timing information can be extracted.
5.7.2 WebAssembly-Based Speculation
Our second attack scenario is also based on the general principles described in Sec-
tion 5.5. However, in contrast to the scenario in Section 5.6, victim and target share
the same process. Furthermore, the attacker can now add (and therefore control) code
that will be executed by the browser. To this end, an attacker just has to ship JavaScript
or WebAssembly code, both of which will be JIT-compiled by off-the-shelf browsers. For
illustration purposes and to have more control over the generated code, we focus on
WebAssembly.
WebAssembly is a new assembly-like language, that is supported by all modern browsers
(Edge from version 16, Chrome from 57, Firefox from 52, and Safari from 11.2)6. As it
is already low-level, compiling WebAssembly bytecode into native code is very fast. The
key benefit of WebAssembly is that arbitrary programs can be compiled into it, allowing
them to run in browsers. The currently proposed WebAssembly specification considers
4 GiB accessible memory. This makes sandboxing the generated code easier. For exam-
ple, in Firefox, usually a single register (r15 in x86) is dedicated as the pointer to the
beginning of the memory, called the WebAssembly heap. Consequently, all the memory
is accessed relative to the heap. To restrict all possible accesses into the 4 GiB area,
Firefox generates code that uses 32-bit x86 registers for encoding the offset. Modifying
a 32-bit register in x86-64 will zero the upper bits (e.g., add eax,1 will set the upper
32 bits of rax to 0), thus limiting the maximum offset to 4 GiB.
For our browser-based attack, we leverage cyclic RSBs to trigger misspeculation. More
precisely, we define two recursive functions A and B, as shown in Figure 5.2. In step
(1), A calls itself NA times and then calls B in step (2). In step (3), B then calls itself
recursively NB times, NB being the size of the RSB in this case. The function B follows
two purposes. First, being a recursive function, B will overwrite all RSB entries with
return addresses pointing to the instruction in B following its recursive call. Second, B
includes code right after calling itself to leak sensitive data using speculative execution
in the context of A. In step (4), B returns NB times to itself, consuming all NB entries
of the RSB. However, since the RSB is cyclic, all the entries still remain there. At
this point, the return instruction in step (5) returns from B to A and triggers the first
misprediction. In step (6), NA more returns will be executed, all of them mispredicting
B as the return target. The state of the RSB (shortened to N = 4) after each of these









































Figure 5.2: Cyclic RSB with recursive functions A and B. Dashed arrows show mispredicted
returns, solid ones actual returns.
5.7.3 Reading Arbitrary Memory
Compiling functions like those in Figure 5.2 into WebAssembly bytecode will result in
arbitrary speculation of the generated native code. As a next step, we need to generate
speculated code that leaks memory outside of the sandboxed memory region. The key
observation here is that whenever we trigger a misspeculation, we execute instructions
of one function in the context of another. For example, in the case of the functions A
and B from Figure 5.2, after returning from B to A, code of function B will be specula-
tively executed, while the register values will stem from A. This confusion of contexts
allows evasion of defenses that are in place to sandbox JIT-compiled code. As a sim-
ple example of context confusion, consider the following instruction accessing memory:
mov rbx,[rax]. In normal execution, rax will always be sanitized, e.g., by using 32-bit
registers for offset calculation. However, in speculation, triggered by another function
(e.g., mov rax,0x12345678; ret), rax can be set to an arbitrary value, thus reading
the data at an arbitrary memory location.
We will use these basic principles to generate speculative code that reads arbitrary
memory contents—notably outside of the sandboxed region. To this end, we extend
the general concept presented in Figure 5.2 and derive WebAssembly code that emits
the required instructions after compilation (Listing 5.1). The key concept here stays
the same: function A calls itself recursively rec_N times before calling B, which then
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1 uint8_t *B(int rec_N) {
2 unsigned char *loc;
3 if ( rec_N > 0)
4 loc = B(rec_N -1);
5 // <-- speculation
6 return & bytearray [ bytearray [loc [0] < <12]];
7 }
8 uint64_t A(int rec_N) {
9 uint_64 res = 0;
10 if( rec_N > 0)
11 res += A(rec_N -1);
12 // <-- speculation context
13 else
14 res += *B(16);
15 return ADDRESS ; // attacker - controlled value
16 }
Listing 5.1: Arbitrary memory read in speculation
1 B: ...
2 call B
3 mov al , [r15+rax] ; r15=heap , rax= ADDRESS
4 shl eax , 12 ; eax= leaked byte
5 mov al , [r15+rax] ; report back the byte
6
7 A: ...
8 mov rax , ADDRESS
9 ret ; trigger speculation in A, at line 3 with rax= ADDRESS
Listing 5.2: Disassembly of functions A and B (important parts)
recursively calls itself 16 times in order to fill up the RSB. After 16 returns from B, A
will return rec_N times, each time triggering the speculation of instructions following
the call statement in B, notably with the register contents of A.
The disassembly of the compiled functions A and B from Listing 5.1 are shown in List-
ing 5.2. After executing 16 returns from B (all with correct return address prediction),
execution reaches the function A. In A, the return value (rax) is set (line 8) and the
function returns (line 9). At this point, as RSB was underflowed by executing 16 re-
turns, the return address is mispredicted. Namely, RSB’s top entry will point to B (line
3). While the correct return address is being read from the stack, lines 3 onwards are
being executed speculatively. The initial memory read operation (line 3) assumes a
return value (rax) to be set by B, which is supposed to be sanitized. The base address,
r15, is a fixed pointer to WebAssembly’s heap, which is also assumed to remain the
same. However, in our case, rax was set in A with the attacker-controlled value. This
allows the attacker to read arbitrary memory relative to the WebAssembly heap. Lines
4–5 are then used to report the value back by caching a value-dependent page. That is,




2 call rcx ; rcx=A, dynamically set
3 mov r14 , [rsp] ; rsp =& argN of B
4 mov r15 , [r14 +24] ; r15= argN of B
5 mov al , [r15+rax] ; al = argN[ ADDRESS ]
6 shl eax , 12 ; eax= leaked byte
7 mov al , [r15+rax] ; report back the byte
Listing 5.3: Disassembly of the function B with indirect call
address is then used in line 5, where the N -th page of WebAssembly’s heap is accessed.
After speculation, WebAssembly’s heap can be probed to see which page was cached,
revealing the leaked byte.
In our example, memory is leaked from an address relative to r15, which points to
WebAssembly’s heap. While the attacker-controlled offset (rax) is a 64-bit register and
covers the entire address space, it might still be desirable to read absolute addresses,
e.g., in case one wants to leak the data from non-ASLRed sections of the memory.
This is easily doable with a simple modification of the WebAssembly bytecode. In-
stead of using a direct call (call opcode in WebAssembly), we can use an indirect call
(indirect_call opcode). The JIT compiler assumes that indirect calls might modify
the r15 register, and therefore restores it from the stack when the callee returns. List-
ing 5.3 shows the disassembly of Listing 5.2 with this simple modification that added
lines 3 and 4. Line 3 restores the WebAssembly context register from the stack, while
line 4 reads the heap pointer. However, in speculative execution with A’s context, rsp
points to one of the arguments passed to A, which is controlled by the attacker. Thus,
the attacker controls the value of the heap pointer, and, by setting it to 0, can allow
absolute memory accesses.
5.7.4 Evaluation
We now evaluate the efficacy and precision of our attack when applied for reading ar-
bitrary memory in browsers. We implemented our proof of concept in Firefox 59 on
Windows 10 (version 10.0.16299), running on Intel’s Haswell CPU (Intel R⃝ Core
TM
i5-
4690 CPU @3.50GHz). It is worth noting that Firefox, together with other browsers,
has recently reduced the precision of performance counters to 2 milliseconds7 as a de-
fensive measure against Spectre [76]. Given that finding alternative and more precise
timing sources is out of the scope of this work, we manually increased the performance
counters to the old, more precise, state.
The main part of the proof of concept is a WebAssembly module that triggers the spec-
ulation. The number of speculatively executed returns is customizable in the module
by choosing a different recursion depth of function A (NA); we set it to 64 return mis-
predictions in our experiments. To feed back the speculatively read value, we used




variables). To avoid hardware prefetching interference, we access the heap at a page
granularity, i.e., Heap + 0x4000 + value*4096. After running the speculative code,
we access the WebAssembly heap from JavaScript and measure the access times of each
page. Leaking the entire byte will require walking 256 memory pages, which would
be very slow. To optimize this, we split the byte in half (e.g., into (value»4)&0xf and
value&0xf) and leak each nibble separately. This only requires scanning 16 pages per
nibble, i.e., 32 scans per byte. This could be further optimized to 8 per-bit reads.
Our measurements worked in the following order: (a) Using JavaScript, write the same
pangram from Section 5.6.4 into a 1024-byte buffer. (b) Compute the offset from the
WebAssembly heap to the buffer containing the text. (c) Trigger the eviction of the
feedback cache lines from the cache, by doing random memory accesses to the same
cache line in JavaScript. (d) Call the WebAssembly module to speculatively execute
the gadget from Listing 5.2, reading the value from the specified offset. (e) Scan the
WebAssembly heap from JavaScript, and record the access times to each page. (f) Re-
peat steps (c)–(e) 100 times to increase the confidence in the leaked data. (g) Process
the timings, recorded in (e), to find the page with the fastest average access time. (h)
Return the index of the found page.
In our evaluation, we ran each 1024-byte reading iteration 10 times. Each iteration,
on average, took 150 seconds, i.e., ≈55 bps reading speed—leaking a single byte thus
takes 146 ms. Note that the main bottleneck in our measurements constitutes the code
that evicts the cache lines (step (c)). In our proof of concept, we simply map an L3
cache-sized buffer in JavaScript and then access each page to the corresponding cache
line. This approach can be further improved by initializing the eviction set prior to
attack, and then walking the smaller set for eviction, as shown in [55].
To measure the accuracy, similar to Section 5.6.4, we used Levenshtein distance. The
evaluation showed that the read byte was correct ≈80% of the time. Increasing the
iterations or number of speculations will increase the precision, however at the expense
of reading speed. We leave a more accurate and efficient implementation open for
future work.
5.8 Countermeasures
Seeing the immense impact of this new attack vector, in this section, we discuss coun-
termeasures against RSB-based speculative execution. Furthermore, we will describe
the vendor reactions that followed our responsible disclosure process.
5.8.1 Possible Mitigations
In the following, we discuss possible mitigation techniques that can be employed to




A naive approach to get rid of all speculative execution problems in hardware is to
simply disable speculative execution. That would, however, decrease performance
drastically—making branch instructions serializing and forcing the execution of only a
few instructions (between branches) at a time. Of course, one could try to enable spec-
ulative execution while prohibiting speculative memory accesses, or at least caching
them in speculation. However, given that memory accesses are already a bottleneck for
modern CPUs, blocking their speculative execution would incur a significant slowdown.
To counter our first attack in hardware, RSBs could be flushed by the CPU at every
context switch. Arguably, this will not impose any significant slowdown on perfor-
mance, as the predictions after context switches will mispredict anyway in the vast
majority of cases. This is due to the fact that the RSB state is rarely shared between
processes, as their virtual addresses are not the same (e.g., because of ASLR). Fur-
thermore, hardware-assisted flushing will be more efficient than a software-based so-
lution that requires several artificially introduced calls (as implemented right now).
Hardware-backed RSB flushing would reliably prevent our cross-process attack, even
in operating systems that do not flush RSBs themselves.
To counter our second attack, one could scrutinize the cyclic structure of RSBs and
argue that switching to stack-based implementations mitigates the problem. However,
triggering a misspeculation is still possible in a size-bound (16-entry) RSB, e.g., by
using exceptions in JavaScript, or relying on bailouts from JIT-compiled code (cf. Sec-
tion 5.5). We believe resorting to a combination of hardware/compiler solutions would
allow more reliable security guarantees to defend against the second attack.
Compiler-based Mitigations
To study how our second attack can be defended against in software, it is natural to
ask how JIT compilers can be hardened. Despite the fact that the general problem of
speculative execution is caused by hardware, we can make our software environments
more robust to these types of attacks. The importance of this issue was recently high-
lighted, when multiple researchers proposed severe microarchitectural attacks, break-
ing down the core assumptions we had about hardware-based isolation and execution
models [84, 76].
For example, JIT compilers can aim to ensure that the code at call sites cannot be
abused with any possible execution context. The safest bet would be to stop all spec-
ulative executions at call sites, e.g., by using already-proposed solutions, such as an
lfence instruction. In this case, JIT compilers would need to add an lfence instruc-
tion after every call instruction. Alternatively, one could introduce a modified version
of a retpoline[111] that replaces all return instructions emitted by JIT compilers by a
construct that destroys the RSB entry before returning:
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1 call return_new ;
2 speculate : ; this will speculate
3 pause ; trap speculation until...
4 jmp speculate ; ...return address is read
5 return_new : ;
6 add rsp , 8 ; return to original addr.
7 ret ; predict to <speculate >
The call instruction (line 1) guarantees that the RSB will have at least one entry and
will not underflow. Lines 6-7 then make sure that the architectural control flow will
continue from the original return address (rsp+8), while the speculative one will be
trapped in the infinite loop (lines 2-4).
Alternatively, one could improve the memory access sanitization in JIT compilers. For
example, JIT-compiled code could always use 32-bit registers as a natural way to con-
strain addresses to a 4 GiB range in memory—the current memory limit in WebAssem-
bly. However, this by itself does not provide strong security guarantees. As we have
shown in Section 5.7.3, the base addresses can also be modified in speculation. Having
said this, WebAssembly is a relatively new addition to browsers, and new features are
still being frequently suggested/developed. Each of these feature needs to be reevalu-
ated in our context. In particular, the proposals to add exception handling and thread-
ing support to WebAssembly need to be carefully revisited. Built-in exception handling
will allow RSB speculation even with a non-cyclic RSB, while adding WebAssembly
support for threading might introduce new precise timing side channels.
Regardless of the precise countermeasure, one can limit the overhead of compiler-based
defenses. In particular, code parts that are guaranteed to be secure against all potential
abuses (e.g., possibly speculated code that does not have memory accesses) can be left
as is.
Browser-based Mitigations
One of the directions that browser vendors take to mitigate side-channel attacks is to de-
prive the attackers of precise timings. Having no timers, adversaries cannot distinguish
between cached and non-cached memory accesses, which is a fundamental require-
ment for cache- and timing-based side-channel attacks. Given the complexity of Java-
Script environments, merely decreasing the performance.now counter (as done in most
browsers) is insufficient. For example, Gras et al. [51] showed that SharedArrayBuffer
can be used to acquire a timing source of nanosecond precision, while Schwarz et
al. [104] studied different timing sources in modern browsers, ranging from nanosec-
ond to microsecond precision. Approaches presented in academia thus aim to advance
this protection to the next level. For example, the “Deterministic Browser” from Cao
et al. [21] tries to tackle the issue by proposing deterministic timers, so that any two
measurements from the same place will always result in the same timing value, thus
making it useless for the attacker. In another study, Kohlbrenner and Shacham [77]
propose Fuzzyfox, which aims to eliminate timers by introducing randomness, while
also randomizing the execution to remove indirect time sources. Motivated by these
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works, and by the recent discovery of Spectre, browsers decreased their timing preci-
sion to 2 milliseconds, while also introducing a jitter, such that the edge thresholding
technique shown by Schwarz et al. [104] is also mitigated.
Alternatively, browsers can alleviate the threats by stronger isolation concepts. In the
most extreme case, browsers can add dedicated processes for each entity (e.g., per site)
to enforce a strict memory separation and to isolate pages from each other. By doing
so, one can guarantee that even with a severe vulnerability at hand, such as arbitrary
memory read, adversaries are constrained to read memory of the current per-page
process. Reportedly, modern browsers already consider this technique, e.g., Chrome
uses a dedicated sandboxed process per domain [49], while Firefox plans to switch to
a similar architecture in the near future.
5.8.2 Responsible Disclosure
Seeing the severity of our findings, we have reported the documented attacks to the
major CPU vendors (Intel, AMD, ARM), OS vendors (Microsoft, Redhat) and browser
developers (Mozilla, Google, Apple, Microsoft) in April 2018, and subsequently en-
gaged in follow-up discussions. In the following, we will summarize their reactions
and our risk analysis.
Intel: Intel acknowledged this “very interesting” issue of RSB-based speculative exe-
cution and will further review the attack and its implications. Their immediate advice
is to resort to mitigations similar to Spectre is to defend against our attack (see Sec-
tion 5.8.1); this is, however, subject to change as part of their ongoing RSB investiga-
tions that we triggered.
Mozilla Foundation: The Mozilla Foundation likewise acknowledged the issue. They
decided to refrain from using compiler-assisted defenses, as they would seemingly re-
quire complex changes to JIT-compiled and C++ code. Instead, they aim to remove all
(fine-granular) timers from Firefox to destroy caching-based feedback channels. Fur-
thermore, they referred to an upcoming Firefox release that includes time jittering
features similar to those described in FuzzyFox [77], which further harden against ac-
curate timers.
Google: Google acknowledged the problem in principle also affects Chrome. Similar
to Firefox, they do not aim to address the problem with compiler-assisted solutions.
Instead, they also refer to inaccurate timers, but more importantly, focus on a stronger
isolation between sites of different origins. Chrome’s so-called Site Isolation prevents
attackers from reading across origins (e.g., sites of other domains).
AMD / ARM: Although we have not tested our attacks against ARM and AMD architec-
tures, they acknowledged the general problem.
Microsoft: Microsoft has acknowledged the problem and is working on fixes, but has
not disclosed technical details yet.
Apple: As of 08/15/2018, we have not heard back from Apple yet.
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Redhat: Redhat was thankful for our disclosure and said that the current Spectre de-
fenses such as flushing RSBs—without considering RSB-based attacks—might other-
wise have been removed by the kernel developers in the near future. In particular,
Redhat stressed that fixing RSB underflows will not fully solve the problems we point
out in our work.
5.9 Related Work
In the following, we discuss concepts related to our work. First, we provide an overview
of the two recent papers on speculative and out-of-order executions that are both clos-
est to our work. We will then briefly summarize other similar work done in that area.
Further, we look into microarchitectural attacks in general, discussing some notable ex-
amples. Finally, we also discuss proposed defense techniques and their efficacy against
our proposed attacks.
5.9.1 Out-of-Order/Speculative Execution
Despite being implemented in CPUs since the early 90s, out-of-order and speculative
executions have only recently caught the attention of security researchers. Fogh was
the first to document speculative execution and reported his (negative) findings [42].
Simultaneously, we have been working on studying speculative execution and its side
effects [T1], as well as multiple other researchers [84, 76, 62]. In the following, we
summarize the principles behind two representative candidates from this general attack
class, namely Meltdown and Spectre.
On the one hand, Meltdown [84] (a.k.a. Variant 3) abuses a flaw in Intel’s out-of-order
execution engine, allowing adversaries to have access to data for a split-second without
checking the privileges. This race condition in the execution core allows attackers to
disclose arbitrary privileged data from kernel space. While it is the most severe, Melt-
down is relatively easy to counter with stronger separation between user and kernel
space [53].
Spectre [76] (a.k.a. Variants 1 and 2), on the other hand, does not rely on implementa-
tion bugs in CPUs, and is therefore also significantly harder to tackle. Technically, Spec-
tre uses a benign CPU feature: speculative execution. The problem, however, is that the
branch predictor is shared between different processes and even between different priv-
ileges running on the same core. Therefore, in Spectre, adversaries are able to inject
arbitrary branch targets into predictors and, by doing so, trigger arbitrary speculative
code execution in victim processes (similar to our first attack). Furthermore, similar
to our second attack, Spectre also proposed an in-browser attack to abuse the branch
predictor in the same process, where mispredicting a branch path can lead to leakage
of unauthorized data. Spectre is thus closely related to our approach. The difference
is that we achieve similar attack goals by abusing a completely different prediction
mechanism of the CPU: return stack buffers. While RSBs were already mentioned as
a potential security risk [62, 76], it was so far unclear whether RSBs indeed pose a
threat similarly severe as BTBs. Our work answers this open question and provides
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countermeasures to this problem.
Follow-up works naturally arose out of the general discovery of Meltdown and Spectre.
In SgxPectre, for example, Chen et al. [24] showed that it is possible to use branch tar-
get injection to extract critical information from an SGX enclave. Similarly, in Branch-
Scope, Evtyushkin et al. [40] studied the possible abuses of direct branch predictors to
leak sensitive data from different processes, including SGX enclaves.
5.9.2 Cache-Based Side Channels
Given that accessing main memory in modern CPUs can take hundreds of cycles, current
architectures employ multiple layers of caches. Each layer has various characteristics
and timing properties, thus providing unique information as side channels. The key
idea of cache side channel attacks is to distinguish the access times between cache hits
and misses, revealing whether the corresponding data was cached or not.
Cache attacks can be divided into attacks on instruction and data caches. The attacks
on instruction caches aim to leak information about the execution of the target pro-
gram. For example, information from instruction caches can be used to reconstruct
the execution trace of colocated programs [1, 3, 2, 23] or even VMs on the same ma-
chine [124].
In contrast, side channels from data caches reveal data access patterns in the target
program, which again can be either a colocated program or a VM, depending on the
level of the attacked cache. Per-core caches (e.g., L1 and L2) can be used as side
channels against programs running on the same physical core. This has been shown
to be useful for reconstructing cryptographic keys [110]. Conversely, shared last-level
caches (LLC) can be used to leak information, e.g., keystrokes or user-typed passwords,
from any process running on the same CPU—notably even across VMs [99].
There are different ways to leak data via caches. Most notably, Flush+Reload [120]
uses clflush to flush the required cache lines from all cache levels including the last-
level cache shared with the victim. By measuring the access time to the same cache
line, the attacker can detect whether the victim has accessed a certain cache line. Some
variations of the Flush+Reload attack include Evict+Reload [56], which tries to evict
the target cache line by doing memory accesses instead of the clflush instruction.
This is important for cases where clflush cannot be used, e.g., in JIT code (cf. Sec-
tion 5.7), or architectures without an instruction similar to clflush [83]. The inverse
of Flush+Reload is Prime+Probe [94], where the adversary allocates (primes) the en-
tire cache (or a specific cache set) with its own data, and then triggers the execution
of the victim. Then, the attacker will probe the cache lines to see which of them have
been evicted (i.e., which cache lines have been accessed) by the victim.
5.9.3 Other Microarchitectural Side Channels
Given the complexity and abundance of optimizations, side channels in microarchitec-
tures is not surprising anymore. Therefore, there are plenty of different attack tech-
niques proposed by researchers, each of which target microarchitectural features of
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modern CPUs. For example, Evtyushkin et al. [39] use collisions in BTBs to leak infor-
mation about the kernel address space, and by doing so derandomize the kernel-level
ASLR (KASLR). Similar to Meltdown, which uses out-of-order execution to suppress
exceptions, Jang et al. [72] use Intel’s transactional synchronization extensions (TSX).
By accessing kernel pages with TSX, depending on the type of the generated exception
(e.g., a segmentation fault if memory is unmapped, or a general protection fault if the
process does not have the privileges to access certain memory regions), the time to roll
back the transaction differs. This constitutes a timing side channel that can be used to
bypass KASLR, as an attacker can probe pages mapped in the kernel. Similarly, Gruss et
al. [54] measure timing differences between prefetching various kernel-land memory
addresses to distinguish between mapped and unmapped addresses. Finally, Hund et
al. [66] propose three different attack techniques to derandomize KASLR: Cache Prob-
ing, Double Page Fault, and Cache Preloading.
5.9.4 ret2spec vs. Spectre Returns
The general attack idea of our work was also discovered by Koruyeh et al. [78], who
called the attack Spectre Returns. The authors of Spectre Returns describe the general
problem with RSBs and propose a few attack variations that are similar to ours de-
scribed in Section 5.6. Additionally, they proposed using RSB poisoning to trigger
speculative execution in SGX. Instead, we target JIT environments to read arbitrary
memory in modern browsers, an attack that even works in presence of RSB flushes. We
would like to highlight that our paper submission (to ACM CCS ’18) predates the one
of Specture Returns (to both USENIX WOOT ’18 and Arxiv), as also illustrated by the
fact that our responsible disclosure started already in April 2018.
5.10 Conclusion
In this work, we investigate the security implications of speculative execution caused
by return stack buffers (RSBs), presenting general principles of RSB-based speculative
execution. We show that RSBs are a powerful tool in the hands of an adversary, fu-
eled by the simplicity of triggering speculative execution via RSBs. We demonstrate
that return address speculation can lead to arbitrary speculative code execution across
processes (unless RSBs are flushed upon context switches). Furthermore, we show that
in-process speculative code execution can be achieved in a sandboxed process, resulting









Modern processors execute multiple programs from different security contexts—user,
supervisor, hypervisor, SGX enclaves—on the same core, possibly, at the same time.
As a result, it is a fundamental requirement for a secure system that these different
processes are strongly isolated from one another. However, recent microarchitectural
attacks, particularly Meltdown and Foreshadow, have demonstrated that the isolation
guarantees are not always fulfilled. These speculative execution attacks trick the CPU
into forwarding data to the execution core, notably, before permission checks are done.
In this work, we uncover a novel microarchitectural issue in Intel CPUs that allows leak-
ing information across different security contexts. This issue is based on fill buffers pre-
maturely forwarding data before verifying that the forwarded entry is being accessed
(i.e., without checking the address). Fill buffers, on Intel CPUs, temporarily hold re-
cently accessed cache lines that have resulted in a cache miss and are being filled from
memory or upper-level cache. Consequently, the leaked fill buffer entries reveal the
data from previous memory accesses, possibly containing sensitive information from
high-privilege processes. In fact, we show that adversaries are able to leverage L1 data
cache to guarantee that sensitive data ends up in a fill buffer entry. In this work, we
discuss different attack scenarios where fill buffers can be used to leak sensitive data.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the feasibility of our technique by implementing two
proof of concept attacks: leaking arbitrary memory contents from an operating system,
and snooping on memory accesses inside SGX enclaves.
6.2 Problem Description
Modern operating systems use time sharing in order to achieve multitasking, i.e., they
execute programs one after another in small time intervals. This creates an illusion that
programs are being executed at the same time. Consequently, operating systems and
the underlying hardware need to make sure that these programs are properly isolated
from one another. Such isolation techniques include, for example, process, privilege,
and memory isolation that guarantee that sensitive information cannot be leaked from
one process to another (Chapter 2). Nevertheless, throughout this dissertation we have
demonstrated various ways of breaking such isolation guarantees. For example, by
using a vulnerable program to break memory isolation (Chapters 3 and 4), or by using
a legitimate hardware feature (speculative execution) to break memory and process
isolations (Chapter 5 and our technical report, Speculose [T1]).
Furthermore, as we have recently witnessed, vulnerabilities can also be found in hard-
ware implementations. For instance, a microarchitectural flaw discovered in Melt-
down [84] allows prematurely forwarding data from L1 data cache to subsequent
instructions, notably before checking the access rights. Consequently, user programs
are able to leak kernel data, that are mapped in the attacker’s address space—a com-
mon approach that was used by all operating systems. Similarly, in Foreshadow, Van
Bulck et al. [20] uncovered another microarchitectural issue in Intel processors, which
allows leaking sensitive data from SGX enclaves. The underlying hardware problem is
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L1 Terminal Fault (L1TF) (as named by Intel). L1TF ignores terminal page faults dur-
ing address translation and uses physical address bits from faulty page table entries to
lookup data in L1 data cache. In the worst-case scenario, when used by a guest operat-
ing system (in a VM) that is able to create arbitrary page table entries, L1TF can dump
the entire L1 data cache. Meltdown was mitigated using kernel page-table isolation
(KPTI) [27, 53], mapping user and kernel memory pages into separate address spaces.
On the other hand, to mitigate L1TF, Intel suggests flushing L1 data cache every time
a context switch is made to a lower privilege mode (e.g., when returning from a sys-
tem/hyper call). Additionally, Intel issued a microcode update to automatically flush
L1 data cache when exiting an SGX enclave.
6.3 Contributions
This work presents a novel microarchitectural attack technique that, similar to Melt-
down and Foreshadow, is based on a hardware implementation flaw. In a nutshell,
our attack allows us to leak arbitrary data from recent memory accesses. It is impor-
tant to note that, our attack works even on the systems that have mitigations applied
for both Meltdown and L1TF. In contrast to Meltdown, our attack is not limited to
leaking data only from the attacker’s address space. Moreover, in contrast to Fore-
shadow, we are able to leak data from uncachable memory regions as well as from
non-temporal memory operations. In essence, as long as data have been accessed
(read/written/prefetched), our attack can leak them.
The vulnerable component behind our microarchitectural attack is the line fill buffer
(LFB). Unfortunately, the exact behavior of line fill buffers is not well documented
in Intel manuals, which only says that there are 10 of them for L1 data cache. As
a result, we resort to reverse engineering in order to better understand their inner
workings. Based on our findings, we propose multiple possible attack vectors against
various security contexts. Furthermore, we implement proofs of concepts (PoC) for
two of the most important cases. Our first PoC demonstrates that a user process can
leak arbitrary kernel data from a fully patched Ubuntu Linux 18.04, while the second
PoC targets trusted execution environments and demonstrates that our attack can be
utilized to snoop on memory accesses inside an SGX enclave. Finally, we show that
implicit memory accesses, such as saving an enclave context at asynchronous exit, can
also be leaked by adversaries. This can be used to leak register values of an enclave
every time it is interrupted.
In summary, this work provides the following contributions:
• We discover a novel microarchitectural issue in modern Intel processors.
• We discuss different ways how this issue can be used to leak sensitive data.
• We evaluate two of these approaches and show that data can be leaked even in a
fully patched systems.
• Finally, we discuss possible mitigations techniques.
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Figure 6.1: Memory Access Protocol.
6.4 Primer on Fill Buffers
Intel CPUs use fill buffers in order to handle multiple cache misses in parallel. Fill
buffers are responsible for temporarily storing in-flight data before the entire cache
line is fetched from the next-level cache or main memory. To keep track of incoming
data, in contrast to a cache entry that contains a single valid bit for the entire cache line
(64 bytes), a fill buffer entry contains a valid bit for each individual packet (likely 8 or
16 bytes). This allows forwarding partially-fetched data to execution core before the
entire cache line is retrieved. Furthermore, according to our experiments, the byte that
will be fetched first will be the byte that was accessed. For example, if the 10th byte of
the cache line is accessed, it will be fetched from memory to a fill buffer entry first, and
then the remaining bytes will follow. According to Intel manuals, each cache level has
its own fill buffer. In our work, we focus on line fill buffers (LFB), i.e., fill buffers of L1
data cache. Modern Intel processors have 10 LFB entries, where each entry is able to
hold the entire L1 cache line—64 bytes.
In a nutshell, LFBs work as follows: on each L1 data cache miss a new LFB entry is
allocated; the allocated entry is responsible for requesting the data from L2 or main
memory, and storing intermediate values until the entire cache line is fetched. When
the cache line is fully retrieved, it can be moved into the corresponding L1 data cache
entry. However, according to our experiments, LFB entries are lazily evicted. That
is, an LFB entry keeps the data until the entry is needed to handle a new cache miss.
When an LFB entry needs to be evicted, depending on its activity (e.g., number of
reads/writes), contents of the LFB entry are either moved to L1 or simply discarded. A
simplified version of the access protocol involving LFBs is depicted in Figure 6.1. Apart
from storing in-flight data, LFBs are also used to handle memory accesses that need to
bypass caches, such as non-temporal memory accesses or accesses to uncachable (UC)
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memory regions. Finally, it shall be noted that, in contrast to caches, fill buffers are not
set-associative. That is, any LFB entry can be used to store incoming data, regardless
of the virtual or physical address.
6.5 General Attack Overview
In the following, we describe a general attack technique that can be used to leak in-
formation from line fill buffers (LFB). To this end, we demonstrate how a CPU can be
tricked to forward LFB entries, notably, before the address translation is finished, i.e.,
before it can be known whether the forwarded entry is from the correct address.
6.5.1 Data Leakage using Line Fill Buffers
In order to reduce memory access latency, processors allow forwarding partially fetched
bytes from LFB entries to the execution core. The forwarding mechanism is similar to
L1 cache: if the tag of an LFB entry and the requested physical address are the same,
the LFB entry is forwarded. Given that physical addresses are used, forwarding requires
a TLB lookup (or address translation in case of a TLB miss). However, according to our
findings, in certain cases data from LFB entries are forwarded without checking the
tag. There are two basic requirements: the memory instruction (i) has to result in a
fault, and (ii) has to access the first cache set (i.e., the address bits 11-6 has to be
zeros, 000000), notably irrespective of the upper bits of the requested address. The
least significant 6 bits of the address are then used to select the required byte(s) from
the LFB entry. Finally, the selected byte(s) are returned to the execution core. It shall
be noted that, since LFB is not set associative, we cannot control which LFB entry is
forwarded.
We hypothesize the existence of a faulty implementation in the execution path of mem-
ory accesses, that forwards data before tag checks are finished. We speculate that Intel
handles memory accesses to the first cache set differently, and this special handler is
leaking. The special handling can be related to the fact that accesses to the first cache
set, due to always being at the beginning of a memory page, require an address trans-
lation; thus, they are usually slower. However, it is important to note that this is only
our speculation. Intel has not confirmed our claims, and neither have we found any
confirmation of this hypothesis in the manuals.
6.5.2 Exploiting the Problem
Being able to leak random LFB entries, we can repeat the process multiple times to
effectively dump the entire LFB. In essence, this means that an attacker is able to leak
the last N memory accesses that have resulted in an L1 data cache miss, where N is the
size of the LFB (N = 10 is the most commonly used size). Listing 6.1 shows a simple
example of how an attacker can leak LFB entries.
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1 char * secret = ...;
2 char *ptr = secret & 0x03f;
3 int hits [256] = {0}, tmp = 0;
4 char arr [256 * 4096]; // feedback array
5 // ...
6 for (int i=0; i <100000; i++) {
7 // Allocate an LFB entry for secret
8 flush ( secret );
9 tmp += * secret ;
10
11 if (! _xbegin ()) { // start TSX transaction
12 char tmp = *ptr; // read the byte
13 arr[tmp < <12]++; // report via side channel
14 }
15
16 // Iterate over arr to find the leaked byte
17 for (int j=0; j <256; j++)
18 if( measure_and_flush (& arr[j < <12]) < 80) // cache hit?
19 hits[j]++;
20 }
21 // The index of MAX(hits) is the leaked byte
Listing 6.1: A simple example of LFB leak
The basic example contains the following steps:
(S1) Trigger allocation of an LFB entry with the target data.
(S2) Access the first cache set to forward an LFB entry.
(S3) Use the forwarded data in a subsequent memory access.
(S4) Use cache side channel to recover the forwarded value.
(S5) Repeat the steps (S1) - (S4) to gather more data.
In Listing 6.1, secret points to a secret value we want to leak, ptr is a memory pointer
that is used to trigger LFB forwarding, arr is used as a feedback array in cache side
channel, and hits accumulates the number of detected cache hits.
(S1) Allocating LFB Entry: [lines 8–9] To be able to leak secret, we need to first make
sure that it gets loaded in LFB. As discussed in Section 6.4, an LFB entry is allocated
for a memory access that results in an L1 data cache miss. Therefore, to guarantee that
secret is indeed in LFB, we need to (i) make sure that secret is not cached in L1 data
cache, and (ii) access secret to allocate an LFB entry for the corresponding cache line.
In our example, the attacker has direct access to secret; therefore, for the first step,
the attacker uses clflush to flush it, and then uses a simple memory read operation to
allocate an LFB entry with the cache line containing secret. In general, however, the
attacker may not be able to directly access the target data. Instead, for the first step (i),
cache eviction techniques can be used to evict the target cache line from L1 data cache.
As for the second step (ii), the attacker needs to trick the victim process to access the
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target data, e.g., via speculative execution.
(S2) Leaking LFB Entry: [lines 11–12] Having secret in LFB, the next step is to use
the vulnerability to trigger LFB forwarding and capture the forwarded value. We access
ptr to trigger forwarding an LFB entry. As we have discussed in Section 6.4, to leak
the data, we need to access the first cache set. Therefore, we set the address bits that
represent cache set index to zero (ptr[11:6]=0). The least significant 6 bits represent
the byte offset inside the cache line; Consequently, we set them according to the last
6 bits of the target address (ptr[5:0]=secret[5:0]). For the upper bits of ptr, we
have one requirement: they need to pointing to a non-mapped memory page. This will
guarantee that the memory access will result in a fault, triggering the vulnerability. In
our example, we set the upper bits of ptr to 0.
Given that we access non-mapped pages, we need to suppress the resulting page faults.
To this end, we use Intel’s Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX) (line 11).
We chose TSX because it is fast and easy to use. Alternatively, similar approaches such
as signal/exception handling or speculative execution can also be used.
(S3) Reporting Results Back: [line 13] This step is never reached in a sequential
execution, because the memory access at line 12 results in a page fault. However, this
instruction (line 13) is still executed by out-of-order execution engines. Moreover, in
our case, the read data (tmp) contains a byte that was wrongly forwarded from an LFB
entry. To report the value of the byte, we need to modify the microarchitectural state
such that it can be observed outside. To this end, we use cache side channels [120].
First, we shift the read byte left by 12 positions, aligning it to page size. Next, we use
result as the index to access the feedback array (arr). As a result, if the leaked byte is
N , this memory access will end up caching the N th page of arr.
(S4) Recovering the Result: [lines 17–19] At this point, we know that there is a cached
memory page at some offset from arr. If we find the cached page, we can recover the
leaked byte. To this end, we use Flush+Reload [120]. We measure the access time for
each memory page starting from arr (i.e., 256 pages, one for each possible byte value).
The access time being below a threshold (80 cycles in our example)1 means that the
page is cached. In this case we increment the corresponding entry in the counter array
(hits).
(S5) Collecting the Signal: [lines 6, 21] Finally, we repeat the previous steps (S1–S4)
multiple times to make sure that we have enough measurements that can be used to
recover the original value. Multiple measurements are required because we do not
know which LFB entry is forwarded and whether it contains the target value (secret).
At the end of the loop (line 21), hits will contain the number of cache hits for each
possible byte value. Given that in each iteration at least one LFB entry contains secret
while the other entries contain random values, the index of the max value in hits will
correspond to the leaked secret value.
Besides the noise from randomly forwarded LFB entries, another problem that we have
1In our example, the threshold is a hardcoded value; however, in reality, it should be chosen based on the
CPU on which the program executes.
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faced during our experiments is that the majority of runs would return 0s as leaked
values. We have observed the same behavior in our previous work [T1]. Similarly,
other work has also documented observing abundance of forwarded 0s [84, 62, 76,
42]. Similar to them, we speculate that we see 0s whenever the processor catches
the error and clears the value before returning it to the execution core. On the other
hand, if the error is detected too late, a real value reaches the execution core. This is a
problem if the value we want to leak is also 0, which always has high cache hit count.
However, we observe that in this case, the hit count for the remaining values will be
low. Consequently, we set a threshold T : if a hit count for 1–255 is bigger than T , then
we assume that we have leaked a non-zero value; otherwise, we assume that zero was
leaked.
6.6 Possible Attack Scenarios
In the following, we discuss different attack scenarios that are possible with faulty
LFB forwarding. We have verified the plausibility of these attacks using simple test
cases. We assume a local attacker who is able to run arbitrary user-mode code on
a victim’s machine. Exploiting this vulnerability allows an attacker to leak data from
previous memory accesses. More specifically, from memory accesses that (i) result in an
L1 data cache miss, (ii) target uncachable memory, (iii) use non-temporal load/store
instruction, or (iv) are initiated by a prefetcher (either hardware or software). In
essence, the attacker is able to leak data from all possible memory accesses.
Given that LFBs retain their values after context switches, leaked LFB entries may also
contain sensitive data from different security contexts. Consequently, the goal of the
attacker is to leak sensitive data of a high-privilege process while running in user mode.
6.6.1 Leaking Data from the Same Process
This basic attack was already presented as our simple example (Listing 6.1). The goal of
this attack is to demonstrate the possibility of leaking data, and, due to its simplicity, is
suitable for reverse engineering different characteristics of the vulnerability. Moreover,
this attack can be easily extended to leak data from software sandboxes, e.g., leaking
browser data from a sandboxed JavaScript process.
6.6.2 Snooping on Kernel Memory Accesses
The goal of this attack is to leak data from kernel memory accesses. To this end, it
requires the following two steps: (i) trigger the execution of a kernel-mode code that
accesses sensitive data, and (ii) dump LFB entries after returning to the user mode. The
dumped LFB entries will contain the data from recent memory accesses by the operating
system. The attacker can further improve this technique by selectively evicting the
cache lines of the target kernel data from L1. This will guarantee that the next time
they are accessed, these cache lines will end up allocating LFB entries. Furthermore,
all the remaining cache lines that are accessed during the kernel execution will (most
likely) be cached in L1, and thus will not introduce an additional noise.
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6.6.3 Arbitrary Memory Read from Kernel
This attack is similar to the previous one; however, in this case the goal is to read
arbitrary kernel memory. Clearly, we cannot force an operating system to access arbi-
trary data, because all modern operating systems strictly sanitize user-supplied memory
pointers. However, we can use speculative execution to bypass some of these checks,
allowing a speculative memory access to an attacker-controlled address. We further
investigate this approach in Section 6.7, where we implement a proof of concept attack
against a fully patched Ubuntu Linux 18.04. Thereby, we demonstrate that this attack
is indeed possible even when Meltdown and L1TF mitigations are applied.
6.6.4 Snooping on SGX Memory Accesses
Similar to context switches, LFBs retain their values when entering/exiting secure exe-
cution environments, such as Intel SGX. As a result adversaries can snoop on memory
accesses that are executed in an enclave. In particular, this means that after execut-
ing an SGX function, an adversary running in a user program will be able to leak the
data that was accessed during the secure execution. If we further assume an attacker
with supervisor privileges, then they will also be able to run SGX programs in single-
stepping mode [113], thereby leaking data after each memory access. We investigate
SGX attacks in Section 6.8.
6.6.5 Reading SGX Register Values
Upon receiving an interrupt, an SGX enclave stops the execution and gives control
to the dedicated asynchronous exit handler (AEX). Among other things, AEX’s job is
to securely store SGX context (including all register values) into a dedicated storage,
called State Save Area (SSA). To store the registers into SSA, AEX uses regular memory
operations. Consequently, LFB entries are allocated when these operations result in an
L1 data cache miss. As a result, adversaries are able to leak the register values after
interrupting the enclave. Coupled with the single stepping approach, SGX-Step [113],
this attack allows dumping the values of all registers after each instruction. Further
details about this attack are provided in Section 6.8.
6.6.6 Leaking from other security boundaries
The aforementioned attack scenarios can be further generalized. Every possible security
boundary that can be crossed during a normal execution is vulnerable to our attack.
This includes, for example, a hypervisor accessing a sensitive memory location while
handling a hypercall, or data accessed in a system management mode (SMM) while
handling a system management interrupt (SMI). However, we have not investigated
these cases further in our work.
6.6.7 Hyperthreading
Similar to the related attacks [117, 68], hyperthreading makes our attack harder to
mitigate. This is because LFBs are shared across hyperthreads; therefore, a memory
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access on one hyperthread can be leaked by the sibling hyperthread. This means that
an adversary is able leak the from any security context that happens to be running on
the sibling hyperthread.
We have verified that leaking data across hyperthreads is indeed possible. In our experi-
ments, the attacker hyperthread was a user process, triggering LFB leaks and collecting
the data. On the sibling hyperthread (victim), we executed (i) another user program,
(ii) an SGX enclave, and (iii) a kernel-mode code. The attacker was able to leak data
in all of these cases.
Injecting Data to the Sibling Hyperthread
Another attack vector that we have not evaluated in our experiments is data injection
using LFB entries. The idea is to reverse the roles of the attacker and the victim, and
make sure that the victim process will get wrongly forwarded data from LFB. The in-
jected data then can be used in a memory access in the victim process, leaving a trace
in caches that can be used in a side-channel attack. It is important to note that the pos-
sibility of this attack is confirmed by the fact that our previous attacks work. However,
this attack requires specific gadgets in the victim process, which, we think, will be hard
to find in a real-world application.
6.7 Arbitrary Kernel Memory Read
After briefly explaining different possible attack scenarios in the previous section, in
the following, we give implementation details for two of them. First, in this section,
we demonstrate how to read arbitrary kernel memory contents from a user program
running on a fully patched Ubuntu Linux 18.04. Next, in Section 6.8, we target trusted
execution environments and show that snooping on memory accesses inside SGX en-
claves is possible, notably without requiring supervisor privileges.
6.7.1 Threat Model
As our threat model, we envision a local attacker that is able to execute arbitrary user-
mode code on a victim’s machine. The attacker’s goal is to read arbitrary kernel data.
Our threat model and the goal are in line with the related work, Meltdown and Fore-
shadow. However, in contrast to them, we assume that patches for both Meltdown and
Foreshadow are applied to the victim’s system. This means that the operating system
employs kernel page table isolation (KPTI) [53] against Meltdown, and flushes L1 data
cache on every privilege switch to mitigate L1TF.
6.7.2 General Attack Description
Being able to leak recently accessed data, the goal of this attack is to trick the operating
system to access the data of our interest, ideally just before returning to user mode. As
a result, the accessed cache line will be loaded in an LFB entry and, thus, can later
be leaked. In order to trigger a kernel code execution, we use system calls. System
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calls are entry points to an operating system, exposing certain privileged functionality
to user-mode processes (e.g., opening or writing a file). To execute a system call, a
user process sets the required system call number (rax), initializes parameters, and
executes a syscall instruction. Based on the system call number, the operating system
executes the corresponding system call handler. It is important to note that, without
any adversarial manipulation, system call handlers access kernel-mode data that is
required for handling the call. These memory accesses from a normal execution can be
easily leaked in our attack and might as well contain sensitive information. However,
in our case, the goal is to control the data that is being leaked. That is, we want to leak
kernel data from arbitrary addresses provided by us.
Obviously, finding a system call handler that uses an unsanitized user-supplied pointer
for a memory access is impossible in a bug-free operating system. Instead, in our at-
tack, we resort to using speculative memory accesses. Microarchitecturally, there is no
difference between handling a speculative and non-speculative memory accesses; in
fact, the majority of memory accesses are executed speculatively. Consequently, specu-
lative memory accesses also consume LFB entries and, thus, can be leaked. Therefore,
we are looking for a system call handler, which allows speculative memory accesses to
user-supplied pointers.
Overall, the attack consists of the following four parts:
1. Find a system call handler with a speculative gadget.
2. Train the branch predictor to execute the gadget.
3. Trigger a misprediction and speculatively access data.
4. Leak the data from LFB.
The following sections will provide more details for each step.
Finding the Gadget
The first and the most important step in this attack is finding a gadget. As previously
mentioned, the gadget we are looking for is a sequence of instructions in a system
call handler’s execution path (i.e., from syscall to sysret), that takes a user-supplied
pointer and uses it in a memory access. Clearly, in a bug-free operating system, this type
of gadget will not be architecturally reachable. Therefore, we additionally leverage
branch predictors to guarantee that the gadget is executed speculatively (cf. [76]).
For instance, if we have a system call handler that takes an attacker-supplied pointer
(ptr), and executes the gadget only if ptr equals to A. Then, by executing the system
call multiple times with ptr=A, we can bias the directional branch predictor towards
predicting the execution of the gadget. After the training, we can use an arbitrary
ptr!=A, in which case the gadget will be executed speculatively, accessing memory at
the attacker-controlled address, ptr.
In order to sanitize a user-supplied pointer, Linux uses special functions that are re-
sponsible for copying data from user to kernel and back (e.g., copy_from_user() and
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1 setrlimit (int resource , struct rlimit *rlim) {
2 struct rlimit new_rlim ;
3 if ( copy_from_user (& new_rlim , rlim , ...))
4 return -EFAULT ;
5 return do_prlimit (... , resource , ...);
6 }
Listing 6.2: A gadget in Linux
copy_to_user()), while, at the same time, guaranteeing that user-supplied pointers
point to user-mode addresses only. Furthermore, Linux uses Intel’s Supervisor Mode Ac-
cess Prevention (SMAP) that is used to prevent the code running in a supervisor mode
to access user-mode memory. The functions that need to access user-mode memory
temporarily disable SMAP using clac/stac instructions. Unfortunately, these instruc-
tions modify eflags and, thus, they are serializing2, effectively stopping all speculation.
However, if SMAP is disabled or not supported, Linux falls back to other means of stop-
ping the speculation, i.e., by creating dependencies on the flags (e.g., via sbb) to create
a speculative barrier. In our proof of concept, we assume that SMAP is disabled, e.g.,
due to lack of hardware or software support.
Before looking for gadgets, we checked functions responsible for handling user data to
find the ones allowing speculation. We found that copy_from_user() does not use the
aforementioned data-dependency techniques to stop the speculation, and thus, even if
the range check of the user-supplied pointer fails, a speculative memory access is still
allowed. Having found the gadget, the next step is to look for system call handlers that
invoke copy_from_user(). Unsurprisingly, we found many such system calls. Given
that we want to execute the system call multiple times (for training), we targeted a
system call with the least number of instructions. One such function is setrlimit(). It
takes two parameters: an integer (resource) and a pointer to rlimit structure (rlim).
The corresponding C code for setrlimit() is shown in Listing 6.2. The speculative
memory access in this function is done inside copy_from_user() (line 3). To make
sure that the target data is not evicted from LFB, we need to limit the number of
memory accesses after the speculative load. In this case, if we set the first parameter,
resource, to any value bigger than 16, do_prlimit() returns immediately with an
error code (-EINVAL).
Training the Predictor
After finding a gadget, the next step is to trick the branch predictor to execute it spec-
ulatively. There are two different ways to achieve this: (i) we can use collisions in
the branch history table to train kernel mode branch instructions from user mode, or
(ii) we execute the system call multiple times with the arguments that will end up ex-
ecuting the required gadget. Despite being more efficient, (i) requires the knowledge
of the mapping function from instruction pointer to history table entries. However,
2This is due to the fact that the flags register is not renamed in Intel processors.
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this function is microarchitecture-dependent and is not documented in Intel’s manuals.
Moreover, modern CPUs use more complicated, hybrid predictors [40], where the map-
ping depends on the type of predictor that changes at run time. Given that reversing
the hash function is not in the scope of this work, we will use the second technique
(in-place training). Regardless, we want to emphasize that, in general, the first ap-
proach is faster, because it does not require multiple privilege switches for training.
Furthermore, being able to train every possible kernel-mode branch instruction from
user-mode would allow us to target more possible gadgets.
Our attack consists of two stages, training, and speculation. In training, we execute the
system call N times, where N is a random number from 1 to 32. Randomness is re-
quired to prevent the branch predictor from using branch history information to predict
correctly. For each execution, the attacker-supplied benign (user mode) pointer will be
used in a memory access. After biasing the predictor, we switch to the speculation stage.
In this step, we change the attacker-supplied pointer to the target address and invoke
the same system call. This will result in speculatively loading the target data. For train-
ing, all we have to do is to set the second argument (rlim) to a user-land buffer and
call setrlimit(). Furthermore, to limit the executed code after the memory access,
we set resource to 17 (anything bigger than 16 will work). During the speculation
stage, we set rlim to the target address and call setrlimit().
Leaking the Data
At this point, we have trained the branch predictor and also speculatively executed the
gadget that reads data using the attacker-supplied memory pointer. Given that this
memory access resulted in an L1 data cache miss, we know that the cache line got
allocated in LFB. Consequently, the next step is to leak the data from there.
The only problem is that we do not know which LFB entry will be leaked and whether
it will contain the target data. Therefore, a large portion of the leaked values will
be from other unrelated memory accesses. We see the following two solutions to this
problem: (i) execute the attack multiple times to get rid of the noise, or (ii) assume the
knowledge of a single byte at the required address and use this knowledge to remove
the noise by filtering the leaked data. We use the second technique in our attack.
6.7.3 Evaluation
In order to evaluate the efficacy of our approach, we created a proof of concept of the
aforementioned attack. We ran the proof of concept exploit on Ubuntu Linux 18.04,
running on Intel Coffee Lake (Intel R⃝ Core
TM
i7-8700 @3.20GHz), having 12 logical
cores with hyperthreading, i.e., 6 physical cores.
We implemented our proof of concept following the details given in this section. Fur-
thermore, we also implemented some noise reduction techniques. First, to reduce the
noise from the sibling hyperthread, we pin a noise-reducing process to it. The process
is simply executing serializing instructions in a loop (e.g., cpuid in our case). In our
experiments, we observed that apart from reducing the noise by not doing memory
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1 leak_nibble_4 : ;( rcx - byte * feedback
2 ; rdx - byte * faulty
3 ; r9 - byte known_byte )
4 xbegin EXIT ; start TSX transaction
5 mov eax , [rdx]
6 and eax , 0 xf0ff ; bitmask for nibble -to -leak and known_byte
7 xor eax , r9d ; if( known_byte == al) al =0
8 ror eax , 8 ; move check byte to MSB of eax
9 shl rax , 8 ; align to page size (4 KB)
10 INF_LOOP :




Listing 6.3: Leaking the 4th nibble of an LFB entry in Linux using a known byte
accesses, using serializing instructions results in an improved signals in the main pro-
gram. Second, to get rid of the noise from system call handler itself, we use a filtering
mechanism, in which we assume the knowledge of a single byte of the target data. Con-
sequently, we only consider the leaked entry to be valid if it contains the known byte,
otherwise we ignore the leaked data. Note that only the initial byte is assumed to be
known. For all subsequent leaks the previously leaked byte can be used as the known
byte. Furthermore, the initial byte can be leaked by the attacker by repeating the leak
procedure multiple times, thereby revealing the initial byte. The implementation detail
of this technique is depicted in Listing 6.3.
For our covert channel communication, we use a feedback array of 16 memory pages.
Based on the value of the leaked nibble, we trigger the caching of the corresponding
page in the feedback array (line 11).
In our experiments, we tried leaking the data from a kernel memory page (4,096 bytes)
containing ASCII text. On average, leaking the entire page took us around 712 seconds,
i.e., approximately 6 B/s.
6.8 Leaking SGX data
In the second part of this work, we target programs running in Intel’s trusted execution
environment—Software Guard Extensions (SGX). With SGX, Intel promises developers
integrity and confidentiality of both code and data of their programs, even against a
privileged adversary. Intel achieves this by separating physical memory at hardware
level to protect it from viewing or modification. Furthermore, the x86 instruction set is
extended with new instructions, e.g., to enter/exit secure execution, or to verify its in-
tegrity. Despite sharing the same address space with the host user process, SGX-enabled
Intel CPUs make sure that enclaves’ memory portion is not accessible from outside the
enclave. To this end, the address translation process is extended to incorporate checks
for enclave memory accesses. For example, instructions trying to access SGX memory
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from outside the enclave will receive a page fault. Additionally, the enclave data that
is stored in main memory is encrypted, thus mitigating physical attacks as well. The
encryption is implemented in the memory controller and only applies to data that are
stored in DRAM. As soon as the memory controller fetches data from DRAM, they are
decrypted and passed down to caches. Consequently, all levels of caches, as well as
LFB, work with decrypted values.
One problem with our SGX attack is that entering/exiting secure execution mode takes
too long. In the meantime, a program running on the sibling hyperthread may be
doing memory accesses, effectively evicting LFB entries and, thus, the target value.
In our attack, we therefore assume that we control the code executing on the sibling
hyperthread.
In order to evaluate the efficacy of our SGX attack, we propose the following two
experiments: (i) we test the plausibility of leaking data from memory accesses done
inside an SGX enclave, and (ii) we check if implicit SGX operations can be used to leak
sensitive data. For the former, we use a simple SGX program that does only a single
memory operation before returning to a user-mode program. We then try to leak the
accessed value. For the latter, we use interrupts while executing in SGX mode. As a
result, an asynchronous exit (AEX) is triggered, saving the SGX context and exiting the
enclave. Despite the fact that AEX saves the SGX context in memory that is inaccessible
to the attacker, LFB entries are still allocated and, thus, the saved values can be leaked.
6.8.1 Snooping SGX Memory Accesses
With our first experiment, we want to check whether memory accesses inside an SGX
enclave can be leaked by the host user program. In other words, we are interested
whether LFB entries survive an SGX exit (EEXIT) procedure; i.e., they are neither ex-
plicitly flushed nor accidentally evicted. To this end, we create a simple SGX program
with only a single memory operation. We then use our attack in the host user program
to recover the value that was accessed inside the enclave. Consequently, our threat
model assumes that the host user process is malicious and can invoke the same enclave
function multiple times.
This experiment consists of the following steps:
1. Evict the cache line with sensitive data from L1.
2. Invoke the target SGX function.
(a) The SGX program reads/writes the data.
(b) Returns back to the user process.
3. Leak an LFB entry, record the leaked value.
4. Goto step 1 until enough data is gathered.
In our experiments, we found out that even a single memory access inside an enclave
can be leaked from outside. It should be noted that, leaking memory reads requires
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more iterations than leaking memory writes. This can be explained by the fact that
after a memory write, the new data is written to an LFB entry, and then the process of
fetching the rest of the cache line is initiated. This leaves a bigger time window for the
LFB entry to be leaked.
6.8.2 Leaking SGX Registers
The basic assumption of SGX programs is that nothing can be trusted on the local
system. This includes the host user process, operating system, and even hypervisor
if it exists. Consequently, there are multiple ways how such a powerful attacker can
disrupt the execution. One such example is using interrupts in order to stop the enclave
execution at any time. In a regular program execution, when an interrupt is raised the
control flow goes to the interrupt service routine (ISR), where the interrupt is handled
by the operating system. Naturally, the interrupt handler gets to see the snapshot of
the processor state prior to the interruption. To avoid leaking register values when
an interrupt is raised while an SGX enclave is being executed an asynchronous exit
handler (AEX) is invoked. AEX securely stores the enclave context (e.g., register values)
into State Save Area (SSA), clears their values, and exits the secure execution mode.
Only after this, ISR is invoked with artificially created register values. As a result,
although the operating system is able to interrupt the enclave execution, it can not see
the sensitive values.
However, we observe that storing register values to SSA still requires memory opera-
tions, and, assuming that the SSA region is not cached in L1, will consume LFB en-
tries. Consequently, we will be able to recover register values by leaking LFB entries
right after the interruption. Coupled with the ability to interrupt SGX after every in-
struction [113], this attack allows us to execute an enclave in a single-stepping mode,
dumping register contents in each step.
We test the plausibility of this approach using the following steps: (i) we create an
SGX enclave that initializes all registers and triggers an interrupt, and (ii) in a signal
handler of the user process, we leak LFB entries to recover the saved register values.
It is worth noting that, our signal handler is located in the user-mode program. As
a result, every time an interrupt is raised the control goes to the kernel first, which
then looks up registered signal handlers for the program, and only after that the user-
mode handler is invoked. This introduces lots of overhead and, hence, noise in our
measurements. Nevertheless, we are able to leak all register values of the enclave. An
obvious improvement to this technique would be to leak register values at the kernel
side, right after receiving an interrupt. However, given that our goal was to show the
plausibility of this approach, we leave further optimizations for future work.
6.8.3 Evaluation
In order to measure the bandwidth at which we can leak data from an SGX enclave,
we created a simple program. We tested our experiments on Linux 18.04, running
on Intel Coffee Lake (Intel R⃝ Core
TM
i7-8700 @3.20GHz), having 12 logical cores with
hyperthreading, i.e., 6 physical cores.
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In this proof of concept, we implement the attack from Section 6.8.1. Similar to our
kernel attack, we also use the noise-reduction techniques here. First, we increase the
leaking rate by constantly executing CPUID (or any other serializing instruction) on
the sibling thread. Furthermore, out of the 4KB page, we assume that we know the
first byte, and then use this byte to filter out noise (similar to the filtering described in
Listing 6.3). This is particularly important in this attack, since exiting an SGX enclave
is a complex operation containing multiple implicit memory accesses, thus introducing
noise. Finally, for the covert channel we use an array spanning 16 memory pages,
leaking a nibble in each iteration.
To measure the rate of the information leak, we allocated a 4KB page, initialized it with
an ASCII text, and then tried to leak its contents. On average, leaking the entire text
took us 255.96 seconds, i.e., 16 B/s. Out of all leaked characters, on average 21 of
them were wrong, i.e., 99.5% of the characters were leaked correctly. The precision
can be easily extended to 100% by rerunning the measurement multiple times.
6.9 Discussion
6.9.1 Similar Problems
Although the underlying cause of the issue is not yet known, conceptually our problem
is similar to previously discovered hardware problems: Meltdown [84, 62] and Fore-
shadow [20, 117]. Both of these problems rely on implementation flaws in processors
that, for a small time window, forward unauthorized data to subsequent instructions.
For example, accessing a supervisor page from user mode causes a page fault. How-
ever, before doing permission checks, data from the memory access is forwarded to a
subsequent instruction. Meltdown exploits this by using the forwarded data in another
memory instruction to leak the value via cache side channel. Consequently, Meltdown
allows adversaries to leak data from arbitrary an virtual address in their address space,
notably including kernel data. The limitation of Meltdown is that it can only leak data
from its own address space. Consequently, it is mitigated by moving supervisor pages
into a separate address space, making it inaccessible to users [53].
Similar to Meltdown, Foreshadow [20, 117] (also called L1 Terminal Fault or L1TF by
Intel [68]) uses another microarchitectural issue in memory management units (MMU).
In this case, when a page table walk ends with a terminal fault3, instead of stopping the
execution, the MMU uses the address bits from the faulty page table entry to compute
a physical address. The wrongly computed address is then used in an L1 data cache
lookup and, in case of a cache hit, the matching data will be forwarded to the execution
core. Further investigations showed that terminal fault also discards Extended Page
Table (EPT) checks [117, 68]. As a result, a guest operating system, which is able to
set up arbitrary page tables can, in theory, leak entire L1 data cache. To mitigate L1TF,
the entire L1 data cache needs to be flushed every time a context switch is made to a
lower privilege process. For example, when exiting an SGX enclave, returning from an
operating system, or exiting a hypervisor.




The best possible mitigation against any attack is to fix the root of the problem. In
our case it will be not forwarding any data until doing the address and permission
checks. However, this requires hardware modifications, which, even if done in upcom-
ing processors, will still leave older processors vulnerable. Therefore, in the following,
we propose possible mitigation techniques that can be implemented in software. We
discuss two variants, depending whether hyperthreading is enabled or not.
We start with non-hyperthreading case first. Given that our attack uses LFB entries
to leak data, our mitigation needs to guarantee that sensitive data is not present in
LFB when the attacker executes. In particular, we have to make sure that we flush
LFB entries before doing a switch from a high-privileged process to a low-privileged
one. Given that LFB is not shared across physical cores, we can enumerate all places
where privilege switches are made (e.g., sysret, VMEXIT), and augment them to flush
LFB entries as the last operation. The situation is a bit complicated with SGX, because
an SGX programmer cannot modify AEX code. However, given that AEX is already
implemented via microOPs, a microcode update can be issued by Intel that will add
LFB flushing to AEX.
Having hyperthreading enabled on a processor adds another attack scenario that needs
to be mitigated as well. In this case, instead of requiring a privilege switch, we assume
two processes (A and B) with different privileges to be running at the same time on
collocated logical cores. For example, B can be running in kernel-mode, doing memory
accesses and filling LFB entries, while, at the same time, A will be leaking the values as
they are being created. We believe, that the only bulletproof solution to this problem is
to disable hyperthreading. Furthermore, since SGX cannot trust neither operating sys-
tem nor hypervisor, it needs a way to verify that hyperthreading is actually disabled on
hardware. Fortunately, the microcode update from Intel for L1TF vulnerability already
includes this capability4.
6.9.3 Flushing LFB
In the previous section, we mentioned flushing LFB entries multiple times. Clearly, the
only guaranteed way to do this is by modifying the hardware, e.g., using a microcode
update, if possible. Another way is to do LFB eviction from software. The main idea is
similar to a cache eviction technique [93]: evicting data from a cache set by accessing
multiple cache lines that map to the same set. In our case, we have a fully associative
buffer with 10 entries; therefore, the goal is to replace its entries with our own. To
guarantee that each memory access is indeed handled by LFB, we use non-temporal
stores, each store targeting a different cache line (not to result in LFB hit). According to
our experiments, 12 non-temporal stores are enough to significantly reduce the chances
of LFB retaining any sensitive data.
4https://software.intel.com/security-software-guidance/software-guidance/l1-terminal-fault
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6.10 Related Work
6.10.1 Speculative Execution
Out-of-order and speculative executions are optimization techniques that allow execut-
ing instructions in advance, before actually knowing that they will be needed, thereby
increasing the utilization of hardware resources. The basic idea behind out-of-order
execution is to schedule instructions based on their data dependencies instead of their
program order, thus removing unnecessary pipeline stalls. Similarly, speculative exe-
cution removes control dependencies by predicting the most likely targets of branch
instructions and executing them out of order.
Despite performance gains, we have recently seen that speculative execution comes
with multiple side effects. Particularly, Spectre attacks [76, 62, 42, T1] have shown that
branch predictors can be trained to trigger speculative execution of attacker-desired
code. For instance, Spectre v1 is able to read outside of an array bounds by tricking di-
rectional branch predictor to predict the path with memory access, even when the index
is out of the bounds. Moreover, by leveraging branch target buffer (BTB), Spectre v2 is
able to divert indirect branch instructions to arbitrary attacker-controlled addresses.
After initial disclosure, many researchers proposed extensions to Spectre attacks. For
instance, in our previous work (see Chapter 5), we proposed ret2spec [P3] that demon-
strated that return instructions can also be used to trigger speculative execution. Ko-
ruyeh et al. [78] also came to the same conclusion in a concurrent work. In these
attacks, return address predictors are used to trigger speculative execution at attacker-
controlled addresses, either on the same process or on a process running on the same
logical core. Similar to our work, branch predictors were also shown to be able to leak
sensitive information from SGX enclaves [24, 40, 81].
Apart from predicting branch targets, modern processors also use address speculation,
called memory disambiguation. It works by guessing whether a load instruction has
an address collision with any previous store instructions whose address has not been
calculated yet. Horn [63] showed that memory disambiguation can be exploited to
read stale data from memory, instead of forwarding the new data from store buffer.
6.10.2 Cache Side Channel
To compensate the growing gap between execution and memory speeds, processor man-
ufacturers usually employ multiple levels of caches that speed up memory accesses by
storing recently accessed data closer to execution core. As a result, after storing data
in a cache on the first access, subsequent memory accesses to the same data will only
take a few cycles (instead of a few hundred cycles that is needed to access memory).
Different cache levels take different amount of time to access data. This is influenced
by the cache size and the distance from the execution core. Cache side channel attacks
use this timing difference, i.e., by measuring a memory access latency an adversary can
tell whether the corresponding data have recently been accessed or not. Given that
caches are shared between processes, this can be used to leak sensitive information.
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Modern processors usually split L1 caches into instruction and data caches. Therefore,
different attack techniques exist for each of them. Unsurprisingly, instruction cache
attacks aim to leak execution trace of the target process. For instance, leaking the
execution trace of a collocated process [1, 3, 2, 23] or of another VM on the same
machine [124].
On the other hand, data caches can be used to reveal data access patterns of victim
programs. Depending on the targeted cache level, this attacks can leak data across
processes on the same core (in case of per-core L1 and L2 caches), or even across
processes on different cores (in case of a shared L3 cache). It has been demonstrated
that such attacks can be used to recover sensitive information from other processes,
e.g., cryptographic keys [110, 120, 57, 99] or to reconstruct keystrokes [56, 103].
There are various techniques of retrieving side-channel information from caches. The
simplest and the most reliable approach to leak data from caches is Flush+Reload [120].
As name suggests, Flush+Reload works by (i) flushing the target cache line, (ii) trig-
gering a victim function/process to execute, and (iii) measuring the access time of the
target cache line to check if it was cached or not. The target line being cached means
that it was accessed by the victim. Evict+Reload [56] is a variation of Flush+Reload.
Instead of flushing, Evict+Reload evicts the target cache line by accessing the data that
map into the same cache set, i.e., it relies on cache eviction strategy to evict the target
cache line. This can be useful if a clflush instruction cannot be used, e.g., due to
architectural [83] or software [93, 55, 17] limitations. Prime+Probe [94] is an orthog-
onal technique to Flush+Reload. The first step Prime+Probe is to prime the cache set,
i.e., allocate the entire set with own data. Next, a victim process is executed. Finally,
the attacker probes the cache set to see which cache lines remain cached. As a result,
the attacker can leak information about memory accesses carried out by the victim.
6.11 Conclusion
In this work, we present a novel microarchitectural attack that allows leaking sensitive
data across various security contexts. This is possible even in the presence of mitiga-
tions for known attacks such as Meltdown [84] and Foreshadow [20]. We demonstrate
that our novel technique can be used by an adversary to leak information from recent
memory accesses, regardless the context they have been accessed in. In our work, we
reverse engineer the vulnerable buffer, LFB, and show that although it contains only
10 entries, its characteristics allow the attacker to predict and even influence the data
that are allocated there, thereby increasing the chances of leaking sensitive information.
In order to see the effectiveness of our attack, we evaluate it against a fully patched
Ubuntu Linux 18.04 (with SMAP disabled) to read arbitrary kernel data, and against
an SGX program to leak data accessed by the enclaves. Ultimately, we discuss possible






This dissertation studies isolation—a fundamental security feature that is used by mod-
ern computer systems. Intuitively, isolation allows running multiple applications of
different sensitivity and privileges on the same hardware, while guaranteeing that
they do not interfere with one another. For instance, privilege isolation separates pro-
cesses based on their privileges, process isolation defines process boundaries, while
memory isolation guarantees the confidentiality of their data. Proliferation of Internet-
connected devices over recent years made them easily reachable by adversaries, further
emphasizing the importance of having strong security guarantees. Consequently, this
dissertation assesses the security of modern computer systems by targeting the exist-
ing state-of-the-art hardware-assisted isolation techniques. The main reason for tar-
geting hardware-based security measures is their lack of flexibility in contrast to their
software-based counterparts. That is, fixing a hardware issue is considerably harder, if
not impossible, than fixing a software issue; thereby, making them a better target for
adversaries.
In this dissertation, we present isolation challenges from three different angles. First,
in Chapters 3 and 4, we revisit the security guarantees of state-of-the-art code-reuse
mitigation techniques that employ virtualization extensions of modern processors to
achieve fine-grained memory isolation. Particularly, we target XnR-based defenses that
use Extended Page Tables (EPT) to mark code pages as non-readable. This dissertation
successfully demonstrates that, despite such strong isolation techniques, adversaries
can use predictable code output of Just-in-Time JavaScript compilers in order to in-
troduce arbitrary code-reuse gadgets in generated native code. Consequently, the ad-
dresses of these gadgets can be computed by the adversary and, thus, can be used in
a code-reuse attack; notably, without the need to read the code. All in all, our work
emphasizes that the ability to control the compiler input gives adversaries an indirect
control of the output, i.e., the JIT-compiled native code. This makes code-diversification
techniques harder to implement, thereby making the concept of non-readable code inef-
fective. Ultimately, we also propose two different ways to mitigate our attacks: remov-
ing adversarial values from JavaScript code (e.g., by rewriting it) or removing them
after JIT-compilation (e.g., by randomizing them in the native code).
Despite not being a rarity, our previous attacks still assume a program with existing soft-
ware vulnerabilities. The fact that this is not a general requirement was highlighted by
our technical report, Speculose [T1], as well as by related work (e.g., Spectre [76]). In
Speculose, we have demonstrated that speculative execution has side effects, allowing
adversaries to leak sensitive information across various security boundaries, notably
without requiring a software vulnerability. Speculose paved the way for the next part
of our dissertation: breaking hardware-based isolation techniques without software
vulnerabilities. In particular, Chapter 5 demonstrates that return address predictors
can be exploited by adversaries to achieve speculative execution at attacker-controlled
addresses that can lead to information leaks across different security contexts. We have
demonstrated that an adversary can use this technique to snoop on key presses of a
different process as well as to break user-mode memory isolation techniques in Java-
Script sandboxes. Our work confirms that return address predictors are as powerful
as already-known Spectre variants and proposes mitigation techniques as an extension
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to existing Spectre defenses. It shall be noted that, apart from uncovering a critical
security issue, return address predictors are also useful in studying speculative execu-
tion. This is due to the fact that return address predictors are simple, deterministic, and
thereby can easily be tricked to trigger a misprediction. In contrast, modern branch pre-
dictors require extensive reverse engineering, training, and even branch history forging
to make it mispredict.
Finally, this dissertation shows that faulty hardware implementations pose a serious
threat to the security of computer systems. We demonstrate this in Chapter 6, where
we uncover a critical microarchitectural issue that can be leveraged by adversaries to
break all isolation techniques and leak sensitive information across arbitrary security
contexts. Notably, our attack works even in the presence of mitigations against similar
microarchitectural attacks: Meltdown [84] and Foreshadow [20]. Ultimately, Chap-
ter 6 emphasizes that microarchitectural issues (e.g., faulty hardware implementations)
are more critical than software issues, in that they weaken the fundamental guarantees
upon which secure computer systems are built. Furthermore, an issue being in hard-
ware makes it harder, if not impossible, to fix it without replacing the entire unit.
Future Research Directions
The author of this dissertation envisions several future research directions to further
improve the security of computer systems. First, the author wants to highlight that
the threat of compiling and executing adversarial code at runtime goes beyond Java-
Script. An adversary that is able to control the dynamically compiled code constitutes
a fundamental problem for code-diversification defenses [P1, P2, 14, 5]. Therefore, it
is important to scrutinize the output of Just-in-Time compilers in order to guarantee
that it is free of any possibly adversarial values, or, at the very least, verify that it does
not contain code-reuse gadgets [92]. Furthermore, it is important our studies from
Chapters 3 and 4 to be extended to cover other Just-in-Time compiled languages that
are used by modern browsers, such as WebAssembly, AsmJS, and even regular expres-
sions. This is particularly critical given the increasing popularity of WebAssembly. On
the same note, it is important to mention that Just-in-Time compilers are not limited to
browsers only. For instance, JavaScript engines are also present in other places such as
PDF readers, email clients, electron/node.js applications, or even in an OS kernel [19].
Apart from introducing code-reuse gadgets into native code, another problem with ex-
ecuting possibly adversarial code directly on hardware is that it can be used to mount
microarchitectural attacks. We have discussed the possibilities of mounting microarchi-
tectural attacks from JavaScript in Speculose [T1] as well as in Chapter 6. Furthermore,
Chapter 5 demonstrates a proof of concept of a microarchitectural attack from Java-
Script, in which we exploit return address predictors to break memory isolation and
read arbitrary memory addresses, notably, outside the JavaScript sandbox. Hosting a
file on a web page is an easy way for adversaries to run their code on victims’ machines,
thereby making dynamic languages, such as JavaScript or WebAssembly, a prefect tool
for running microarchitectural attacks. As a response to Spectre and related attacks,
browsers started implementing even stronger site-isolation techniques [49]. Given that
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microarchitectural attacks are becoming more and more popular, it is important to eval-
uate the effectiveness of the proposed defenses as well as to come up with new possible
mitigations.
Another line of future research follows our work presented in Chapter 5 and our tech-
nical report, Speculose [T1]. In particular, the author finds it highly crucial to have
a better understanding of microarchitectural intricacies of modern processors. Fortu-
nately, the disclosure of Meltdown [84] and Spectre [76] attracted many researchers to
reverse engineer speculative and out-of-order engines to find similar attack scenarios.
However, most of these techniques are tailored towards specific microarchitectural im-
plementations of mostly Intel CPUs. Given the number of different microarchitectures
that exist today, the author finds it important to create a framework that is able to scan
for known vulnerabilities and possibly look for new ones across various microarchitec-
tures or even across processors of different vendors. Consequently, Chapter 6 showed
that more attention needs to be paid to hardware security in order to assess their reli-
ability. Decades of optimizations made modern processors overly complicated, making
it not surprising that microarchitectural issues are discovered. Therefore, it is critical
to have a better understanding of the inner workings of modern processors in order to
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